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ABSTRACT
Institutional bioarchaeology is a growing sub-field within bioarchaeology, particularly
social bioarchaeology as informed by the biocultural approach. However, the majority of studies
in this vein have primarily addressed English-speaking contexts, to include analyses of
institutional assemblages preserved archaeologically, and anatomical collections. The present
study examines of the Siena Craniological Collection (SCC) - located in Siena, Italy. The
collection was assembled between 1862-1931, and originally contained remains of 1,122 patients
from both the general and mental hospitals in operation in Siena during this period (BrasiliGualandi & Gualdi-Russo, 1989a). In addition to demographic analysis of the Siena
Craniological Collection as a whole, this dissertation also undertook osteological and
taphonomic analyses of a selected sub-sample of patients of the L’Ospedale Psichiatrico San
Niccolò (San Niccolò Psychiatric Hospital - SNPH), as identified by associated archival material.
In the present study, demographic, osteological, and taphonomic variables are evaluated in
pursuit of the following research goals:
1. To understand the demographics of the SCC, including change over time, and how the
SCC differs from the demographics of the general population of the Province of Siena.
2. To explore the health and lived experiences of the sub-sample chosen for skeletal
analysis (SAS), including evaluation of dental health, paleopathological lesions, trauma,
and developmental defects.

xiii

3. To investigate the taphonomic condition of the SAS and how it varies in comparison to a
modern anatomical collection.
In contrast to previous skeletal biology-oriented analyses of the SCC (Brasili-Gualandi &
Gualdi-Russo, 1989a; Guidotti, Bastianini, De Stefano, & Hauser, 1986; Susanne, Guidotti, &
Hauspie, 1985), this dissertation addresses historic patterns of anatomization and
institutionalization, as viewed through a bioarchaeological lens. This work expands upon
previous bioarchaeological scholarship of historical asylums, addressing a new geographic
context, and augmenting the emerging bioarchaeology of institutions, in which skeletal remains
have been preserved due to postmortem medical usage. Additionally, a novel theoretical
synthesis of structural violence, embodiment, and necropolitics is offered, which seeks to
formulate a cohesive analytical picture of the SNPH, and anatomization in 19th and early 20th
century Siena, Italy. From these findings, a preliminary framework for conducting a
“bioarchaeology of mental illness” is proposed, and subsequently explored, using the dissertation
sample. The present study is significant in not only its exploration of a novel geographic context,
but also in its pursuit of applied implications to be drawn from the institutional bioarchaeology
of asylums.

xiv

INTRODUCTION
History [is] like an old house at night. With all the lamps lit. And ancestors whispering
inside…To understand history, we have to go inside and listen to what they’re saying. And look
at the books and pictures on the wall. And smell the smells. But…we can’t go in because we’ve
been locked out. And when we try and listen, all we hear is a whispering. And we cannot
understand the whispering, because our minds have been invaded by a war...that has made us
adore our conquerors and despise ourselves.
- The God of Small Things, Roy (1997, Chapter Two)
THE HOUSE OF HISTORY
We stand upon the lawn, crossed shadows starkly drawn
cast by shaded lamps lit dimly, the only light until the dawn

We approach the house with no address, house of happenings
house of whispers, times and places gone

We seek to gain our entry, to look and see and take
not knowing we are wrong

We swear that we can see them, the ancestors trapped beneath the glass
signaling wildly to be heard, to talk, to breathe, to sing
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We strain and stretch and scrabble, vying for the best place to peer inside
not realizing that we stand on the edge, the swinging sign blatant – ASYLUM
– a warning that we missed?

We press faces to the glass, peering through the darkness and the fog
to see the straight-laced beds, patients marshalled, under guard

We see the house’s secrets laid bare, the past peopled by the mad
those outside filled with fear and fascination, but cautious lest they next too fall prey

We cross a hidden threshold, ‘twixt free and under siege
a mistake realized too late, branded mad for all to see

We were seduced by whispers, scant snatches on the wind
a murmuring house seen sideways; no longer house, but prison for those who try to look within

We gaze where once we stood, having passed beyond the glass
with faces now peering back at us, some jeering, fearful, some sad

We throw fists upon the doors, shout curses at the windows
our roles reversed, now we are trapped, just like those we saw within

2

We search our minds for what we know, hoping for a cure
depressed to find this particular house one of fear and shame

We cast our eyes around us, and find the room much changed
gone are beds and shadowy figures, replaced by a new fear

We shrink back from drafty darkness, filled with voices like a hive
a claxon of light booming forth, a clean break to the spell

We feel the veil lift high before us, the raving, buzzing vanished
a new vision appears, the ancestors returned, though not the same as before

We think the change a trick, the house of history not true
for they appear to us like a mirror, not murky faces behind a window

We ogle as hands extend, a greeting, hailing the same
it seems impossible, if not mad, to find them mannered and sane

We surrender fear and greet in kind, the handclasp of an age
upon the touch, another change, we are alone again

We shudder, cower, recover, the house creaking all around us,
voices, wind with no difference known, the house has changed again

3

We open tightly-shuttered eyes, to see that first rays dawn
our room seems filled with talismans, bones of those that have now gone

We stand at last, reach out hands and minds
we seek to touch those things

We feel the floor lurch strongly, a breeze pass like a hand
we failed to touch our desire, have we lost the chance to see?

We stand upon the lawn again, crossed shadows fading fast
the lamps now guttered for the day, we question what has passed

We run back to the windows, scrubbing grime with sleeves and faces
a shock, no guards, no beds, but the whispers still remain

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF INSTITUTIONS
In the spirit of osteobiography (Boutin, 2011, 2016; Boutin & Callahan, 2019; Hawkey,
1998; Robb, 2002; Stodder & Palkovich, 2012), this dissertation has begun with a creative piece
of work by the author, which aims to explore individual experiences of history and research,
inspired by Roy (1997) and echoing the approach previously applied by Mellyn (2014c). This
vision should serve as a guiding lens for the subsequent scholarly work, namely, an investigation
of lived experiences in a historical institutional context, the 19th and early 20th century asylum.
As outlined by Baugher (2009), “institutions” are broadly defined as established and recognized
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organizations, especially those who provide care or assistance in some form, to a marginalized
group such as the impoverished, disabled, or mentally ill. Institutions are often seen as
“control[ing] people’s behavior and daily life” (Baugher, 2009, p. 5). The study of these
organizations using archaeological methods – institutional archaeology – most typically falls
under the broader purview of historical archaeology, which is variously defined as the
archaeology of European colonial expansion, capitalism, or literate societies (Hall & Silliman,
2006). Focused archaeological inquiry of institutions began in the early to mid-20th century with
analyses of Spanish missions and their impact on Native American converts (Baugher, 2009).
Treatment of Native Americans in these contexts – convert or otherwise – tended to mirror the
strategies of control seen in 19th century prisons and workhouses (Baugher, 2009); however,
these original studies did not focus on lived experiences of the marginalized groups in question,
in this case, Native Americans. From an initial focus on missionization, institutional archaeology
began expanding to address communal societies, including utopian communities and institutions
for the care of the poor (Baugher, 2009). As described by Baugher (2009), examination of
institutions for the care of the poor tended to focus on almshouses/workhouses in the United
States and the United Kingdom. While there is similarity in form and operations between these
geographic regions, there was a significant change between preindustrial homes of the poor and
the institutions of the 19th century, marking the growth of “total institutions” (Baugher, 2009),
including asylums for the mentally ill (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). Earlier studies of
almshouses/workhouses have drawn upon remains of architecture, landscape design, and other
artifacts as indications of institutional life and attitudes towards the poor. In regard to the
analysis of workhouses, as well as institutional archaeology as a whole, “what began as an
archaeology of places becomes an archaeology of people” (De Cunzo, 2006, p. 184). This
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gradual shift in focus has prompted, indeed necessitated, the growth of an institutional
bioarchaeology seeking to understand the life and death of individuals residing in or confined to
institutions, using a variety of methodologies.
Institutional Bioarchaeology
Interest in bioarchaeological study addressing historical institutional contexts has steadily
increased among recent scholars (Baugher, 2009; Belsaw, 2009; Blakely & Harrington, 1997b;
Conlin Casella, 2009; De Cunzo, 2009; DiGangi & Sirianni, 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b;
Geber, Bergman, & Iregren, 2019; Geber & Murphy, 2012; Gibb, 2009; Grauer & McNamara,
1995; Higgins, Haines, Walsh, & Sirianni, 2002; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Knowles & Sirianni,
2014; Muller, 2017; Muller, Pearlstein, & de la Cova, 2017; Murray & Perzigian, 1995;
Nystrom, Sirianni, Higgins, Perrelli, & Liber Raines, 2017; Piddock, 2009; Sirianni & Higgins,
1995; Sutter, 1995), including an emerging literature addressing the treatment of marginalized
populations in poorhouse, almshouse, and workhouse contexts, and the collection of their
remains in the furtherance of early anatomical study (Crist, Mooney, & Morrell, 2017; de la
Cova, 2021; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b; Geber & Murphy, 2012;
Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al.,
2017). Additionally, recent scholars have begun to investigate the archaeological and skeletal
evidence of 19th century asylums created for the specific purpose of treating the mentally ill
(Collins, 2009; Fennelly, 2014; Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Phillips, 2001, 2016).
In general, interest in historical inequalities and institutions of the past is growing, but a majority
of studies concerning almshouses and asylums have focused on contexts in English-speaking
countries (Collins, 2009; Crist et al., 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b; Geber & Murphy, 2012;
Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Nystrom et al., 2017; Phillips, 2001, 2016; Piddock,
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2009), with limited studies in non-English-speaking contexts (Cooper, Heinzle, & Reitmaier,
2019; Geber et al., 2019; Olsen, von Heyking, Grupe, White, & Longstaffe, 2018). In addition to
the broader bioarchaeology of institutions, there is substantial overlap between known
institutional assemblages and populations of the underprivileged and sickly targeted as the
subjects of medical study and dissection. In many of these cases (Crist et al., 2017; Dittmar &
Mitchell, 2019; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Humphrey, 1973;
Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017; Stevens, de la Cova,
Judge, & Young, 2018), it is the postmortem usage of remains of the institutionalized or
underprivileged that has led to the preservation of the skeletal assemblage in question. Scholars
working in this vein have sought to address the meanings of dead bodies, especially the relative
care and importance ascribed to the remains of marginalized peoples, (Blakely, 1997; Blakely &
Harrington, 1997a; Curtis-Richardson, 1997; Harrington & Blakely, 1995; Muller et al., 2017;
Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017) and the construction of mortuary landscapes
(Crist et al., 2017; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017).
RESEARCH GOALS
As highlighted above, the majority of bioarchaeological studies addressing
almshouse/workhouse and asylum contexts have focused on English-speaking countries. This
dissertation examines the Siena Craniological Collection (SCC), located in Siena, Italy at the
Università di Siena – Museo Anatomico “Leonetto Comparini”. The collection was assembled
between 1862-1931, and originally contained remains of 1,122 patients from both the general
and mental hospitals in operation in Siena during this period (Brasili-Gualandi & Gualdi-Russo,
1989a). In addition to demographic analysis of the SCC as a whole, this dissertation also
conducted osteological and taphonomic analyses of a selected sub-sample of patients of the
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L’Ospedale Psichiatrico San Niccolò (San Niccolò Psychiatric Hospital - SNPH), as identified
by the diagnoses listed in the collection registri (catalogs). Sampling criteria for this skeletal
analysis sample (SAS) are detailed further in Chapter Five. In the present study, demographic,
osteological, and taphonomic variables are evaluated in pursuit of the following research goals:
1. To understand the demographics of the SCC, including change over time, and how the
SCC differs from the demographics of the general population of the Province of Siena.
2. To explore the health and lived experiences of the sub-sample chosen for skeletal
analysis (SAS), including evaluation of dental health, paleopathological lesions, trauma,
and developmental defects.
3. To investigate the taphonomic condition of the SAS and how it varies in comparison to a
modern anatomical collection.
In contrast to previous analyses of the SCC (Brasili-Gualandi & Gualdi-Russo, 1989a;
Guidotti et al., 1986; Susanne et al., 1985) which have primarily investigated cranial metric and
morphological variation within the sample, this dissertation is concerned with the historical
context and sociocultural meaning of the SCC. In this way, the present study expands upon
previous bioarchaeological scholarship of historical asylums, addressing psychiatric treatment
and an asylum assemblage in a different geographic context, furthering the emerging
bioarchaeology of institutions in which skeletal remains have been preserved due to postmortem
medical usage. Additionally, this dissertation offers a novel theoretical synthesis of structural
violence, embodiment, and necropolitics in formulating a cohesive analytical picture of the
SNPH, and anatomization in 19th and early 20th century Italy. From these findings, a preliminary
framework for conducting a “bioarchaeology of mental illness” is proposed, and subsequently
explored, using the dissertation sample.
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OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION
The present study seeks to understand institutionalization in the Italian context,
specifically asylums of the 19th and early 20th century, as explored through the SCC, which
includes the anatomized remains of SNPH patients. Chapter Two elaborates on the theoretical
underpinnings of bioarchaeology as whole, including its roots in biological anthropology and
archaeology, and the rise of social bioarchaeology, from which institutional bioarchaeology
springs.
Chapter Three then explores prior research in institutional bioarchaeology, including
previous studies addressing the history of anatomization. Theoretical approaches utilized in
institutional bioarchaeology are reviewed, emphasizing the linkage between institutional
bioarchaeology and the bioarchaeology of violence, and highlighting the theoretical frameworks
implemented in the current study. Finally, Chapter Three briefly explores the ethical implications
of conducting bioarchaeological studies of institutional contexts, and how this dissertation
attempts to mediate these challenges.
Chapter Four provides historical background regarding psychiatry and the treatment of
mental illness, with a particular focus on developments of the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Additionally, the chapter discusses the Italian psychiatric context, including Italian legislation
governing the treatment and rights of mentally ill persons. The chapter also explores cultural
approaches to the dead body in Italy, and how they may have informed the anatomization
process. Finally, the chapter provides an overview of the history of the SNPH.
Chapter Five describes the materials and methods employed by the present study. The
chapter outlines the SCC in greater detail, including the three sub-collections and the selection of
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the skeletal analysis sample (SAS). Demographic, osteological, and taphonomic variables are
also discussed.
Chapter Six presents the results of this dissertation, divided into sections according to
data type (e.g. demographic, osteological or taphonomic). The chapter focuses on description of
the SCC and SAS through quantitative and qualitative results, prior to comparative analysis in
Chapter Seven. Chapter Seven provides comparative analysis of the results delineated in Chapter
Six, following the research goals outlined above.
Chapter Eight integrates the results of Chapters Six and Seven, and applies the theoretical
frameworks outlined in Chapter Three, with the aim of producing a holistic vision of the SCC
and the SNPH, grounded in historical background and bioarchaeological theory. Specifically,
this chapter synthesizes previous archaeological scholarship regarding structural violence and
embodiment, additionally incorporating the use of necropolitics as an explanatory framework, to
ultimately create a more complete theoretical analysis of historical asylums in which
anatomization took place.
Chapter Nine discusses conclusions from this dissertation and future directions for
bioarchaeological research of past institutions, especially asylums. The chapter outlines the
applied and ethical implications of this dissertation, including the creation of a “bioarchaeology
of mental illness.” The dissertation concludes by discussing the benefits of a bioarchaeological
approach to studies of historical institutional contexts, and the contributions that
bioarchaeologists and similar scholars can make, in regard to positive impacts for living
populations.
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THE EVOLUTION OF BIOARCHAEOLOGY
We often use the scientific method for tackling problems, but the “social” element is only one
part of the whole that helps contextualize the study of human remains. In my view, that is the big
picture approach to what we do – we place the remains of past people into the complex contexts
of their past lives.
- Larsen (2018, p. 873)
INTRODUCTION
Emblematic of a holistic vision of anthropology (Buikstra, 2006b; Zuckerman &
Armelagos, 2011), bioarchaeology has been defined as “the study of human remains from
archaeological contexts, especially during the last 10,000 years of human evolution” (Larsen &
Walker, 2010, p. 380). Increasingly, archaeological “contexts” have come to include skeletal
assemblages and their circumstances beyond the burial or cemetery from which the remains were
recovered (Larsen & Walker, 2010). This definition is particularly apt as it portrays
bioarchaeology as existing at the crossroads of biological anthropology and archaeology,
informed by the theory and method of both disciplines. As reviewed in Chapter One, this
dissertation can be broadly defined as bioarchaeological, exploring a historic institutional context
through the analysis of anatomical specimens1. In this way, the present study represents a
synthesis of ideas drawn from multiple anthropological sub-disciplines, especially institutional

1

In this case, the word “specimen” is utilized to highlight the way in which individuals in the Siena
Craniological Collection were reduced from people to objects by the original collectors. The subtle
negative connotation of this word underscores this intentional usage, but does not reflect the viewpoint of
the author.
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archaeology, as well as the study of anatomical collections, often undertaken by forensic
anthropologists. Ultimately, the current analysis is not diminished or muddied by drawing on
these different groups of ideas, rather it showcases the degree to which anthropological field or
sub-discipline distinctions are largely arbitrary, and that valuable scholarship can take place
when the academic identity of the investigator remains fluid and holistic in aim.
With this in mind, this chapter discusses the theoretical background of bioarchaeology as
a whole, beginning with its roots in both biological anthropology and archaeology. Changes in
bioarchaeological thought since the naming of the discipline (Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977) will
be addressed, with particular attention to the importance of the biocultural approach (Baker &
Agarwal, 2017; Larsen, 2018; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015; Wiley & Cullin, 2016; Zuckerman
& Armelagos, 2011), and the emergence of multiple modern “bioarchaeologies” (Baker &
Agarwal, 2017; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015), including social bioarchaeology (Agarwal &
Glencross, 2011) The discussion will primarily focus on scholarly trends within the United
States, as the author has trained at U.S.-based institutions. Before beginning the discussion
outlined above, a brief delineation of terminology is also necessary. Throughout the review,
“biological anthropology” will be utilized when referring to studies of human remains conducted
by practitioners who do not explicitly identify as bioarchaeologists. “Physical anthropology” will
only be used in quotation, as the term can often be associated with previous typological and
racist approaches to the study of human remains during the 19th and early 20th centuries (Brace,
2010; Larsen, 2018).
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BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ACROSS TIME
The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
As summarized by Larsen (2018) and delineated above, bioarchaeology is directly related
to the growth of biological anthropology and its subsequent professionalization, particularly
during the 20th century. Analysis of early biological anthropology reveals similarities to the first
archaeological approaches (Morgan, 1877; Petrie, 1899; Pitt Rivers, 1906 [1875]; Tylor, 1871),
namely an emphasis on typology and research supporting ideas of Caucasian supremacy (Larsen
& Walker, 2010; Little & Sussman, 2010). Biological anthropology, particularly of the 18th and
19th centuries, was heavily influenced by the Enlightenment and the rise of typological, racist
thinking among European scholars in an attempt to understand human origins and variation
(Little & Sussman, 2010). Drawing upon European racial ideals, Samuel George Morton was a
key figure in the advancement of early biological anthropological research in the United States,
albeit from a typological, racist standpoint (Mielke, 2011).
The Early Twentieth Century
The beginning of the 20th century heralded the emergence of several key figures in
American biological anthropology, especially Franz Boas, Aleš Hrdlička, and slightly later,
Earnest Hooton. While Boas and Hrdlička contributed greatly to the formalization and
professionalization of biological anthropology, Hooton made the longest-lasting impact through
his extensive training of doctoral students, who would go on to dominate the field in the 1970s
and 80s (Little & Sussman, 2010). Regardless of “founder,” typological approaches to cranial
morphology continued to characterize the discipline prior to World War II, including the work of
Earnest Hooton (Larsen, 2018). Although much of Hooton’s work was problematic from a racial
standpoint, such as his work at Pecos Pueblo (Hooton, 1930), his focus on regionally-based
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projects and analysis of human remains in pursuit of questions regarding health and
demographics of the past partially contributed to early bioarchaeological efforts (Larsen, 2018).
Though typology was the primary focus of early “physical anthropological” study, the
field’s relationship with human variation has changed dramatically since the foundation of the
discipline (Caspari, 2010), with a greater scholarly interest on the intersection of biology and
culture (Baker & Agarwal, 2017). Many of these changes are attributable to the growth of the
discipline through increased access to archaeological remains – especially via work-relief
programs of the 1930s – which demonstrated variation in a new light (Larsen, 2018).
Bioarchaeology had not been formally defined as a field at this time (Blakely, 1977; Buikstra,
1977), but exchange of knowledge between biological anthropologists and archaeologists was
increasing, contributing to a blurring of boundaries for practitioners and new ideas regarding
human difference in sociocultural and environmental contexts (Larsen, 2018). Additionally, two
world events prompted self-reflection on the part of biological anthropologists: the rising
eugenics movement in the United States, both prior and following World War II (Black, 2003,
July 6; Weiss & Lambert, 2011) and the civil rights movement of the 1960s (Marks, 2010). As a
result of these influences, biological anthropology of the mid-20th century strove to move beyond
previous typological notions, and stood poised to address the intersection of biology, culture,
geographic variation, and ancestry, to include the analysis of past peoples.
The “New Physical Anthropology”
Growing out of the Cold Spring Harbor Symposium (Little & Sussman, 2010), and the
post-war thought summarized previously, the proposal of the “New Physical Anthropology” by
Washburn (1951) formalized the shift from typological to contextual approaches, and in turn
heavily influenced the naming and definition of American bioarchaeology (Blakely, 1977;
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Buikstra, 1977). The “New Physical Anthropology” sought to understand evolutionary change
and its mechanisms, as opposed to previous typological studies lacking in theoretical
development (Washburn, 1951). Seeking to grow beyond these early approaches, Washburn
(1951) called for the consideration of new research in population genetics, and the importance of
culture and migration on human variation, using hypothesis-driven “scientific” research.
Additionally, Washburn (1951) stressed that the “New Physical Anthropology” would primarily
attend to questions related to heredity, evolutionary processes, and anatomy, with the goal of
better understanding human variation within an evolutionary and cultural context; however,
some scholarly controversy over the “race” concept did continue (Marks, 2010).
The Later Twentieth Century and Future Directions
The 1960s-80s were marked by increasing specialization, professionalization and
expansion of graduate training, and the continued development from typological to contextual
approaches (Little & Sussman, 2010). These changes were further indicated by the development
of a “biocultural” framework by George Armelagos and his colleagues (Armelagos, Carlson, &
Van Gerven, 1982; Carlson & Van Gerven, 1977, 1979; Goodman, Martin, Armelagos, & Clark,
1984). The later 20th and early 21st centuries have been further characterized by increased
interdisciplinary study and dialogue – with varied success – between biological anthropology,
archaeology, and forensic anthropology, all of which inform bioarchaeological approaches (Little
& Sussman, 2010). Given the hybrid identities of many modern practitioners, current biological
anthropology is uniquely suited to answer broader questions, with scholars increasingly pursuing
integrative and interdisciplinary research agendas (Mackinnon, 2014) to include the work of
bioarchaeologists. Developments within biological anthropology of the later 20th and early 21st
centuries have often been pivotal in changing bioarchaeological approaches, contributing to the
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transformation of bioarchaeology from a discipline of classification to the contextualized study
of past peoples, informed by archaeological theory (Larsen, 2018).
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
Early Approaches
In addition to its shared scholarly history with biological anthropology, bioarchaeology is
also heavily influenced by archaeological theory. Similar to biological anthropology (Larsen &
Walker, 2010; Little & Sussman, 2010), archaeological theory has reflected a movement over
time away from essentialist and typological approaches, towards more nuanced studies focusing
on interpretation and the incorporation of other bodies of theory. In general, archaeological
studies conducted in the late 19th and early 20th centuries tended to revolve around cultural
evolutionary thought (Morgan, 1877; Tylor, 1871), in which culture was seen as a studiable
entity reflecting the evolution of civilizations throughout time. Stages of cultural development
were identified, and seen as reflective of the relative rank of a culture in a global hierarchy
(Morgan, 1877; Petrie, 1899). Archaeological studies of this period focused on the creation of
chronologies (Petrie, 1899), as well as the accumulation and categorization of artifacts,
exemplified by Kroeber (1919). Directly following this period, archaeologists of the early to
mid-20th century largely undertook culture history studies, marking the beginning of what
modern scholars would identify as “doing archaeology” (Praetzellis, 2016). As previously
reviewed, the work-relief programs of the 1930s were characterized by increased collaboration
between biological anthropologists and archaeologists, in pursuit of regionally-based hypotheses,
taking place within these first “true” archaeological studies. Classification of artifacts continued
to be important, with scholars developing methods such as typology (McKern, 1939), seriation
(Childe, 1944; Steward & Setzler, 1938), and controlled excavation (Taylor, 1948b). Explanatory
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models for cultural change, including and beyond ‘evolution’, began to emerge (White, 1943;
Willey & Phillips, 1958), with some archaeologists beginning to identify the diffusion of ideas
and technology as the impetus for change over time (Praetzellis, 2016). Critiques of previous
culture histories and the direct historical approach in the mid-20th century (Steward, 1942;
Taylor, 1948a, 1948b; Willey & Phillips, 1958) marked a gradual transition towards deductive
thought, and the vision of archaeology as a science, similar to the evolutionary grounding of the
“New Physical Anthropology” (Washburn, 1951) in the post-war period.
The Rise of Processualism
Building upon the new vision of archaeological study as a deductive science, scholars put
forth edicts for archaeological study, particularly how law-like statements can be used to
structure archaeological studies and theory (Fritz & Plog, 1970), and how methods could become
more “scientific” (Redman, 1973). Also echoing the processualist vision of archaeology as a
science, some archaeologists utilized cultural ecology as an explanatory framework (Steward,
1955) and continued to engage with the ideals of cultural evolution to a certain extent (Flannery,
1972). Following these approaches, archaeology in the United States was still seen as related to
broader anthropological study, but culture was conceptualized as a means of adaptation within an
ecological world. Termed the “New Archaeology” (Binford, 1962, 1980), this approach later
included the incorporation of Middle Range Theory (Lyman, 2012; Raab & Goodyear, 1984;
Schiffer, 1983) and analogy (Binford, 1967) as explicatory models. Subsequent scholars
continued to build upon the idea of archaeology as a science, openly embracing Darwinian
evolutionary approaches to understanding the past to include behavioral ecology (Codding &
Bird, 2015; Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006) and models of cultural transmission (Eerkens &
Lipo, 2007). The naming and definition of bioarchaeology as a distinct discipline (Blakely, 1977;
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Buikstra, 1977) corresponds with the processualist era of archaeology, and the “New Physical
Anthropology” (Buikstra, 2006b; Larsen, 2018; Sheridan, 2017), as well as the increasing
professionalization and specialization of biological anthropology beginning in the 1960s (Little
& Sussman, 2010). Beyond these beginnings, the development of postprocessualist thought has
also had a lasting impression, particularly for current scholars.
Postprocessualism and Future Directions
Serving as a counter-movement to processualist studies, archaeologists of the 1980s and
beyond have incorporated postmodernist and hermeneutic thought into their work (Praetzellis,
2016), leading to the rise of postprocessualist archaeology (Hodder, 1985). The postmodernist
ideas embraced by these scholars questioned that “reality” is knowable through intellectual and
scientific study, especially the assumption that it is valid to apply natural science methods to the
study of human society (Praetzellis, 2016). This questioning inevitably led to hermeneutic
frameworks in which complex questions about the past could never be fully resolved, but must
be cyclically re-examined with the emergence of new evidence. Postprocessualist approaches are
characterized by interpretation of archaeological data (Hodder, 1991), with a focus on identity
(Brumfiel, 1992) and the critique of reductionist analyses (Watson, 1990), all of which have
implications for bioarchaeological study relying on a biocultural framework (Baker & Agarwal,
2017; Larsen, 2018; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011), such as this dissertation. Similar to
processualism, other schools of thought have grown out of and interacted with the larger
postprocessualist movement, to include studies using political economy (Earle & Spriggs, 2015;
Leone, 1995; Wallerstein, 1974), structuralism (Bourdieu, 1990; Giddens, 1984; Pauketat, 2010;
Silliman, 2001), materiality (Gosden, 2005; Hodder, 2011; Sofaer, 2006), and feminism
(Conkey, 2007; Tringham, 2007; Watson & Kennedy, 1990). Linking postprocessualism with
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these other theoretical lenses does not exclude the influence of processualism on scholars
utilizing these frameworks; rather, explicit engagement with broader social science theory is
more noted after the rise of postprocessualism. It is at this point of contention between
processualism and postprocessualism that this chapter seeks to position the advent of
bioarchaeology and the further evolution of theory in the discipline.
THE EMERGENCE OF BIOARCHAEOLOGY
Situated at the confluence of biological anthropology and archaeology, “bioarchaeology”
arose independently in the United Kingdom and the United States during the 1970s, with distinct
meanings (Buikstra, 2006b; Larsen, 2018; Sheridan, 2017). As addressed previously, American
bioarchaeology (Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977) was informed at its emergence by processual
approaches or the “New Archaeology” (Binford, 1962), as well as the anthropological problemsolving of the “New Physical Anthropology” (Washburn, 1951). In particular, this
“bioarchaeology” represented a tension between dominant processualist approaches and nascent
postprocessualism, and a step towards increased holism in anthropology and archaeology
(Buikstra, 2006b; Buikstra & Beck, 2006; Larsen, 1997, 2018). Marking the “birth” of the
discipline, Buikstra (1977) specifically described bioarchaeology as a multidisciplinary pursuit in
which human osteologists examined questions related to burial practices, social organization,
labor, paleodemography, population movement, diet, and disease, through collaboration with
other practitioners. A holistic vision of the discipline has increased over time (Stojanowski &
Duncan, 2015), in which bioarchaeology is characterized by a multiscalar approach and relies
upon the tenant of biological anthropology which seeks to place humans in context, typically
through the use of a “biocultural” framework (Larsen, 2018), of which the present study is
emblematic.
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The Later Twentieth Century
As addressed above, early bioarchaeological studies were heavily influenced by
processual archaeology (Binford, 1962) and the “New Physical Anthropology” (Buikstra, 2006b;
Larsen, 2018; Washburn, 1951), leading to regionally-based, ecological research agendas
(Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015). From these processual beginnings, bioarchaeologists of the
1980s and 90s tended to focus on questions of diet, disease, and demography (Stojanowski &
Duncan, 2015); however, their engagement with archaeological theory varied. The 1980s and
1990s were marked by the rise of postprocessualism (Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015), and
bioarchaeologists of the time began to consider the shortcomings of prevailing methodological
and theoretical approaches (Baker & Agarwal, 2017), especially in regard to mortuary analysis
(Binford, 1971; Goldstein, 2006) and paleodemography (Bocquet-Appel & Masset, 1982).
Although concerns regarding differences between living populations and skeletal assemblages
had been addressed even at the “founding” of bioarchaeology (Buikstra, 1977, 2006b), these
further criticisms brought to light the potential issues of demographic nonstationarity, selective
mortality, and heterogeneous frailty among archaeological populations (DeWitte & Stojanowski,
2015; Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder, 2003). These critiques of paleodemography have
particular bearing on the analysis of institutional assemblages, especially in regard to studies
examining health and disease (Geber, 2016a; Geber & Murphy, 2012; Harrington, 1997;
McGloin, 2012; Muller, 2017; Olsen et al., 2018; Phillips, 2001, 2016) or the ways in which
institutional populations might differ from the general population of the time (Geber, 2016a,
2016b; Grauer & McNamara, 1995; Higgins et al., 2002; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Murray &
Perzigian, 1995; Piddock, 2009; Sirianni & Higgins, 1995). Additionally, the holistic
consideration of mortuary context is important when attempting to understand the potential
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impact of an institution on a specific population, both in life and death. Moving beyond critiques
of mortuary and paleodemographic scholarship, practitioners of the 1990s and early 2000s also
began to consider and discuss the ethics surrounding the usage and study of human remains
(Baker, Varney, Wilkinson, Anderson, & Liston, 2001; Dongoske, 1996; Kakaliouras, 2008;
Landau & Steele, 1996; Rose, Green, & Green, 1996). Emphasis was given to the transgressions
of the past, especially the utilization of remains without consent of the individual or their
descendants. In the United States, these concerns were particularly applicable to the remains of
indigenous peoples, ultimately leading to the passage of the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). Despite the passage of NAGPRA, questions of repatriation
and the racist history of archaeology and bioarchaeology continue to be convoluted and sensitive
(Baker et al., 2001; Buikstra, 2006c; Dongoske, 1996; Kakaliouras, 2008, 2017; Rose et al.,
1996; Seidemann, 2010). Overall, these internal debates and ethical dilemmas are illustrative of
the complex interaction between biological anthropological and archaeological thought in the
later 20th and early 21st centuries, particularly in pursuit of contextualized understandings of past
populations using a biocultural framework.
The Biocultural Approach
The field of bioarchaeology and biocultural thought have been linked from the beginning
(Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977), harkening back to the proposal of a “biocultural” framework by
George Armelagos and his colleagues (Armelagos et al., 1982; Carlson & Van Gerven, 1977,
1979; Goodman et al., 1984), following his and other biological anthropologists’ involvement in
Middle East salvage archaeology during the 1960s (Baker & Agarwal, 2017; Larsen, 2018).
Biological anthropologists of the mid-20th century were influenced by this shift in theoretical
thought and collaborative growth, and began to view their biological work as being informed by
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cultural and environmental factors, almost necessitating the inclusion of archaeological data
(Baker & Agarwal, 2017). As evidenced by the definition of bioarchaeology as a discipline
(Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977), studies invoking a “biocultural” framework reflect the merging
of archaeological and biological anthropological scholarship (Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015),
with particular emphasis on the integration of skeletal and contextual data (Baker & Agarwal,
2017). As summarized by Zuckerman and Armelagos (2011), the biocultural approach has
continued to be extremely important in biological anthropology, especially in the later 20th and
early 21st centuries (Goodman & Leatherman, 1998).
In contrast to earlier bioarchaeological studies influenced by processualism, scholars of
the late 20th and early 21st centuries acknowledge “skeletal remains as both a biological and
cultural entity” (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011, p. 1). The modern biocultural approach offers a
way of conducting more holistic research that incorporates social theory and acknowledges the
dual nature of skeletal remains. A biocultural approach can offer a way of synthesizing research
agendas between scholars of different sub-disciplines, but there are still ambiguities for many
anthropologists regarding what it means to be “biocultural” (Wiley & Cullin, 2016; Zuckerman
& Armelagos, 2011). As applied to bioarchaeology, Zuckerman and Armelagos (2011)
specifically point to a movement away from classificatory views of skeletal material, influenced
by the “New Physical Anthropology” (Washburn, 1951) and the work of Livingstone (1958). In
general, current bioarchaeologists tend to view skeletally-derived data regarding quality of life,
behavior, and population history (Larsen, 2006) as “starting points to be considered in light of
their cultural contexts to inform larger sociocultural phenomena and patterns of behavior”
(Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015, p. 52). This holistic and contextualized view of past peoples
following an increasingly-refined biocultural framework is representative of changes in modern
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bioarchaeological scholarship, especially the advent of multiple “bioarchaeologies” (Baker &
Agarwal, 2017; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015), including social bioarchaeology (Agarwal &
Glencross, 2011), from which institutional bioarchaeology has emerged.
Modern “Bioarchaeologies” and Social Bioarchaeology
In terms of recent developments of the biocultural approach, many scholars have
identified the modern growth of multiple “bioarchaeologies” (Buikstra, 2006b; Buikstra,
Baadsgaard, & Boutin, 2011; Buikstra & Beck, 2006; Knüsel, 2010; Larsen, 1997, 2006; Martin,
Harrod, & Pérez, 2013; Rakita, 2014; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011). Overviews of these
trends differ in their categorization (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011; Baker & Agarwal, 2017;
Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015), but tend to agree that bioarchaeology seeks to investigate
archaeological questions using an approach which simultaneously accounts for both biological
and archaeological context (Knüsel, 2010). Stojanowski and Duncan (2015) group
“bioarchaeologies” by broad research agenda and theoretical influences, similar to the
chronological “waves” identified by Agarwal and Glencross (2011). As opposed to a thematic or
chronological approach, Baker and Agarwal (2017) see the “bioarchaeologies” as reflective of
three major scholars and their followers: George Armelagos, Jane Buikstra, and Clark Spencer
Larsen, all of whom variously implement the “bioarchaeologies” and “waves” previously
identified. The first “bioarchaeology” (Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015) is largely processual and
focuses on continued integration with the natural sciences, with research generally focusing on
evolutionary processes, health and disease, and the impacts of climate change, all taking place
within broader cultural contexts. This “bioarchaeology” most closely resembles one facet of the
“second wave” identified by Agarwal and Glencross (2011); however, this “bioarchaeology” has
been criticized as overly descriptive and somewhat disconnected from the discipline’s biocultural
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roots (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011). The second “bioarchaeology” (Stojanowski & Duncan,
2015) stresses the use of human remains to better comprehend larger sociocultural processes,
with analysis always considering context. Studies in this vein tend to inform issues of identity
and structure, and frequently incorporate other bodies of social theory that address topics such as
embodiment (Borić & Robb, 2008; Gillespie, 2001; Meskell & Joyce, 2003; Sofaer, 2006),
gender (Geller, 2005, 2008, 2009), inequality (Klaus, 2012; Nystrom, 2014), violence (Knüsel &
Smith, 2013; Martin & Harrod, 2015), deviance (Murphy, 2008), and memory (Tarlow, 2011;
Williams, 2010). This “bioarchaeology” most closely resembles the other facet of the “second
wave” described by Agarwal and Glencross (2011), which constitutes so-called social
bioarchaeology, and has particular applicability to the study of institutional contexts. In addition
to these approaches, the final “bioarchaeology” of Stojanowski and Duncan (2015) is explicitly
humanistic and focused on overarching lived similarity, utilizing human remains and the
archaeological context in which they are found to communicate fictive narratives of individuals
and small groups (Boutin, 2011, 2016; Boutin & Callahan, 2019; Hawkey, 1998; Robb, 2002;
Robb et al., 2019; Stodder & Palkovich, 2012), relating to broader social bioarchaeological
thought (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011). Chapter One explored institutional bioarchaeology taking
place within the broader umbrella of the abovementioned social bioarchaeology, and additionally
experimented with the use of fictive writing to highlight lived similarity and reflexivity on the
part of the bioarchaeologist.
CONCLUSION
Regardless of which “bioarchaeology” a practitioner ascribes to, current bioarchaeology
is undoubtedly influenced by the availability of novel methodologies, and seeks to utilize a
biocultural framework to answer contextual questions with relevance to modern concerns,
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frequently following the tenets of social bioarchaeology (Baker & Agarwal, 2017). Social
bioarchaeology (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011) represents only the latest incarnation of the
biocultural approach in bioarchaeology, in which bioarchaeologists must navigate the liminal
space they occupy between biological anthropology and archaeology, particularly in the analysis
of institutional contexts and the skeletal assemblages associated with them. In light of the
theoretical history explored in this chapter, Chapter Three provides more detailed background
regarding institutional bioarchaeology, including its relationship to the bioarchaeology of
violence, the theoretical frameworks utilized in both areas of study, and the study of historical
anatomization through an institutional archaeology lens.
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INSTITUTIONAL BIOARCHAEOLOGY AND THE STUDY OF ANATOMIZATION
Those whose bodies fall now to us…would probably never have consented to the dissection of
their bodies and display of their remains in publications and museums…We can live with the
paradox. The articles in this volume, compassionate and rigorously scientific post-postmortem
death performances, honor the dead and inform the living. They are moral tales for our time.
- Sappol (2017, p. xi)
INTRODUCTION
As addressed in Chapter Two, bioarchaeology (Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977), including
the bioarchaeology of institutions, is informed by the evolution of biological anthropological and
archaeological theory (Buikstra, 2006a; Buikstra & Beck, 2006; Larsen, 2018). The theoretical
underpinnings of modern bioarchaeology include the application of the biocultural approach
(Baker & Agarwal, 2017; Buikstra, 1977; Wiley & Cullin, 2016; Zuckerman & Armelagos,
2011) and the emergence of multiple “bioarchaeologies” (Baker & Agarwal, 2017; Stojanowski
& Duncan, 2015), including social bioarchaeology (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011). In this vein,
current bioarchaeology seeks to address methodological and theoretical challenges related to the
contextual analysis of inherently limited skeletal assemblages (DeWitte & Stojanowski, 2015;
Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder, 2003). One such branch of modern bioarchaeology is the
bioarchaeology of violence, in which previous studies have investigated violence and inequality
in the past through the application of bioarcheological methods, primarily utilizing
postprocessual theoretical frameworks, which draw on “biocultural” developments (Martin &
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Harrod, 2015). In turn, institutional bioarchaeology is related in many ways, especially
theoretically, to the broader bioarchaeology of violence. Use of the term “violence” does not
imply prior notions of the author regarding the treatment of institutionalized individuals,
including the dissertation sample, but merely suggests that theoretical frameworks used in the
bioarchaeology of violence are also particularly apropos to the analysis of institutional contexts.
With this relatedness in mind, this chapter first explores the bioarchaeology of violence, defining
violence and briefly reviewing how scholarship in this area has changed over time. Secondly,
theoretical frameworks utilized in the bioarchaeology of violence, and subsequently, institutional
bioarchaeology, are explored. This review prioritizes the theoretical frameworks used in the
present study: structural violence; embodiment; and necropolitics. Following this discussion of
theory, an overview of previous institutional bioarchaeological studies, as well as the history of
anatomization and anatomical collections, is presented. As briefly mentioned in Chapter One,
there is noted overlap between known institutional assemblages and populations of the
underprivileged and sickly targeted as the subjects of medical study and dissection (Crist et al.,
2017; Dittmar & Mitchell, 2019; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017;
Hodge, Lyden Rousseau, & Morgan, 2017; Humphrey, 1973; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom,
2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017; Owsley, Bruwelheide, Jantz, Koste, & Outlaw, 2017;
Stevens et al., 2018). Lastly, the ethical implications of conducting bioarchaeological work,
particularly in institutional and anatomical contexts, will be delineated, including new
considerations and solutions offered in current bioarchaeological scholarship.
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THE BIOARCHAEOLOGY OF VIOLENCE
Defining Violence
Within the bioarchaeology of violence, the limitations inherent to the study of skeletal
assemblages and the data derived from them have led to the proposal of a multifaceted
biocultural approach by Martin and Harrod (2015), relying on the synthesis of skeletal data,
contextual data, and social theory, in an attempt to limit essentialist and overly reductive
understandings of past inequality or violence. Martin and Harrod (2015) first begin by defining
violence, an approach also utilized by this dissertation. As defined by Merriam-Webster (2017),
violence (noun) is “the use of physical force so as to injure, abuse, damage, or destroy” with a
secondary meaning of “injury by or as if by distortion, infringement, or profanation.” While the
secondary meaning does begin to address violent actions beyond physical harm, both definitions
are too limited to be truly applied to the bioarchaeological record. As demonstrated by MerriamWebster (2017), lay understandings of violence typically focus on physical behaviors intended to
hurt, damage, or kill. Beyond the physical, actions that cause psychological, sexual, or emotional
harm are often characterized as violent by social scientists, where violence implies intention,
motivation, and cultural meaning (Martin & Harrod, 2015). Many modern anthropologists are
turning towards more nuanced views in which violence is seen as behavior on a continuum of
human actions, which can become normalized through cultural logic; however, scholars in other
disciplines often continue to frame violence as abnormal (Martin & Harrod, 2015).
In regard to social systems of violence and power, Foucault (1982) addresses how
humans are objectified or made subjects of a power entity, a concept particularly applicable to
the study of institutional contexts. While an explicit definition of violence is not provided, a
relationship of violence is described as acting upon humans and things, in which the aggressor or
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power entity forces action, is destructive, or limits the choices of the victim (Foucault, 1982).
Violence as encompassing aspects beyond physical action, to include limiting agency, also
follows the social science definition of violence provided by Martin and Harrod (2015), and
addresses aspects of institutionalization. In regard to the operationalization of power, Foucault
(1982) highlights the relationship between the rationalization of actions that might be questioned,
and an excess of political power. This concept can be linked to the normalization of violent
actions through cultural logic as defined by Martin and Harrod (2015). Additionally, in his
discussion of power struggles, Foucault (1982) stresses the search by those in power for an
immediate enemy, and the importance of identity and difference in this categorization. Such a
conception of power dynamics, and how groups might be subject to violence based on societallyrecognized difference has important implications for bioarchaeological study, particularly of
institutional contexts. While current approaches to the bioarchaeology of violence embrace a
nuanced understanding of violent action in the past, there has been substantial theoretical
development over time in the study of past violence.
Previous Approaches to Violence in Antiquity
The bioarchaeology of violence strives to answer meaningful questions about humanity
and life in the past. When attempting to address these concerns, previous scholars have often
engaged in different types of essentialist thinking regarding what violence is, who perpetrates it,
and why. Many of these debates regarding the nature of past violence intersect with
developments in biological anthropology that frame violence as a behavior to be understood. In
seeking to answer whether humans are inherently violent, Martin and Harrod (2015) draw
attention to past thought that framed human violence within the nature-nurture debate, and
questioned whether humans and other close ancestors were inherently more Hobbesian or
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Rousseauian. i.e. whether humans are inherently violent or harmonious. This early binary
approach to impetuses for human violence can be linked to anthropological thought of the 1950s
and 1960s, especially the “Killer Ape Hypothesis” as put forth by Raymond Dart (Dart, 1953;
Martin & Harrod, 2015). These dualistic approaches to human behavior are implicitly connected
to behavioral essentialist ideals that consider behavior to be determined by genes and/or biology
(Tinbergen, 1963; Wilson, 1978). As scholars have further sought to identify the perpetrators of
violence, race and gender essentialism have often reigned supreme, with some scholars seeing
more ‘primitive’ peoples, especially those not from western nations, as more violent (Chagnon,
1988; Martin & Harrod, 2015). In regard to gender, men are often portrayed as the aggressors of
the past and present (Martin, Harrod, & Fields, 2010). More recent paleoanthropologists and
archaeologists (Brumfiel, 1992; Conkey, 2007; Geller, 2005; Moral, 2016; Nowell & Chang,
2014; Ströbeck, 2016; Tringham, 2007; Watson & Kennedy, 1990) have interrogated the
androcentric approach often noted in earlier work.
Changing Vision
Given the anthropological interest in the role of violence among humans, and who among
us are violent, bioarchaeologists have then sought to understand what violence in the past looks
like. As evidenced by the discussion above, the tendency to oversimplify violence in the past and
present has led to biased interpretations of the archaeological record, further exacerbated by a
lack of engagement with contextual data and social theory. Earlier approaches to the study of
violence in antiquity (Ellis, 1951; Flinn, Turner, & Brew, 1976; Milner, 1999, 2005; Milner,
Anderson, & Smith, 1991; Turner & Turner, 1992) have tended to follow theoretical trends
within archaeology as a whole, namely a focus on processualism (Binford, 1962; Flannery, 1972;
Fritz & Plog, 1970; Steward, 1955), and reflect the birth of bioarchaeology out of the “New
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Archaeology” (Buikstra, 2006b). Following changes in the broader discipline, many later
bioarchaeologists have employed new paradigms, marking a movement toward
postprocessualism (Brumfiel, 1992; Hodder, 1985, 1991). Ultimately, the nature of
bioarchaeological data is unique as studies of past violence depend on analyses of preserved
remains, which are inherently limited (DeWitte & Stojanowski, 2015; Wood et al., 1992; Wright
& Yoder, 2003). Data addressing violence may focus specifically on skeletal trauma, but can
also encompass demography of the assemblage, markers of dietary and environmental stress,
paleopathology, and even how the remains were treated and disposed of postmortem, particularly
when a broader definition of violence is framing the analysis (de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011,
2012; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Klaus, 2012; Martin et al., 2010; Muller et al., 2017;
Nystrom, 2014, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017; Stone, 2016). Beyond these data, the approach
advocated for by Martin and Harrod (2015) ultimately hinges on the incorporation of social
theory, reviewed in greater detail below.
THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO VIOLENCE AND INSTITUTIONS
Although not all bioarchaeological work reflects this viewpoint, many contemporary
studies of violence and/or institutions, including this dissertation, tend to follow the approach
presented by Martin and Harrod (2015), rather than earlier visions of bioarchaeology as informed
by processualism (Buikstra, 2006b). This proposed biocultural approach combines skeletal data,
contextual data, and social theory to understand violence in antiquity. Following the tri-partite
framework advocated for by Martin and Harrod (2015), the current review discusses theoretical
frameworks used in the analysis of past violence and/or institutions, with emphasis on those
synthesized by this dissertation: structural violence; embodiment; and necropolitics.
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Defining Structural Violence
When conducting analyses of the impacts of social institutions, governments, or other
organizations, structural violence offers an apt theoretical framework within a broader
biocultural approach (Armelagos et al., 1982; Baker & Agarwal, 2017; Buikstra, 1977; Carlson
& Van Gerven, 1977, 1979; Goodman & Leatherman, 1998; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015;
Wiley & Cullin, 2016; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011), whether in bioarchaeology or biological
anthropology. Regardless of discipline and biocultural interpretation in question, structural
violence is frequently utilized as a theoretical framework through which to understand politicaleconomic processes leading to largely-accepted systems of marginalization. This is a distinct
understanding of “violence,” embracing a holistic, anthropological definition (Martin & Harrod,
2015), as opposed to the lay interpretation of identifiable physical harm. First coined by the
sociologist Galtung (1969), structural violence is used to describe cultural, governmental, and
social structures that stymie individual agency. These prejudicial structures then prevent
individuals, disadvantaged groups, and larger societies from reaching their full potential,
socially, economically, or biologically. Structural violence promotes the “avoidable impairment
of fundamental human needs or the impairment of human life which lowers the actual degree to
which someone is able to meet their needs below that which would otherwise be possible”
(Galtung, 1993, p. 106).
In biological anthropology, scholars have sought to understand the impact of cultural and
political-economic processes on aspects of human biology among living populations (Dubois,
2012; Goodman, 2016; Goodman & Leatherman, 1998; Gravlee, 2009; Himmelgreen, Cantor,
Arias, & Romero Daza, 2014; Leatherman & Goodman, 2011; Leatherman & Jernigan, 2014;
Stinson, Bogin, O’Rourke, & Huss-Ashmore, 2012; Weaver & Mendenhall, 2014; Wiley &
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Cullin, 2016), indicators of which can be more readily observable and quantifiable in comparison
to skeletal assemblages (DeWitte & Stojanowski, 2015; Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder,
2003). In comparison, the biocultural approach in bioarchaeology (Armelagos et al., 1982;
Brickley, Tina, & Watamunium, 2014; Carlson & Van Gerven, 1977, 1979; Gowland, 2015;
Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; Phillips, 2001; Stone, 2016) envisages skeletal remains as a dual
biological and cultural object (Agarwal & Glencross, 2011), and seeks to understand cultural and
political-economic processes of past societies in instances where cultural cause(s) and biological
effect are not as clear-cut. In particular, the application of structural violence and related bodies
of theory to the analysis of institutional contexts and anatomized bodies reflects the increasing
postprocessualism (Hodder, 1985, 1991; Praetzellis, 2016) of more recent archaeological theory,
including the incorporation of political economic thought (Earle & Spriggs, 2015; Hirth, 1996;
Leone, 1995; Wallerstein, 1974). The usage of social theory to aid in contextualizing
bioarchaeological samples, and to address questions of power, identity, agency, and materiality is
directly related to the grounding of bioarchaeology in the biocultural approach (Baker &
Agarwal, 2017; Blakely, 1977; Buikstra, 1977; Larsen, 2018; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015;
Wiley & Cullin, 2016; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011), and the growth of social bioarchaeology
(Agarwal & Glencross, 2011).
Structural Violence in Biological Anthropology
In light of the differing biocultural approaches described above, and the inherent
ambiguity of the term “biocultural” (Wiley & Cullin, 2016), the current review will first
concisely discuss how the theory has been applied in biological/medical anthropological
contexts. Although originally a sociological concept, structural violence is a theoretical
framework also suited for anthropological analysis and has been utilized by biological
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anthropological scholars in a variety of ways including understanding biological impacts of
racial prejudice (Goodman, 2016; Gravlee, 2009; Gravlee, Dressler, & Bernard, 2005; Kuzawa
& Sweet, 2009) and gender transition-related stress (Dubois, 2012), as well as the application of
syndemics (Baer, Singer, & Susser, 2013; Himmelgreen et al., 2009; Leatherman & Jernigan,
2014; Weaver & Mendenhall, 2014). In particular, the work of Paul Farmer (Farmer, 1996, 1999,
2004a) provides guidance when combining structural violence with other bodies of theory, which
is the approach of this dissertation. Farmer explicitly links biosocial (biocultural) approaches and
the embodiment of inequality, demonstrating the link between these two related theoretical
approaches. Such a theoretical link is crucial in constructing the “social theory” inherent to
Martin and Harrod (2015)’s framework. The application of structural violence, which is made
visible in skeletal remains through embodiment theory, allows bioarchaeologists to draw social
interpretations based on osteological data. The incorporation of embodiment, as well as other
bodies of theory, is absolutely critical if structural violence is to be operationalized as applied to
biological, and especially, skeletal data.
Structural Violence in Bioarchaeology
In regard to bioarchaeology and skeletal data, Klaus (2012) was one of the first to
formally delineate the applicability of structural violence to studies examining past skeletal
populations, with de la Cova (2012) addressing the application of structural violence to past
skeletal collecting. Additional bioarchaeological studies using structural violence as a framework
have addressed the American Southwest (Kohler & Kramer Turner, 2006; Martin, 1997; Martin
et al., 2010), and Ireland (Geber, 2015a), with a recent review by Bright (2021). Using a case
study from Peru, Klaus (2012) asserts that bioarchaeologists are uniquely suited to investigate
the origins, nature, and variations of human violence and non-violence. According to Klaus
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(2012), when moving beyond strict analyses of skeletal trauma, the application of structural
violence theory to bioarchaeology addresses disparities in past populations. Through this lens,
skeletal characteristics besides trauma such as paleodemography, paleopathology, evidence of
past medical treatment, as well as studies specifically designed to analyze under-studied or
disadvantaged populations, can be used to examine structural violence in the past. In many cases,
both historical and present, culture acts less as a buffer and more as a stressor, creating increased
social inequality. In this vein, Martin and Harrod (2015) specifically address the possible
pathways through which bioarchaeologists can link human remains to structural violence. A
description of these pathways is provided in Figure 3.1; throughout this dissertation, figures
appear at the end of the chapter in question. These pathways are necessary to apply the structural
violence framework in an archaeological context, given the subtle nature of structural violence
(Klaus, 2012). In their analytical model, Martin and Harrod (2015)’s final pathway links human
suffering as evidenced by skeletal remains with the social structure that propagates and sustains
it. This final pathway is where many scholars integrate additional theoretical concepts –
especially embodiment theory – as the linkage between skeletal evidence of suffering and the
social system in question is not always clear or simple. Reviews of the additional social theories
– embodiment and necropolitics – as applied to the final pathway (Martin & Harrod, 2015) by
this dissertation are provided below.
Embodiment
As summarized above, despite the analytical benefits of using structural violence theory,
one of the greatest hurdles in researching structural violence is that it is by its nature frequently
invisible or subtle (Klaus, 2012). Such invisibility is often due to the embeddedness of harmful
systems in long-accepted social structures, such as gender norms, racial divisions, religious
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beliefs, or academic institutions. In addressing how structural violence becomes embedded or
visible in bioarchaeological remains, many scholars often invoke embodiment theory, either
implicitly or explicitly. This linkage between structural violence and embodiment is also noted in
the medical anthropological literature, where scholars are concerned with health disparities
among living populations (Goodman, 2016; Gravlee, 2009; Gravlee et al., 2005; Kuzawa &
Sweet, 2009; Leatherman & Jernigan, 2014). Similarly, bioarchaeologists use embodiment
theory to address how structural violence “gets under the skin,” a strategy that has influenced
additional theoretical approaches addressing the life course (Buikstra et al., 2011; Gilchrist,
2004; Gowland, 2015), personhood in the past (Boutin, 2011, 2016; Boutin & Callahan, 2019;
Robb et al., 2019; Stodder & Palkovich, 2012), and the body as an artifact (Gowland & Knüsel,
2006). In the bioarchaeological study of institutions and anatomical collections, the treatment of
human remains as another type of data has had a significant impact (Crist et al., 2017; Dougherty
& Sullivan, 2017; Geber, 2016b; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom,
2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017; Phillips, 2001). Such a tactic is informed by
materiality theory (Gosden, 2005), in which human remains are seen as an artifact of culture in
and of themselves. This “thinging” of human remains in an effort to understand the embodiment
of social structures, especially socioeconomic status and gender, is best and most famously
addressed by Sofaer (2006). Ultimately, the marriage of structural violence and embodiment
theories provides one way forward for bioarchaeologists interested in conducting analyses of
institutional and anatomical contexts.
Necropolitics
In addition to embodiment approaches, the influence of postprocessualism (Buikstra et
al., 2011) has led to the recognition of dead bodies (Zuckerman, Kamnikar, & Mathena, 2014)
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and skeletal remains as symbolic and significant, influencing and reflecting social orders
(Gowland, 2017; Verdery, 1999). Given this dual meaning of skeletal remains (Agarwal &
Glencross, 2011), necropolitics seeks to address the social and political roles that dead bodies
play (Verdery, 1999; Zuckerman et al., 2014). As delineated by Verdery (1999), the political
importance of human remains relies on the symbolic capital held within them, and intersects with
ideas of bodies as “things” and people, as addressed above (Gosden, 2005; Gowland & Knüsel,
2006; Sofaer, 2006). This importance is also related to the cultural value placed on kinship rights
and proper burial, as reflecting particular “worlds” and cosmology (Verdery, 1999). In light of
the importance ascribed to human remains, control of bodies and the narratives associated with
them is paramount for those in power, and is related to the construction of history and memory
(Crossland & Joyce, 2015; Verdery, 1999). Necropolitics has been especially applied to recent
history and forensic exhumations related to the investigation of human rights violations
(Crossland, 2015; Ferrándiz & Robben, 2015). In a forensic context, a necropolitical framework
addresses the role of exhumation, identification, and possible memorialization in transitional
justice processes, and the reconstruction of national or community memory (Ferrándiz &
Robben, 2015). Although forensic investigation is not the goal, a necropolitical framework is
also applicable in anatomical and institutional contexts (Crist et al., 2017; de la Cova, 2008,
2010, 2011, 2012; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Humphrey, 1973;
Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017); however, the majority
of scholars in this area have not specifically invoked necropolitical thought. In these cases, a lack
of kinship rights and proper burial (Verdery, 1999) may reflect the wishes of the family, societal
beliefs regarding the status of the dead person, and/or the deprivation of these rights by
institutions of power, in which the control of bodies and the accompanying memory and
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narrative they engender serves to bolster, perpetuate, or perpetrate structurally violent
processes2. Either implicitly and explicitly, embodiment and necropolitics variously address how
dissection and anatomization of particular social groups, including the institutionalized,
constitute structural violence. The implications of these perspectives for the history of anatomy
and dissection will be explored subsequently, to include the analysis of the three case studies
(Crist et al., 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Nystrom, 2014), and the theoretical frameworks
they employ. In addition to the theoretical frameworks synthesized by this dissertation,
archaeologists have variously employed theory that focuses on the lived experiences of the
marginalized prior to death, an important component of structurally violent processes
encompassing the entire life course. The present study does not intentionally engage with these
bodies of thought with the exception of the exploration of osteobiography (Boutin, 2011, 2016;
Boutin & Callahan, 2019; Robb et al., 2019; Stodder & Palkovich, 2012) in Chapter One;
however, a brief review of this scholarship is nonetheless necessary in order to provide a holistic
picture of institutional archaeology.
ADDITIONAL THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
Precarity
One framework that speaks to lived experiences of the marginalized is precarity and
futurity (Butler, 2004, 2009; Voss, 2018). As explained by Butler (2009, p. 25), precarity
“designates that politically induced condition in which certain populations…become
differentially exposed to injury, violence, and death.” In this system, risk and vulnerability
become unequally distributed, such that those in precarious positions have uncertain futures.

2

Emphasis is the author’s own. This conceptual linkage between structural violence, made visible through
embodiment, with social and political ‘meanings’ revealed or perpetrated through necropolitics, is central to the
theoretical analysis of this dissertation.
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Unequal forms of risk that may result in injury, violence, or death are similarly addressed by the
framework of structural violence. Although precarity (Butler, 2004, 2009; Voss, 2018)
acknowledges this disparity as politically created, it does not necessarily seek to model the
specific social systems at work in the same way as structural violence. Additionally, all humans
are to varying degrees dependent on one another and lead precarious lives (Butler, 2009);
however, precarity addresses which populations are “lose-able” or disposable (Butler, 2009;
Trouillot, 2003; Voss, 2018). Voss (2018) explores the implications of this theoretical approach
for archaeologists in that the subjects of study relied on their knowledge of past events and their
current circumstances at the time to make the best decisions for an uncertain future, yet the
archaeologist does know the outcome. Ultimately, ideas of precarious lives in pursuit of an
uncertain future are not necessarily invoked when seeking to understand past structural violence;
nonetheless, bioarchaeologists must acknowledge that social and political systems in the past
could have increased the precarity of populations seen as expendable – such as the
institutionalized – a process that may or may not be visible archaeologically.
The Bioarchaeology of Care
In addition to theoretical frameworks that have sought to understand discrimination and
marginalization of past populations, some recent scholars have also begun to embrace the
bioarchaeology of care as an additional framework for understanding the disabled individuals
within institutional and/or anatomical contexts (Phillips, 2016; Tremblay Critcher, 2017; Worne,
2017), although this framework has not been applied to asylums specifically. Tilley (2015)
proposed a bioarchaeology of care model divided into basic and advanced care, in which basic
care entails the provision for daily needs, while advanced care attends to medical, hygiene, and
psychosocial needs. The bioarchaeology of care has further defined care as “the provision of
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what is necessary in order to maintain another person’s state of health and welfare” (SouthwellWright, Gowland, & Powell, 2016). Although evidence of medical intervention or other care
may be visible archaeologically, early studies in the bioarchaeology of care were often
dominated by disagreement regarding the subsequent inference of intentionality and
compassionate emotions from skeletal and material evidence (Dettwyler, 1991; Roberts, 1999;
Tarlow, 2000), a critique which has been subsequently addressed (Tilley, 2015). Much of this
debate has centered on prehistoric contexts, whereas the application of multidisciplinary study to
historical assemblages has yielded more concrete evidence of care (Southwell-Wright et al.,
2016). Ultimately, incorporating a care perspective into the analysis of institutional contexts, to
include historical medical education and treatment, necessitates the interrogation by the
bioarchaeologist of what past actions were ‘necessary’ and aimed at providing basic versus
advanced care (Southwell-Wright et al., 2016; Tilley, 2015; Tilley & Cameron, 2014), questions
that may be incredibly difficult to answer archaeologically. In this vein, Chapter Eight begins to
explore the role of ableism in structural violence perpetrated by 19th and early 20th century
systems of institutionalization; however, such analyses are also a fruitful area for further
research, especially in regard to greater engagement with the bioarchaeology of care model, as
related to the treatment of mental illness.
Osteobiography
In general, the theoretical frameworks explored thus far tend to focus on population- or
subpopulation-level analyses, with the exception of the bioarchaeology of care (SouthwellWright et al., 2016; Tilley, 2015; Tilley & Cameron, 2014). Informed by the broader biocultural
underpinnings of bioarchaeology (Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011), the emergence of
postprocessualism in bioarchaeology (Hodder, 1985, 1991), and embodiment theory as applied to
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the life course (Buikstra et al., 2011; Gilchrist, 2004; Gowland, 2015), the osteobiographical
approach focuses on individuals (Boutin, 2011, 2016; Boutin & Callahan, 2019; Robb et al.,
2019; Stodder & Palkovich, 2012). Osteobiography specifically aims to interpret skeletal
material in archaeological context, in order to reconstruct life histories of individuals based on
skeletal evidence (Boutin, 2011) and/or use an individual as a vehicle for addressing a
population-level question (Stodder & Palkovich, 2012); however, this approach has not been
applied thus far to an asylum context. Some osteobiographies have entailed detailed,
contextualized descriptions of individual skeletons (Lessa & Guidon, 2002; Lovell & Dublenko,
1999), while others have taken a more humanistic approach in an attempt to link biological and
cultural processes (Bisel & Bisel, 2002; Hawkey, 1998; Renschler & Monge, 2008; Robb, 2002),
similar to the aims of structural violence and embodiment. Osteobiographies have generally
followed the conventions of traditional anthropological writing using the third person; however,
recent examples have also explored the presentation of findings through the use of fictive
narrative (Boutin, 2011, 2016; Boutin & Callahan, 2019) – a tactic also explored in Chapter One.
Although critics may view osteobiography as overly subjective and interpretive, especially in the
case of fictive narratives (Boutin, 2011, 2016), individual-level analyses of institutional and
anatomical contexts can provide additional depth to broader research questions, and serve to
humanize individuals within the assemblage, facilitating an emotional connection or empathy
between readers and historical subjects. Particularly when anatomization and institutionalization
reflect structurally violent processes, osteobiography may positively contribute to the
reclamation of narrative for marginalized populations.
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THE BIOARCHAEOLOGY OF INSTITUTIONS AND ANATOMIZATION
Previous Research Methodologies
Building upon the previous discussion, this section focuses on recent bioarchaeological
scholarship addressing historical institutions, in particular those in which the remains of the
marginalized have been used for further medical study or education. Scholars of institutional
bioarchaeology, similar to bioarchaeology as a whole, utilize a variety of methodologies in
pursuit of a more nuanced vision of the past. Following the definition of “institution” reviewed
previously (Baugher, 2009), data addressing potential past inequalities can encompass
demography of the assemblage (Geber, 2016a, 2016b; Grauer & McNamara, 1995; Higgins et
al., 2002; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Murray & Perzigian, 1995; Piddock, 2009; Sirianni &
Higgins, 1995), markers of disease and skeletal stress (Geber, 2016a; Geber & Murphy, 2012;
Harrington, 1997; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; McGloin, 2012; Muller, 2017; Murray & Perzigian,
1995; Olsen et al., 2018; Phillips, 2001, 2016; Sutter, 1995), isotopic analysis of dietary trends
(Beaumont & Montgomery, 2016; Dillingham, 1997; Knowles & Sirianni, 2014; Olsen et al.,
2018), as well as evidence of trauma and taphonomic changes (Geber, 2015b, 2016a; LeavittReynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Phillips, 2001). In addition, the postmortem treatment including
the anatomization and dissection of remains of institutionalized individuals has been seen as
indicative of legal and cultural mores (Blakely, 1997; Blakely & Harrington, 1997a; CurtisRichardson, 1997; de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Harrington
& Blakely, 1995; Jackson, 1997; Klaus, 2012; Martin et al., 2010; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom,
2014, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017). Given the diversity of previous institutional
bioarchaeological scholarship, a review of these data types is first presented. This dissertation
does not utilize all the methodologies reviewed here, but does embrace many of the sources of
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data drawn upon by previous studies. Secondly, background information regarding the history of
anatomization and anatomical collections is reviewed, highlighting anatomization in institutional
contexts. Lastly, three case studies from recent literature are presented, focusing on critique of
the theoretical frameworks utilized by these specific scholars.
Paleodemography
One line of evidence utilized by bioarchaeologists investigating institutional assemblages
is paleodemographic analysis, often coupled with the use of historical records, in order to better
understand the differential mortality and demographics of institutional assemblages (Geber,
2016a, 2016b; Grauer & McNamara, 1995; Higgins et al., 2002; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995;
Murray & Perzigian, 1995; Piddock, 2009; Sirianni & Higgins, 1995). Providing one example,
Grauer and McNamara (1995) examined the degree to which the Dunning Cemetery assemblage
resembled the living population of the city of Chicago. Seeking to address the osteological
paradox (DeWitte & Stojanowski, 2015; Wood et al., 1992; Wright & Yoder, 2003) the authors
examined non-adult (Lewis, 2007) mortality through skeletal analyses, and compared these
results to their demographic analysis of historical census records. Additionally, the non-adult
mortality pattern from the Dunning Cemetery sample was compared to previous findings for the
Monroe County Poorhouse (Lanphear, 1988). Results of the analyses indicated that while the
Dunning sample was similar to the Monroe sample, demographics of the Dunning sample differ
significantly from demographic data for the city of Chicago and Cook County, even though the
poorhouse and Chicago populations were quite dynamic. Additionally, non-adult mortality rates
for the city and county for the period of 1860-70 were notably high, leading the authors to posit
that entering the poorhouse contributed to increased mortality risk for children and increased
proportions of non-adults in the Dunning assemblage. Similar comparative approaches to
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understanding institution-specific demography, disease, and mortality patterns have also been
utilized in the analysis of the Monroe County Poorhouse (Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Sirianni &
Higgins, 1995), as well as the Oneida County Asylum (Phillips, 2001). In addition to
comparative methodologies, historical records alone have also been used as evidence of
institutional operations, and sociocultural beliefs surrounding the institutionalized (Piddock,
2009). As the SCC is an identified skeletal collection, demographic analysis in this dissertation
relies solely on the historical records (registri) reviewed previously, as opposed to a synthesis of
skeletal analysis and documentary records.
Paleopathology
In addition to analyses of paleodemography and historical records, institutional
bioarchaeology has included the investigation of pathological lesions (Mann & Hunt, 2005;
Ortner, 2003) as well as markers of skeletal stress (Geber, 2016a; Geber & Murphy, 2012;
Harrington, 1997; McGloin, 2012; Muller, 2017; Olsen et al., 2018; Phillips, 2001, 2016). In
some cases, these markers of disease and stress have been used to construct paleodemographic
profiles and understand differential mortality between the marginalized and the general
population (Saunders, Herring, & Boyce, 1995); while others have sought to understand the
embodied health impacts of institutionalization (Cooper et al., 2019; DiGangi & Sirianni, 2017;
Phillips, 2001, 2016). Phillips (2001) explored the health implications of long-term
institutionalization using the Oneida County Asylum skeletal assemblage. In general, Phillips
(2001) noted several skeletal consequences of institutional practices including increased skeletal
robusticity with age, increased frequencies of Schmorl’s nodes3 and compression fractures in the

3

As reviewed by Phillips (2001), Schmorl’s nodes or spinal burst fractures are thought to be the result of
overexertion in regard to biomechanical loading. This “overloading” leads to intervertebral disc
herniation into the superior or inferior vertebral articular surface, resulting in a distinctive bony change.
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spine, as well as a high pathogen burden and other pathological conditions that may be attributed
to or adversely impacted by “labor therapy.” Although these findings characterized the majority
of the Oneida County Asylum assemblage, Phillips (2016) also identified the remains of
individuals whose physical impairments and disabilities would have limited their participation in
the labor therapy regime practiced at the asylum. As opposed to focusing on health consequences
from institutionalization, Muller (2017) examined health or impairment as contributing to
institutionalization, to include the “benign neglect” of less-robust infants, as well as the routine
institutionalization of impoverished children with disabilities or disfigurements, who were
considered to be “defective.” In addition to analyses of stress and disease, some studies of past
health among institutionalized individuals have focused – in whole or in part – on oral health
(Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Murray & Perzigian, 1995; Phillips, 2001; Sutter, 1995). This
dissertation does undertake paleopathological analysis, including the analysis of oral health
(Pilloud & Fancher, 2019), with the goal of understanding the lived experience of SNPH
patients, more closely following the work of Phillips (2016) and others (Cooper et al., 2019;
DiGangi & Sirianni, 2017; Phillips, 2001) who have focused on embodied health impacts.
Isotopic Analysis
Beyond studies of overall health, bioarchaeologists have also utilized isotopic analyses to
investigate institutional diets, often in conjunction with analyses of oral health (Beaumont &
Montgomery, 2016; Dillingham, 1997; Knowles & Sirianni, 2014; Olsen et al., 2018); however,
dental disease alone has also been considered an indicator of overall dietary trends (Sutter,
1995). In archaeological contexts, stable isotopic analysis is typically conducted on human bone
and teeth, and may also include comparative faunal and plant samples. In institutional contexts,
researchers have typically sought to understand general dietary trends including plant and protein
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sources, as well as differential access to protein or reliance on “starvation foods” (Knowles &
Sirianni, 2014; Olsen et al., 2018); however, use of novel methodologies has also enabled the
identification of prolonged periods of nutritional stress or famine (Beaumont & Montgomery,
2016). Ultimately, isotopic analyses provide one avenue for illuminating the lived experiences of
the institutionalized populations and can be compared to other institutional contexts or dietary
data from general populations of the same historical period. This dissertation does not include
isotopic analysis, as dietary trends are not a critical component to the research goals outlined in
Chapter One.
Skeletal Trauma Analysis and Taphonomy
Echoing larger bioarchaeological approaches using a biocultural framework (Agarwal &
Glencross, 2011; Baker & Agarwal, 2017; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011), institutional
bioarchaeology has also relied on antemortem and perimortem skeletal trauma analysis as
reflecting the social status and lived experiences of institutionalized individuals (Geber, 2015b,
2016a; Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Phillips, 2001). Combining findings from
skeletal trauma and historical documentary material, Leavitt-Reynolds (2011) examined the
Colorado State Insane Asylum (CSIA) Skeletal Collection; these results were then compared to
the skeletal trauma analysis of the collections from the Albany Almshouse and the Oneida
Asylum, as reported by Phillips (2001). Although all three collections demonstrated comparable
chronic trauma rates, individuals in the CSIA collection have higher rates of acute skeletal
trauma (Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011). Further analysis of the CSIA collection was also conducted by
McGloin (2012); however, their analysis focused on pathological lesions and heavy metal levels
that may have been indicative of past mental illnesses and attempts at treatment. In addition to
analyses of skeletal trauma (Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Phillips, 2001),
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institutional bioarchaeologists have scrutinized the postmortem treatment and disposal of the
remains of institutionalized individuals in historical contexts (Blakely, 1997; Blakely &
Harrington, 1997a; Crist et al., 2017; Dittmar & Mitchell, 2019; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017;
Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Harrington & Blakely, 1995; Humphrey, 1973; Muller et al., 2017;
Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017), examples of which will be explored
subsequently. The present study relies heavily upon paleopathology, measures of dental health,
trauma, and taphonomic analyses as reflective of lived and postmortem experiences of SNPH
patients, including the implications of anatomization.
Historical Dissection
Beyond a review of typical research methodologies, it is also important to consider the
“process” of historical dissection and anatomization, and the theoretical frameworks used to
under it. As discussed previously, a variety of theoretical frameworks have been utilized in the
analysis of social structures contributing to the select anatomization of specific groups, including
the institutionalized. This anatomization process has included dissection of cadavers for medical
education and/or procurement of remains for skeletal collections. The current review will briefly
explore these processes, as well as the implications of this historical legacy for institutional
bioarchaeology and contemporary osteological research using skeletal collections.
In regard to dissection and medical education, dissection was viewed in the United
Kingdom and the United States as a bodily violation and could be used as a form of legal
punishment, especially prior to the 20th century (Nystrom, 2014). Recent bioarchaeological
studies in the United States have addressed the targeting of underprivileged and sickly
populations as the subjects of medical study and dissection, in which postmortem treatment of
the body further serves to embody lived inequality, again linking structural violence and
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embodiment theory. Many of these studies have entailed the bioarchaeological study of
almshouse populations (Crist et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014; Nystrom et al., 2017), to include an
edited volume specifically detailing the work of bioarchaeologists investigating structural
violence and past anatomical study practices (Nystrom, 2017b). Due to the extremely stratified
nature of society in the 18th and 19th centuries, poorer individuals lacked the agency and
resources to protest, resist, or curb the usage of unclaimed dead bodies for dissection and
medical study (Nystrom, 2014; Nystrom et al., 2017). In the American South, race, as well as
socioeconomic status, contributed to structurally violent anatomization systems which tended to
target individuals of color as the source of bodies for anatomical study (Blakely & Harrington,
1997a; Curtis-Richardson, 1997; Jackson, 1997). Following usage for medical education
purposes, the remains of the anatomized were often disposed of in non-archaeological mortuary
contexts, to include non-referential disposal and/or usage in museum display (Muller & Butler,
2018), reflecting the prejudice of medical professionals and other members of higher
socioeconomic classes and a lack of respect for the bodies of ‘lesser classes’ (Blakely, 1997;
Crist et al., 2017; Harrington & Blakely, 1995; Nystrom, 2014). As addressed by necropolitics,
control of remains postmortem to include kinship rights and proper burial is often paramount
(Verdery, 1999), and dissection could be seen as violating these tenets, as well as the bodily
integrity of the deceased. Following this logic, the institution controlling the body and its
subsequent treatment asserts their power through a necropolitical framework of dissection.
Additionally, historical documentation demonstrates that race, as well as socioeconomic status,
influenced the treatment of the ill poor prior to and following death (Halling & Seidemann,
2017). The suggestion that analysis should consider the care of living patients, as well as the
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disembodiment of remains and the treatment of dead bodies, offers a novel synthesis of structural
violence, embodiment, necropolitics, and aspects of the bioarchaeology of care.
Skeletal Collections
In addition to the history of dissection, some scholars have also chosen to examine the
origins of long-established skeletal collections utilizing a synthesis of structural violence and
embodiment theories (de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012; Muller et al., 2017). Similar to
historical anatomy and dissection, skeletal collections assembled in the 19th and early 20th
centuries especially represent people of lower socioeconomic classes (Dayal, Kegley, Strkalj,
Bidmos, & Kuykendall, 2009; Hunt & Albanese, 2005), although modern “digital” collections
tend to have more equal representations in regard to population demographics (Komar & Grivas,
2008) . In addition to being comprised primarily of poorer individuals, the majority of historical
skeletal collections in the United States are overwhelmingly composed of older individuals, and
African American males (de La Cova, 2010), making them generally unrepresentative of living
populations. These particular groups have often come to be included in the skeletal collection
due to their marginalized status or perception as “other” (Watkins, 2018), a trend also noted and
discussed in regard to dissection and autopsy. Ultimately, by “thinging” the remains of
individuals included in skeletal collections, the general state of health and trauma noted can
serve as evidence for structural violence suffered during life; while the mere presence of these
particular individuals in the assemblage is emblematic of their social status in life, and the
relative value placed on their remains after death. Similar to studies considering preferential
dissection, analyses of skeletal collections variously draw on structural violence, embodiment,
and necropolitics; however, these theoretical frameworks may not be explicitly invoked.
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Modern Implications
Besides the analysis of historical contexts, scholars studying human remains must
acknowledge the implications of this legacy for future work, and assess to what degree patterns
of dissection and anatomization have changed. Overall, analysis of skeletal collection
demographics, including trauma and health, indicate that a majority of the individuals led violent
and diseased lives and were generally included in the collections due to their lower
socioeconomic status, which left them unable to dictate the fate of their body upon death. While
skeletal collections assembled in the 19th and 20th centuries continue to provide a foundation for
biological anthropological study, positive strides have been made in which modern body
donation programs are voluntary. Despite donation being voluntary, modern American
collections are still overwhelmingly elderly White males (Komar & Grivas, 2008; Shirley,
Wilson, & Jantz, 2011), with the addition of those who die unnatural deaths, and individuals with
antemortem trauma or medical intervention (Komar & Grivas, 2008), although digital
“collections” or databases tend to be more balanced, as noted above. This trend has been
attributed to American cultural beliefs surrounding death, dying, and dead bodies (Shirley et al.,
2011), particularly concerning the remains of those unable to afford other mortuary treatment or
who are otherwise unwanted by their next-of-kin, again relating to necropolitical tenets (Verdery,
1999). In addition to body donation, many modern biological or forensic anthropology academic
programs, as well as medical schools, make use of anatomical specimens. While attempts are
made to ensure the ethical sourcing of human skeletal remains by academic institutions (Pokines
et al., 2017), legislature surrounding human remains in the United States is not particularly
stringent (Halling & Seidemann, 2016; Hutt & Riddle, 2007; Pokines et al., 2017; Seidemann,
2010); modern anatomical specimens overwhelmingly come from Asian nations who could be
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considered members of the Global South (Hefner, Spatola, Passalacqua, & Gocha, 2016; Huffer
& Chappell, 2014; Pokines et al., 2017; Scovil, 2015) and are subject to abuse by medical
students (Pokines et al., 2017), and careless disposal (Pokines, 2015). While previous study of
current anatomical specimen use is limited, these findings suggest that remains continue to be
sourced from disadvantaged populations in potentially illegal manners, and are then subject to
use, abuse, and finally, disposal as trash by higher-status academic professionals. Overall, in the
case of dissections and skeletal collections, it is clear that selection for anatomization was not
equally applied to all sects of society, a trend that continues today. In historical contexts,
individuals belonging to marginalized populations based on race, age, socioeconomic class,
and/or institutionalization status were much more likely to be deprived of bodily agency
postmortem. The following three examples are offered to illustrate the differences between
contexts, and explore how various theoretical frameworks have been applied to the analysis of
anatomical assemblages, which can include the institutionalized.
Case Studies
Although the application of structural violence to a bioarchaeological context had been
articulated previously (Harrod, Thompson, & Martin, 2012; Klaus, 2012), Nystrom (2014) was
the first to examine how anatomization and dissection processes of the 19th century constituted
structural violence perpetrated against the poor and marginalized. With this goal in mind,
Nystrom (2014) focuses specifically on how “death experiences” and the treatment of the body
postmortem can be viewed as manifestations of structural violence. In his analysis, Nystrom
(2014) acknowledges that the connection between skeletal trauma and structural violence may
appear clear, but that enshrined social inequalities can also create other physiological markers
observable on skeletal remains. The extension of structural violence beyond skeletal evidence of
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lived marginalization and poor health to the “‘disembodiment’ and the treatment and fate of the
dead body” (Nystrom, 2014, p. 3) relies upon the acknowledgement of the deceased and dead
bodies as still existing within a social network (Scheper-Hughes, 2011). With this in mind,
Nystrom (2014) explores the creation of structural inequality faced by the American poor in the
19th century, and how these political-economic systems intersected with the growth of medical
education and dissection. In particular, the passage and enforcement of anatomy laws codified
“inherent classism” (Nystrom, 2014, p. 5), in which unclaimed bodies could be used for
dissection, wherein these bodies typically came from the impoverished and marginalized
(Halperin, 2007). In these conditions, the conceptualization of dissection as structural violence is
well-supported, given the historical views of dissection as a deterrent and punishment for crime
and pauperism. In regard to the poor specifically, Nystrom (2014) calls attention to the views of
utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham (Richardson, 1987; Sappol, 2002) in which almshouses
were seen as punitive for those not contributing to society. Through the use of their body after
death, inmates were seen as repaying their debt to a society who had attempted their futile
rehabilitation.
Nystrom (2014) further presents two case studies, explaining how structural violence can
be applied to almshouse bioarchaeology where there is evidence of postmortem alterations
consistent with dissection and/or autopsy. He cautions that autopsy in the 19th century was a
marker of status, while dissection was punitive. The degree of fragmentation of the body, as well
as other contextual evidence, can aid in clarifying which action took place. Dittmar and Mitchell
(2015) have subsequently provided additional criteria for differentiating cases of historical
autopsy versus dissection. The first example examined the cemetery associated with the Albany
County Almshouse in Albany, New York. The cemetery included remains of almshouse inmates,
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as well as hospital patients, unclaimed bodies from the city at large, and individuals from local
penitentiaries. Although there was evidence of dissection on a small number of remains,
Nystrom (2014) highlights the discrepancy in the number of remains recovered versus those
expected from documentary records, positing disposal of remains in non-mortuary contexts. The
abnormal burial of remains, to include use of non-mortuary disposal sites, is explored further by
Crist et al. (2017) and Halling and Seidemann (2017), building upon the structural violence
framework first described by Nystrom (2014). Similar trends were noted in the analysis of the
Erie County Poorhouse in Buffalo, NY, in which 87 burials contained empty coffins and six
contained wood logs. The absence of bodies in this case may have been legitimate, but may also
indicate the disinterment of bodies for the purposes of dissection (Nystrom, 2014). Overall,
Nystrom (2014) analysis succinctly demonstrates how structural violence can be theoretically
extended to the treatment of dead bodies relying on the work of Scheper-Hughes (2011) in which
the dead should be constituted as people, not just bodies. When viewed through this lens,
analysis should not establish a dichotomy between life and death; rather, they should be viewed
as one continuous experience (Hallam, Hockey, & Howarth, 1999), encompassing treatment of
the dead body (Nystrom, 2014). Ultimately, the extension of structural violence to the treatment
of the dead by Nystrom (2014) was novel, and the social role of dead bodies explored in his
analysis may be clarified further by the integration of embodiment and necropolitical theory.
Providing a specific example of an institutional population who were subsequently
anatomized, Crist et al. (2017) present findings regarding the cemetery associated with the
Blockley Almshouse and Hospital, located in Philadelphia, PA. The cemetery featured in the
analysis was utilized from 1865-1895, and contained individual body parts, surgical waste, and
the autopsied and dissected remains of patients from the Blockley morgue. Although Crist et al.
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(2017) do not explicitly identify the subpopulations housed at the almshouse, it is stated that
inmates were the marginalized of Philadelphia, which could include the poor and mentally ill.
Examination of the Philadelphia context is critical, as the city was the location of the first
hospital and medical school in the United States, and also saw a long history of care for the
marginalized through institutions such as Blockley (Crist et al., 2017) and Byberry State Hospital
(Jones, 2013). Following the emergence of formal hospitals and medical education in the later
18th and 19th centuries, hospitals became publicly supported institutions staffed by physicians,
where anatomy courses and dissection observation were offered to medical students for a fee
(Crist et al., 2017). The “dead-house” associated with the almshouse also served as the source of
cadavers and anatomical specimens needed for medical education purposes. Crist et al. (2017)
investigate this system of dissection and anatomization invoking structural violence,
abnormality, and marginalization as their theoretical frames of reference, although their
engagement with these frameworks varies.
With these theoretical frameworks in mind, Crist et al. (2017) discuss how the
archaeological data, skeletal evidence of medical education, and the documentary evidence of
almshouse policies demonstrate the structural inequalities faced by almshouse inmates/patients.
In regard to archaeological data, Crist et al. (2017) describe the relative lack of documentation of
the cemetery. Prior to excavation, the cemetery was not included in any atlases or city maps;
however, it was noted on the almshouse superintendent’s plans as “Grave Yard” located next to
the “Ash Dump” (Crist et al., 2017). Although the authors acknowledge some degree of care
afforded to the burial of patient remains, as evidenced by the use of wooden boxes/coffins and
some individual interments, other archaeological evidence points to the disposal of remains as
unwanted trash. Based on the demographics of the skeletal assemblage, the authors draw
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conclusions about medical education practices, in that the physicians and medical students did
not preferentially dissect or anatomize particular groups within the almshouse population (Crist
et al., 2017). In regard to almshouse policies, the movement of almshouse operations from inside
Philadelphia to the further-afield Blockley location in 1830 signified the separation and
marginalization of the lower classes in need of institutional assistance (Crist et al., 2017).
Members of the almshouse’s Board of Guardians were concerned with body-snatching of
almshouse bodies by and for medical students, and did make attempts to prevent this practice.
Despite these concerns, legal guidelines did not permit patients the right to exercise control over
the postmortem treatment of their body and later legislation legalized the distribution of
almshouse bodies to medical schools in Philadelphia. This lack of postmortem control by
patients could be explored using necropolitics, but Crist et al. (2017) does not employ this
theory. With respect to theoretical analysis, (Crist et al., 2017) explicitly identify the structurally
violent processes of the almshouse context in which the poor and other marginalized people were
submitted to the transforming system of the almshouse; however, when these improvement
efforts failed, the inmates were transformed into useful patients whose remains could be used for
dissection and anatomical study. Although their analysis lacks depth in some areas, Crist et al.
(2017) draw upon the work of Nystrom (2014) and demonstrate the structural violence of 19thcentury dissection in America, with particular emphasis on the Philadelphia context and skeletal
evidence of anatomization.
Offering a more nuanced theoretical application in comparison to Crist et al. (2017),
Halling and Seidemann (2017) examine the skeletal assemblage associated with the Charity
Hospital cemeteries, located in New Orleans, LA. Although extensive analysis of a portion of the
sample was conducted by Owsley (1995), Halling and Seidemann (2017) expanded the
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assemblage to include two more recent samples known to be associated with the hospital. As the
hospital had a long history of serving the poor of New Orleans, the authors’ primary interest was
to understand the lived and postmortem experiences of the indigent, using a structural violence
framework similar to Nystrom (2014). Although racially-motivated preferential dissection has
been explored elsewhere (Blakely, 1997; Blakely & Harrington, 1997a, 1997b; CurtisRichardson, 1997; Halperin, 2007), Halling and Seidemann (2017) assert that Charity Hospital
served the indigent of New Orleans regardless of race, and that all were potentially used for
autopsy or dissection. Despite this trend, “[a]ttitudes surrounding surgery on and dissection of
indigents at the time were highly inconsiderate towards the concerns of patients or their families”
(Halling & Seidemann, 2017, p. 169). It is this preferential autopsy and dissection of the poor
that allows for the usage of structural violence as a theoretical framework.
Analysis utilizing a structural violence perspective primarily considered the history of the
hospital and the premortem and postmortem experiences of patients, as well as skeletal evidence
indicating postmortem examination of bones. Four categories for modifications of bone
indicating postmortem examination were established, following Owsley (1995), where
alterations were seen as indicative of surgical procedures, autopsy, dissection, and
experimentation. The authors review specific criteria for each category and present examples of
each type from the assemblage. As discussed above, skeletal and documentary findings indicated
that autopsy and dissection were not preferentially performed on a particular race, sex, or age
group, rather “the unifying characteristic of the groups represented by the skeletal
material…seems to have been poverty” (Halling & Seidemann, 2017, pp. 179-180). While the
approach of Crist et al. (2017) relies slightly more of contextual evidence, Halling and
Seidemann (2017) employ the skeletal evidence of autopsy and dissection as indicative of
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structural violence. The structural violence they identify is the preferential autopsy and
dissection of New Orleans’ indigent, in which the treatment of the poor, both in life and death, is
the result of political-economic systems. Building upon the ideas of Klaus (2012) and Nystrom
(2014), the authors identify the importance of understanding postmortem treatment as a
component of structural violence, and begin to acknowledge the theoretical quandaries
associated with applying a structural violence framework to assemblages associated with 19thcentury autopsy, dissection, and medical education (Halling & Seidemann, 2017). Unlike Klaus
(2012), which addresses the health consequences of institutional treatment among historical
Peruvians, studies considering anatomical contexts may not include evidence of health or
impacts of institutionalization, though they can. Halling and Seidemann (2017) offer an excellent
example of structural violence as applied to anatomized bodies drawn from an institutional
context; however, their theoretical analysis also begins to address the aspects of certain
bioarchaeological contexts that may not be wholly explained by structural violence. As discussed
above, a variety of additional theoretical frameworks may be employed. As demonstrated by this
dissertation, embodiment and necropolitics can expand upon structural violence, in which the
postmortem usage and disposal of remains is indicative of lived experiences and politicaleconomic processes. Regardless of theoretical framework utilized, the ethical implications of
bioarchaeological work, especially in institutional and anatomical contexts, must also be
considered.
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Bioarchaeology in general, and particularly the bioarchaeology of institutional contexts,
frequently confronts ethical dilemmas regarding the treatment and usage of human remains for
scientific study, the construction of memory and historical narratives, and the responsibility of
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the researcher to living stakeholders (Baker et al., 2001; Dongoske, 1996; Kakaliouras, 2008,
2017; Rose et al., 1996). As reviewed above, current scholarship regarding institutional contexts
is increasingly addressing the treatment of previously disadvantaged and/or marginalized groups,
and their place in the archaeological/bioarchaeological record (Walker, 2000); however, such
work necessitates self-reflection on the part of bioarchaeologists. As addressed by DeWitte
(2015), anthropology – including bioarchaeology – has a history of ethical transgressions that
cannot be ignored by contemporary researchers. Legislation has begun to address these past
violations, but bioarchaeologists are still largely responsible for self-monitoring adherence to
codes of professional ethics (Walker, 2000). Given bioarchaeologists’ hybrid identity, they –
especially those in the United States and United Kingdom, where the majority of institutional
bioarchaeological studies have been conducted – are potentially beholden to multiple statements
of ethics (DeWitte, 2015; Walker, 2000) including the American Anthropological Association
(AAA), the American Association of Physical Anthropologists (AAPA), the Society for
American Archaeology (SAA), or the British Association of Biological Anthropology and
Osteoarchaeology (BABAO). Although these codes do differ, there is a general consensus for
work aimed at long-term conservation, active inclusion of current stakeholder groups, pursuance
of mutually-beneficial research, and avoidance of research that poses harm to those involved,
including personal safety, dignity, or privacy (AAA, 2012; AAPA, 2003). All of these tenets
actively address the construction of identity and memory through archaeological data, and how
anthropologists of all types can contribute to increasing acceptance of cultural diversity and
empowering previously disadvantaged groups (Walker, 2000). While there are commonalities
between these codes of ethics, there are also ethical concerns specific to bioarchaeologists and
the use of human remains (Walker, 2000).
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In regard to ethical guidelines specifically addressing work with human remains, Walker
(2000) identifies the problems inherent to creating an ethics of bioarchaeology, as it is situated
between medicine, which is focused on research for helping individual patients, and the cultural
relativism of anthropology, focused on overcoming discrimination and encouraging cultural
tolerance (Walker, 2000). Seeking to synthesize various professional codes of ethics, Walker
(2000, p. 20) identifies three ethical responsibilities of researchers who work with archaeological
human remains: “ (1) human remains should be treated with dignity and respect, (2) descendants
should have the authority to control the disposition of the remains of their relatives, and (3)
owing to their importance for understanding the history of our species, the preservation
of…archaeological collections of human remains is an ethical imperative.” These principles have
emerged in an attempt to address differing beliefs about the afterlife and dead bodies, the validity
of research using human remains, and the overall “value” of skeletal remains, including the
symbolic power of remains (Verdery, 1999; Walker, 2000). Ultimately, although Walker
(2000)’s discussion is oriented primarily towards archaeological collections in the United States,
with the rights of indigenous groups as the primary concern, his analysis also addresses how
these ethical principles apply to bioarchaeology overall, to include the bioarchaeology of
institutions.
The first bioarchaeological ethical tenet of respect and dignity afforded toward human
remains is identified by Walker (2000) as an extension of the principle of basic human dignity as
proposed by international governing bodies, such as the United Nations (UN) and reflects the
ethical kinship of bioarchaeology with biomedical beliefs regarding “do no harm.” This tenet
precludes reducing human remains to mere objects (Joyce, 2015; Walker, 2000); however, the
conundrum of remains as both object and person is not so easily resolved. From a theoretical
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standpoint, the “thinging” of the dead, drawing on materiality and embodiment theories (Gosden,
2005; Sofaer, 2006) is helpful to understand human remains – not as mere sources of data – but
also as embodied representations or artifacts of social structures and belief. This material
approach, relying heavily on a structural violence framework, has been successfully applied to
many institutional contexts and anatomical collections (Blakely, 1997; Blakely & Harrington,
1997a; Crist et al., 2017; Curtis-Richardson, 1997; de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012;
Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Geller, 2015; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Harrington & Blakely,
1995; Jackson, 1997; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014, 2017a; Nystrom et al., 2017). In these
instances, there is no ethical conflict according to Walker (2000)’s first tenet, as the
bioarchaeologists in question do not regard the remains as disposable objects; rather, analysis
from an embodiment and structural violence standpoint acknowledges the human remains as
human, and their postmortem treatment and disposal as reflective of historical mores, not current
beliefs of humanity and value. The relative dignity and the object/person dichotomy of human
remains has also been addressed in regard to forensic contexts (Crossland & Joyce, 2015; Joyce,
2015; Martin, 2015). The emotional impact of human remains, the pivotal role of the
anthropologist, and how these concerns inform interactions with descendants and other
stakeholders are shared by both sub-disciplines (Crossland & Joyce, 2015).
The deceased’s status as a person inevitably leads to the second ethical concern of
descendant rights and control of the disposition of the remains (Walker, 2000). These questions
of “ownership” and value have direct bearing on the history of skeletal collecting, to include
institutional and anatomical collections (DeWitte, 2015; Walker, 2000). Given the problematic
nature of previous procurement methods for anatomized bodies (Blakely & Harrington, 1997a;
Curtis-Richardson, 1997; DeWitte, 2015; Jackson, 1997; Walker, 2000), including those in
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skeletal collections (de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012; Muller et al., 2017), researchers must
ask themselves whether continued investigation furthers violates the historically marginalized or
contributes to the reclamation of narrative and empowerment of descendants. Although Walker
(2000) primarily addresses indigenous communities in the United States, descendent rights –
legal and otherwise – are of equal importance in European historical contexts, as explored by
DeWitte (2015) in regard to the East Smithfield Black Death Cemetery. Similar to the NAGPRA
legislation in the United States, the Church of England and English Heritage place the wishes of
living family members regarding body disposition as paramount; however, the question of
relatedness over time can be particularly complicated depending on context (Walker, 2000).
In many ways, East Smithfield is similar to the dissertation sample of the Siena
Craniological Collection (SCC). Identification of some living descendants may be possible
through historical records associated with the collection; however, it is not known if these efforts
have ever been undertaken and/or if repatriation claims by descendants have ever been made. In
this case, bioarchaeologists must seek to follow any legislation of the country in question and
professional codes of ethics (AAA, 1997; AAPA, 2003; BABAO, 2010), including guidance
specific to the study of human remains (Crossland & Joyce, 2015; DeWitte, 2015; Joyce, 2015;
Martin, 2015; Walker, 2000). Given the SCC’s status as an anatomical collection maintained by
a university/museum entity, this dissertation has no legal mandates under Italian law governing
research (Piombino-Mascali, 2011; Piombino-Mascali & Zink, 2011) nor identified living
descendants to consider, but caution should still be taken to treat the assemblage and surrounding
community with dignity and respect. Chapter Five delineates methods for the protection of
identities in regard to data collection, storage, analysis, and publication. Due to the nature of the
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SCC’s initial assembly, documents of original consent by individuals contained in the collection
are not available.
Beyond treating remains and the wishes of descendants with dignity and respect, Walker
(2000)’s third tenet of collection preservation as an ethical responsibility of bioarchaeologists,
begins to address the larger role of bioarchaeologists and other anthropologists in society. Given
the tantamount importance of descendant wishes and the need to treat remains with respect,
laypersons may question the continued justification for bioarchaeological study, a conflict of
belief addressed by Walker (2000). Ultimately, the wealth of unique information contained
within skeletal remains creates a responsibility for the bioarchaeologist to conduct research to
illuminate the lives of our ancestors and species as a whole, while also preserving the material in
question for future re-examination through the application of new technologies and
methodologies (Walker, 2000). In regard to assemblages of marginalized peoples, to include
institutional contexts, continued research and active preservation can serve to reclaim and
reconstruct collective memory and historical narrative. As addressed by Geller (2015, p. 156),
“[t]he bodies of the vanquished and violated will always be a powerful source of evidence that
allows us to speak truth to power.” By continuing to preserve and conduct research on past
marginalized populations, bioarchaeologists are shifting a past biased account and creating a
multivocal narrative of history.
CONCLUSION
Given the complex ethical responsibilities of bioarchaeologists, particularly in the
investigation of institutional and anatomical contexts, the true contributions of the discipline
must be interrogated. As previously discussed, bioarchaeologists must navigate and combine a
variety of theoretical and methodological approaches in pursuit of bioculturally-oriented research
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that contextualizes past skeletal populations (Buikstra, 2006b; Buikstra & Beck, 2006; Kendell,
2018; Larsen, 1997, 2002, 2015, 2018; Martin et al., 2013; Zuckerman & Armelagos, 2011).
Although recent bioarchaeological research has tended towards postprocessualism (Hodder,
1985, 1991), there is continued tension between processualist and postprocessualist approaches
in archaeology as a whole, which has implications for bioarchaeologists and the contributions of
their work. Reviews of current archaeological trends and challenges reflect this tension (Cobb,
2017; Kintigh et al., 2014), and also demonstrate the tendency for disconnection between
bioarchaeology and broader archaeological theory. As evidenced by these recent thought pieces
about the “state” of archaeological theory (Cobb, 2017; Harrison-Buck, 2014; Kintigh et al.,
2014), voices in favor of the contextualized analysis of archaeological assemblages, to include
bioarchaeological data, are growing. Although bioarchaeologists may not be wholly successful in
engaging the public imagination (Buikstra & Bolhofner, 2019; Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015),
they are certainly not greedy scientists bent on grave-robbing, a criticism firmly dismissed by
DeWitte (2015). Indeed, knowledge of the past not only helps correct biased narratives, but can
also aid in creating strategies for coping with and addressing current inequalities and challenges
(Buikstra & Bolhofner, 2019). Rather than view the past as a place where different cultural
mores reigned, bioarchaeologists can further investigate the history of institutions with a critical
eye, contributing to greater knowledge of human behavior, and enabling the formulation of new
programs and policy based on historical data of past structures and discrimination. With these
directions in mind, bioarchaeologists have and will contribute greatly to understandings of the
past, where bioarchaeology helps to “historicize and bring alive the human biocultural
experience on a global level” (Stojanowski & Duncan, 2015, p. 51). When said biocultural
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experience is of the disadvantaged, bioarchaeologists provide a voice when there was previously
silence – in this case, for the patients of the SNPH.

Figure 3.1. "Chart demonstrating the possible pathways to link skeletal remains to structural
violence" (Martin and Harrod, 2015, p. 19).4

4

A Note to Reader: Permission has been granted by John Wiley and Sons to reproduce this figure. For copyright
permission, please see Appendix C.
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HISTORICAL REVIEW OF PSYCHIATRY AND ASYLUMS
Historians like neat paradigms, human experience resists them.
- Mellyn (2014c, p. 5)
INTRODUCTION
Thus far, the present analysis has considered the development of bioarchaeology in
general, the growth of institutional bioarchaeology, the ethical implications of this work, and the
theoretical frameworks utilized by those studying the history of institutions and anatomization.
This dissertation broadly aims to investigate institutionalization and anatomization in Italy
during the 19th and early 20th centuries through osteological, taphonomic, and demographic
analyses of the Siena Craniological Collection (SCC). Given the research goals outlined in
Chapter One, and overall project interest in 19th-century institutionalization in Tuscany, this
chapter addresses the history of psychiatry and conceptions of “madness,” to include the
development of institutions for the mentally ill. The review follows the approach laid out by
Brooks (2000), which examines the civil, medical, and sociocultural approaches to mental illness
and its treatment. Particular attention will be paid to the asylum movement of the 19th and early
20th centuries in Europe and the United States, and its impact in the Tuscan context, as well as a
discussion of Italian cultural beliefs regarding the dead body and implications for anatomization.
Additionally, more detailed information regarding the history of the SNPH will be provided. The
quote above draws attention to the complexity in constructing a total history of psychiatry,
incorporating nuance, variation, and incongruous parts. This chapter acknowledges these
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challenges, and seeks instead to provide a succinct overview of the evolution of psychiatry, while
also admitting that the present summary is inherently limited.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRY
Terminology
Prior to addressing the historical development of psychiatric thought, terminology used in
this dissertation will be briefly discussed. Throughout history and the scholarly literature,
“madness,” “insanity,” “lunacy,” and “mental illness” have all been applied to describe a variety
of states including, but not limited to, what would currently be described as psychiatric
symptoms (Eghigian, 2010). The SCC is known to contain individuals with wide-ranging
diagnoses beyond contemporary categories of mental illness including the epileptic, the senile,
and individuals with developmental disabilities; symptomatology of SNPH patients is not
known, only the broad diagnoses reflected in the collection catalogs (registri). Given the
potentially negative connotations of terms such as “madness,” “insanity,” or “lunacy” (Eghigian,
2010), as well as the mixed status of the cohort, those contained in the dissertation sample will
be referred to as “patients” or “individuals,” based on their status as patients of SNPH and
skeletal individuals within the SCC as a whole. Reference to diagnosis information should not be
seen as the ascription of symptomatology to a patient on the part of the author, rather an analysis
of diagnostic trends is based strictly on historical documentation, including the registri. When
generally discussing individuals with psychiatric symptoms beyond the SCC, “mental illness,”
“the mentally ill” or “psychiatric patients” will be used as appropriate; other terminology such as
“madness” will only be used in quotation when certain wording is central to past psychiatric
systems. In the current review, “institutionalization,” “confinement,” and/or “commitment” are
used to indicate the placement of an individual in an asylum. This usage of “institutionalization”
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differs from earlier discussion, in which institutionalization was used to refer to institutions in a
broader sense, not asylums specifically.
Humors and Pneuma
A review of historical literature demonstrates the existence of mental illness is
ubiquitous, both temporally and geographically; however, conceptions of mental illness, public
perception, treatment, and regulation/legislation of the mentally ill vary throughout time (Berrios
& Porter, 1995; Eghigian, 2010; Micale & Porter, 1994; Roccatagliata, 1986; Shorter, 1997;
Wallace & Gach, 2008). Given a general focus on Western Europe and the United States, the
current review begins by addressing classical ideals regarding mental illness, which have a longlasting effect on medical thought (Eghigian, 2010; Roccatagliata, 1986). The current historical
summary should not be considered unbiased, rather it is a synthesized view based primarily on
the sociocultural analysis of primary sources (Eghigian, 2010) and a medical history of mental
illness that is largely dismissive of sociocultural critique (Shorter, 1997). In particular, Eghigian
(2010) was selected because the work reproduces primary sources, and provides a synthesized
summary of these sources according to psychiatric “period”; it is primarily this synthesis that the
present summary relies upon. Overall, the two divergent approaches (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter,
1997) were chosen in order to provide some balance to the current analysis.
In ancient times through the early 18th century, mental illness or “madness” was largely
seen as an intertwined physical and metaphysical sickness, due to the shared somatic and
spiritual origins of human rationality and emotions (Eghigian, 2010). Arising from Platonian and
Aristotelian ideas about the relationship between the psyche and various organs, physicians
based treatment on the principle of the four humors: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile,
in which an imbalance of humors produced poor mental and/or physical health (Eghigian, 2010).
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Humoral approaches later gave rise in the 2nd and 3rd centuries C.E. to the concept of pneuma,
which was thought to be the essential link between the soul and the organs (Eghigian, 2010).
During the “humoral” era, “madness” was typically seen as one of three classic types: phrenitis
or frenzy, melancholy, and mania (Eghigian, 2010). In general, practitioners who treated mental
illness saw a certain amount of “madness” as incurable, and that human beings would continue to
confront mental illness to some degree despite efforts at healing (Eghigian, 2010). These early
humoral and pneumatic approaches continued to inform medical thought through the 18th
century.
Beyond the shared physical and metaphysical “seats” of psychiatric symptoms, mental
illness was also framed socially and morally wherein the mentally ill were subject to fear and
ridicule, in which epilepsy or developmental disability – falling under the broader umbrella of
“madness” – could be seen as punishment for personal or family sins (Eghigian, 2010).
Indicative of the wide variety of conditions encompassed within “madness,” a majority of
religious traditions recognized links between prophetic or devotional experiences and
“madness,” but some experiences were framed as the manifestation of mental illness and not
religiously significant (Eghigian, 2010). These early approaches also begin to demonstrate the
long-standing linkage of medical and civil models of mental illness (Brooks, 2000) in that legal
systems from ancient through early modern times largely considered the chronically mentally ill
as lacking reason and therefore incapable of entering into contracts or possessing criminal
responsibility (Eghigian, 2010).
Confinement Prior to the “Therapeutic Asylum”
In regard to facilities for the mentally ill, the use of confinement in European rural and
urban settings varied throughout the “humoral” era. Particularly in rural settings, the mentally ill
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were cared for by friends and family (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). While family care did
continue well into the 19th century, over time those considered to be chronically insane were
frequently placed in the care of religious orders and local governments offering custodianship in
hospitals, poorhouses, and retreats, especially beginning in the 14th and 15th centuries (Eghigian,
2010); however, family-based care continued in Tuscany (eventual location of the SNPH) for
much longer (Mellyn, 2014c). Since the Middle Ages, these earlier asylums, psychiatric
hospitals, and other confinement facilities existed in urban contexts and only spread over time
(Eghigian, 2010); however, prior to the 19th century, such facilities were strictly custodial,
regardless of rural or urban context (Shorter, 1997). Mellyn (2014d) explores this shift in care in
late medieval and early modern Tuscany (the region in which Siena and the SNPH is located),
including medicolegal approaches to mental illness, and social implications for the diagnosed
and their family, all of which influenced the 19th-century asylum. In late medieval and early
modern Tuscany (14th – mid-17th centuries), the family served as the only long-term care solution
for the mentally ill (Mellyn, 2014c), prior the emergence of the first custodial facilities in the 17th
century. During this period, families, in concert with civil and criminal courts, grappled with
issues of guardianship (Mellyn, 2014b), financial stewardship and spending (Mellyn, 2014f), and
the legal responsibility of psychiatric patients for their actions (Mellyn, 2014a, 2014e). Although
custodial care certainly helped alleviate many of these challenges for families, as highlighted by
(Mellyn, 2014c), treatment or “cures” for mental illness had not yet emerged.
The Notion of “Curable”
Prior to the 19th century, England and continental Europe had a mixture of private and
public facilities, although continental Europe tended to have more public care available (Shorter,
1997). In the context of these private and public facilities, practitioners treating mental illness
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began to question previous classical ideals viewing mental illness as largely incurable. Early
psychiatric efforts i.e., interest in identification and medical treatment of mental illness through
bloodletting and other methods, began prior to the 19th century in custodial facilities (Shorter,
1997). Linked to Enlightenment ideals, these changes were emblematic of an increasing
optimism that mental illness could be definitively described and understood, and from this
knowledge, cured (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). This focus on diagnosis and understanding
leading to curative action underscores the societal stigma associated with psychiatric illness, in
that the ultimate goal was to eradicate its existence within the patient. Growing out of 18th
century curative optimism and the rise of the importance of asylums, practitioners started to view
the asylum itself as curative (Shorter, 1997), a movement in which several key figures emerge.
When discussing these key figures, it is important to note that practitioners from the late 18th
century onward may have referred to themselves by various titles including alienist and/or
physician depending on their training and background, corresponding to the multiple
professional identities of current mental health practitioners such as psychiatrists, psychologists,
and social workers. What is clear is that the rise of the asylum and the notion of curability also
entailed a professionalization over time of those who studied and treated the mentally ill, in
which professional supremacy shifted to physicians (those with explicit medical training), and
the firm placement of this discipline within the history of medicine.
Physician William Battie is acknowledged as the first to argue for the therapeutic benefits
of institutionalization, and emphasized the curability of mental illness (Shorter, 1997); ideas that
were further formalized and published by another physician, Vincenzo Chiarugi, who oversaw
the Bonifazio asylum in Florence, Italy. Similar claims of curability were asserted and expanded
upon by French practitioners, in particular Philippe Pinel and his student Jean-Etienne Esquirol.
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Pinel is widely considered the founder of modern psychiatry as he explicitly supported the
experience of confinement in an asylum as curative, an idea which precipitated subsequent
reform and the emergence of “moral therapy” (Shorter, 1997). Pinel’s text expounding the
benefits of confinement is vague regarding methods of asylum organization in order to facilitate
a therapeutic experience; his pupil Esquirol provided much-needed clarification translating new
therapeutic ideals into practice (Shorter, 1997). Esquirol is credited as the head of reformed
psychiatry, who conceptualized the ideal Pinelian asylum in which patients and physicians live
as community members in a psychiatric setting, leading to the growth of the “therapeutic
asylum” and “moral therapy.”
The “Therapeutic Asylum” and “Moral Therapy”
As articulated by Esquirol, the “therapeutic asylum” encompassed two aspects: orderly
routine oriented around community, and a strong doctor-patient relationship (Shorter, 1997).
Efforts focused on creating an asylum routine, to include labor, that encouraged limit-setting and
self-mastery in pursuit of the value of self-discipline; Pinel advocated for structuring the day
through work specifically, while Esquirol formalized the notion of a daily regime in general as
therapeutic (Shorter, 1997). Phillips (2001) provides an summary of reasoning for “labor
therapy” in 19th century asylums in the United States, in which scheduled work for psychiatric
patients would serve normative purposes i.e. “if the mentally ill followed a schedule similar to
those in the sane world, they might become like them and recover their sanity (Phillips, 2001, p.
33). In confluence with changing visions of the asylum itself, mental health practitioners began
to discard previous methodologies focused on forms of medication or physical procedures, and
instead relied on a strong doctor-patient relationship as curative, marking the advent of
psychotherapy (Shorter, 1997). This overall movement toward holism and treatment methods
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considered to be more humane (Eghigian, 2010), but with a focus on labor, routine, and strong
doctor-patient relationships, was termed “moral therapy” and hinged on ideas originally put forth
by Chiarugi. The early 19th century saw the expansion and application of Chiarugi’s ideas, albeit
uncredited, by Pinel and Esquirol. Additionally, William Tuke and his York “Retreat”
popularized the practice of “moral treatment” and the creation of therapeutic community in
England; however, Pinel was not aware of Tuke’s methods. While practitioners in different
countries were not always aware of one another’s thoughts or methods, the period was
characterized by changing ideals regarding treatment approaches and the asylum. The
“therapeutic asylum” and “moral treatment” moreover revolutionized conceptions of physician
and patient, in which asylums began to be seen as places apart, filled with “the other” (De
Cunzo, 2006; Eghigian, 2010). Notably, locals and travelers could visit “madhouses” or asylums
as a form of entertainment or spectacle well into the 19th century, enforcing systems of otherness.
Overall, the time leading to and encompassing the emergence of “therapeutic” asylums is
oftentimes referred to as “The Great Confinement” (Foucault, 1965; Shorter, 1997), following a
sociocultural model of mental illness as explored below.
A Great Schism
Besides the “therapeutic asylum” and “moral treatment,” 19th-century psychiatry also
witnessed a schism of practitioners that continues to the present. The 19th century was marked by
the increased specialization of science and a focus on laboratory research in general, a change
that had impacts for the practice of psychiatry (Eghigian, 2010). As referenced above, over time
key professional power shifted away from previously-labeled “alienists” towards researchoriented practitioners with more explicit medical training i.e. physicians (Eghigian, 2010). The
human body was increasingly conceptualized as operating electrically, in which various mental
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illnesses might be seen as manifestations of strong or weak nerves, linked to identifiable
pathological lesions (Eghigian, 2010). In this context of increasing scientific fervor, the
discipline of phrenology emerged, gaining paramount importance in the later 19th century
(Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). A precursor to neurology, phrenology focused on macroscopic
cranial form and how cranial size/shape related to various character attributes including mental
illnesses (Eghigian, 2010). A focus on phrenology is apparent in early entries in the SCC registri,
which include detailed notes regarding cranial form and the presence of nonmetric variants seen
as potentially abnormal. Besides the increasing importance of phrenology, strong proponents for
the heritability of mental illness also began to emerge, though Chiarugi was the first to formally
articulate the notion of mental illness as common in particular families (Shorter, 1997). Set
against this noted rise of a biological psychiatry, other 19th-century practitioners alternatively
championed the biopsychosocial approach to mental illness. The biopsychosocial approach was
influenced by Romantic ideals, in which patient symptoms are seen as the result of social
problems, past events, or personal stress (Shorter, 1997). While biological psychiatry ultimately
dominated the 19th century, tensions between the biological and biopsychosocial camps continue
throughout the history of psychiatry, including the present (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997).
Challenges to the Asylum
Regardless of treatment approach, the supremacy of the 19th-century “therapeutic
asylum” was largely extinguished by 1900. This change does not suggest that asylums ceased to
exist in western (i.e. American and European) contexts, rather the asylum and the application of
“moral therapy” were no longer framed as beneficial in and of themselves. Asylums ceased to be
considered curative, and were instead more openly envisioned as confining, albeit still serving
medical and societal interests. The optimism of 19th-century approaches was questioned in the
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face of increasing patient populations, the emergence of new disorders, and overall disappointing
results from then-current treatment modalities (Eghigian, 2010). Ultimately, the increasing
numbers of patients throughout the 19th century – to the point that the “therapeutic asylum”
complex becomes untenable – are often identified as the principal reason for this “failure” of the
“hallmark” asylum (Shorter, 1997). Historical debate regarding the reasons for this increasing
patient population abounds, with neuroscientific or biological psychiatry envisaging increasing
pathologies, while the biopsychosocial or sociocultural model identifies cultural systems that are
increasingly intolerant of forms of deviance (Shorter, 1997). In support of the neuroscientific
vision, Shorter (1997) attributes increasing patient populations to the redistribution of patients
from generalized institutions to specific psychiatric asylums, and a genuine increase in the
diagnosis of psychiatric illness, especially neurosyphilis, alcohol abuse, and schizophrenia. In
contrast to Shorter (1997), Eghigian (2010) strongly questions the dismissal of the
biopsychosocial vision, and points to events in the 19th century and beyond as indicative of the
sociocultural role of psychiatry.
The Twentieth Century and Beyond
Although a large portion of the SCC was assembled in the 19th century, patient remains
continued to be collected until 1931. As such, a discussion of 20th and early 21st century
psychiatric history is also included here. Although the “therapeutic asylum” ideal had largely
“failed” by 1900, patients continued to warehoused and were subject to changing psychiatric
ideals, regardless of benefit or political motivation (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). Built upon
the ideals of Francis Galton and ideas of mental illness or mental/physical traits as heritable,
eugenics were widely supported between 1910 and 1945, to include the institution of legislation
restricting marriage activity and encouraging sterilization of the mentally ill or disabled
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(Eghigian, 2010). This era of eugenics also included both world wars, a time of increasing
vulnerability for asylum patients (Peloso, 2006; Sorcinelli, 2005), in which a wartime emphasis
on triage prompted some to question whether the killing of mentally ill patients constituted
humane, therapeutic action (Eghigian, 2010). In general, 20th-century psychiatry was
increasingly biomedical in focus to include the use of refined “bodily cures,” the institution of
new treatments designed to bring about fevers, seizures, or coma in patients, and the formal
development of lobotomy in 1935 (Eghigian, 2010). Following the revelations of World War II,
an antipsychiatry movement developed in Western Europe and the United States that questioned
the authority of the state, as well as “medicine” at large, to identify and manage the mentally ill
(Eghigian, 2010). Similar in focus, other biopsychosocial-identified parties championed the
reform of mental health care with a goal on social integration, which led to large-scale
deinstitutionalization in the 1970s (Eghigian, 2010). Throughout the 20th and 21st centuries,
theoretical debates between practitioners – psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, psychotherapists,
and others – continued to rage. The treatment of mental illness in the later 20th century and early
21st century has been dominated by the biomedical model, with a movement towards envisaging
patients as clients, whose illnesses can be easily categorized and pharmacologically treated
according to standard treatment guidelines such as the World Health Organization’s
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) and/or the American Psychiatric Association’s
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-V) (Eghigian, 2010). As apparent by this brief history
of psychiatry, debate regarding the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness is age-old. As such,
analysis of this history has tended to embrace civil, medical, and/or sociocultural models of
mental illness. All three models are discussed in greater detail below, including the analysis of
the history of Italian psychiatric thought, and the SNPH more specifically.
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MENTAL ILLNESS MODELS
In a critical analysis of the history of psychiatry, mental illness has been broadly
conceptualized in a few ways (Brooks, 2000): mental illness as a condition requiring regulation
(civil model); mental illness as diagnosable and treatable sickness (medical model); and mental
illness as functioning within political-economic context and systems of belief (sociocultural
model). These three conceptions do not exist in vacuums but interact with one another in
complex ways. Further explanation of the models follows here, with attention to the synergy of
the medical and civil approaches, and subsequent critique using a sociocultural lens. The three
conceptions generally encompass definition(s) of mental illness and ideas regarding the
treatment and/or regulation of mentally ill persons.
The Civil Model
Following the approach of Brooks (2000), the civil model of mental illness is best
explored through the analysis of involuntary confinement laws, which tend to reflect the
historical relationship between the medical diagnosis and treatment of mental illness, and
legislation regulating the mentally ill (Jones, 2017). The model focuses on defining mental
illness as a medical condition to be regulated; however, philosophical approaches to confinement
are varied and often demonstrate the divergent aims of law and medicine (Brooks, 2000; Conlin
Casella, 2009). Laws lacking a definition are relatively rare, and a majority employ a psychiatric
or quasi-psychiatric definition based on the presence of psychiatric symptomatology (Brooks,
2000). These psychiatric definitions largely encompass three factors: the presence of a mental
disorder, its impact on a person’s psyche, and evidence of impaired functioning (Brooks, 2000).
Ultimately, involuntary commitment laws and broader legislature defining and regulating the
mentally ill should be seen as the products of the cultures creating these laws, through which
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different models or conceptions of mental illness can be partially identified (Brooks, 2000;
Foucault, 1965).
Beyond defining mental illness, involuntary confinement laws also address other criteria
for identifying the mentally ill and regulating their medical and/or legal treatment. This brief
discussion of involuntary commitment criteria is provided as the notion of patient agency is
particularly important in the Italian context. Although many modern approaches to the treatment
of mental illness embrace both voluntary and involuntary commitment, Italian psychiatry and
accompanying legislation did not acknowledge voluntary commitment based on expressed
patient wishes until 1968 (Traverso, Ciappi, & Ferracuti, 2000). For the SNPH patients included
the SCC, confinement was firmly involuntary. In general, involuntary commitment laws tend to
have two components: a statement of their application to those diagnosed with mental illness
(which may include a definition of mental illness), and criteria for the enforcement of
involuntary commitment (Brooks, 2000). These criteria usually state that individuals must pose a
danger to themselves or others, be in need of treatment, or cannot see to basic life functions on
their own; however, the application of these criteria varies (Brooks, 2000). Overall, the civil
model tends to rely on medical understandings of mental illness, as opposed to functioning
independently, a synergy that can be seen as reinforcing social norms regarding deviance
(Brooks, 2000; Eghigian, 2010; Foucault, 1965). With this in mind, the medical model should be
understood as serving civil “needs” which are then codified in medical literature and legislation
respectably.
The Medical Model
The medical model views mental illness as an objective “sickness” that can be diagnosed
and treated through various interventions (Brooks, 2000). Medical approaches, especially those
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grounded in biological psychiatry, envisage mental illness as something “wrong” with a patient –
an ill to be cured – as opposed to a problem to be solved. Psychiatric work in the 19th and 20th
centuries focused on the classification of disorders through supposed scientific thought and
method; however, changing diagnostic criteria are the product of the evolving sociocultural
context of psychiatric practice (Brooks, 2000). As previously delineated, significant overlap
between civil and medical models of mental illness is noted, with medicolegal approaches
relying heavily on psychiatric definitions of mental illness, despite dissension within psychiatry
between practitioners favoring biological versus biopsychosocial visions of mental illness
(Brooks, 2000; Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997). Consideration of modern conceptions of mental
illness, including the supremacy of the medical model (Foucault, 1965, 1973), is incredibly
important as these beliefs can color analyses of past institutionalization. The subjectivity of
diagnostic criteria, including changing conceptions of disorders over time, demonstrates the
importance of a bioarchaeological approach. Analysis of the SNPH patients and accompanying
documentation illuminates the impact of a specific sociocultural context, as filtered through
psychiatric practice, on a defined patient population. Although medicine as a discipline has
monopolized the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness, especially in Western contexts of the
19th and 20th centuries, psychiatric approaches should not be considered wholly scientific or free
from sociocultural bias (Foucault, 1965). In answer to this conundrum, the sub-field of
neuroanthropology has begun to address the complex relationship between culture, the brain, and
systematic attempts to study both (Downey & Lende, 2012), including the linkage between
poverty, stress, and neural development (Lende, 2012).
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The Sociocultural Model
Although objective histories of “madness” ostensibly exist, it is difficult to identify a
review that does not favor a particular school of psychiatry and analytically considers civil
conceptions of mental illness. Ultimately, while identifying critical analyses of the history of
“madness” can be challenging, such critiques using the sociocultural model have typically come
from social scientists, and consider mental illness as a culturally-defined and treated
phenomenon (Fennelly, 2014; Gijswijt-Hofstra, 2005; Gijswijt-Hofstra & Oosterhuis, 2005;
Gomory, Cohen, & Kirk, 2013; Karwacka, 2013; Knowles & Trowbridge, 2015; Longhurst,
2017; Piddock, 2009; Raimundo Oda, Banzato, & Dalgalarrondo, 2005; Thomas, 2017).
Among those undertaking a critical analysis of the history of mental illness, Madness and
Civilization (Foucault, 1965) is most typically invoked as the theoretical treatise of choice, with
an expansion of some of these original ideas provided in The Birth of the Clinic (Foucault, 1973).
In sum, Foucault (1965) addresses the creation of the cultural categories of “mad” versus
“reasonable,” and formulates the hypothesis that creating the category of “madness” allows for
the exclusion of particular people from society, to include confining those seen as “mad.” The
development of “madness” can be traced historically, leading to the “The Great Confinement” in
the 17th and 18th centuries, when mental illness was transformed into a subject of shame
(Foucault, 1965). Foucault (1965) also asserts that mental illness was increasingly framed as an
economic and moral problem, in which lower-class non-conforming individuals were seen as
transgressing moral and societal norms. This trend continued with the subsequent asylum
explosion of the 19th century, in which “moral treatment” encouraged self-mastery of
unacceptable impulses for which the patient was to blame (Foucault, 1965). The system of
monitoring, judgement, and punishment for transgressions carried out in the asylum was repeated
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with the intent of internalizing self-monitoring for the patient (Foucault, 1965). Overall, Foucault
(1965) addresses the sociocultural creation of “madness,” the ways that mental health status
intersects with questions of class and deviance, and how psychiatrists and asylums serve to
enforce accepted models of “normalcy.” From these musings, Foucault (1973) goes on to
critically analyze the creation of medical authority through la clinique and the scientific gaze,
and how these concepts relate to ideas about death and disease. Modern scholars have utilized
biopolitics (Lemke, 2011) to further expand upon the ideas of Foucault (1965, 1973), and
address the intersection of the body and mind with concepts such as capitalism, colonialism, and
neoliberalism (Reyes-Foster, 2019; Rose, 1996).
Using the ideas of Foucault, the medical model of mental illness should not be seen as
functioning separately from the social construction of mental disorder, rather psychiatric
professionals should be seen as social agents enacting cultural beliefs regarding abnormality
through medical systems (Foucault, 1965). A Foucauldian approach acknowledges the
construction of mental illness, and its subsequent medical and civil treatment, as a sociocultural
phenomenon. This dissertation utilizes a sociocultural model of mental illness, drawing on
Foucauldian ideals, as well as other theoretical frameworks, to understand the SNPH patient
population. In pursuit of this goal, the medical and civil context for 19th- and early 20th-century
Italian psychiatry is critiqued using the sociocultural model of mental illness.
Gender and the Asylum
A component of the sociocultural model that merits separate attention is the relationship
between mental illness, gender, and psychiatry. Given that gender and gender roles are culturally
constructed, this relationship is multi-faceted and time- and context-dependent. Gendered
diagnoses have long-played a role in psychiatry, particularly in regard to the diagnoses of general
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paralysis of the insane (Shorter, 1997; Wallis, 2015) and alcohol abuse (Makras, 2015) among
males, and puerperal insanity (Campbell, 2017), hysteria (Eghigian, 2010), and sexual perversion
(De Cunzo, 2006) among females. Such trends can easily be understood using a sociocultural
model of mental illness, in which diagnosis and treatment derives from and serves to reinforce
accepted norms of gender (Foucault, 1965). With this in mind, the current discussion addresses
gender and the 19th century asylum in brief, with particular attention to these differing diagnoses
assigned to males and females, with greater emphasis on diagnoses applied to males, given the
demographics of the SCC.
Although a large portion of previous work concerning 19th century asylums has focused
on the policing of women’s behavior (Makras, 2015), past conceptions of mental illness were
equally intertwined with notions of masculinity. As apparent in the brief historical overview
provided, the 19th and early 20th centuries were a time of great change in psychiatry,
encompassing new conceptions of mental illness, novel treatments, and the rise and fall of the
“therapeutic asylum” (Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997), with Shorter (1997) partially attributing
the increase in patients to diagnoses of general paralysis of the insane or neurosyphilis,
particularly among males. Advanced neurosyphilis is characterized by two forms, dependent on
the area of body most affected: the spinal cord or the brain (Shorter, 1997). While spinal
manifestations are referred to as tabes dorsalis, neurosyphilis primarily affecting the brain is
indicated by psychiatric symptoms followed by dementia and paralysis (Shorter, 1997). The
“brain” form was typically referred to as general paralysis of the insane (GPI), dementia
paralytica, or progressive paralysis (Shorter, 1997).
Though his approach firmly embraces the medical or neuroscientific model of mental
illness, Shorter (1997)’s analysis of neurosyphilis diagnoses points to increased risk for men,
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especially of the middle class and higher, due to established gender roles regulating sexual mores
and behavior. Younger men contracted the disease through sexual intercourse with an infected
person, whom Shorter (1997) identifies was frequently a sex worker, due to societal mores
regarding premarital sex. Emergence of symptoms later in life, including mental illness, would
prompt individuals to seek medical and/or psychiatric help. As described by Shorter (1997, p.
54), subsequent identification and treatment was complicated in that “many later victims in
middle age would deny having had syphilis. Not only was it shameful, its first evidence – in an
era when skin infections were daily affairs – often passed unnoticed.” Beyond an increased risk
for males, especially of higher socioeconomic status, Shorter (1997) summary of the treatment of
neurosyphilis at the Edel clinic in Berlin, Germany again demonstrates differences in patient
perception and treatment based on gender as well as class, given the division of the clinic
facilities between private “paying” and public “economy” units. At the Edel Clinic, 46% of the
male patients on the private ward had neurosyphilis in comparison to 5% of the female patients;
of these private patients – male and female - about half were picked up by their families to die at
home, as opposed to in the asylum (Shorter, 1997). In comparison, only 30% of public male
patients and 0% of the public female patients were discharged to their families. Such stark
disparities based on gender, as well as class, are indicative of differential disease risk, diagnosis,
treatment, and perception; the origin of the psychiatric symptoms in question as a sexually
transmitted disease, albeit only suspected at the time (Wallis, 2015), adds an additional layer of
shame and potential deviance.
In addition to greater incidence of neurosyphilis among males in the 19th century, as
discussed by Makras (2015), alcohol-induced insanity was also conceived as a disorder primarily
affecting males. This conception was further intertwined with questions of class. Not only was
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alcohol-induced insanity or “drunkenness” more commonly seen as a male problem, it was
especially seen as an affliction of those of lower socioeconomic status, where alcohol was often
viewed as a component of a nourishing diet, which provided strength (Makras, 2015). In
contrast, alcohol abuse among males was increasingly framed contrary to 19th century models of
masculinity, where the “drunkard” as seen as unmanly, impotent, and unproductive (Makras,
2015). While neurosyphilis would ultimately prove fatal, treatment of alcohol abuse, including
associated conditions such as delirium tremens, depended on its severity and the duration of
“deranged” episodes, with only more severe cases being confined to asylums (Makras, 2015).
As reviewed previously, feminist analyses of the history of psychiatry, and the impact of
the 19th century asylum on women abound. Within this milieu, diagnoses of hysteria (Eghigian,
2010), puerperal insanity (Campbell, 2017), and sexual perversion (De Cunzo, 2006) among
females serve as evidence of the impact of female gender norms, and how psychiatry and
asylums were used to police female behavior. Indeed, the classic asylum patient of the Victorian
period is frequently seen as a hysterical female (Goodman, 2015). Diagnoses of hysteria and
sexual perversion had gendered overtones related to female behavior, morality, and sex drive and
preferences, where transgression of norms of feminine behavior could lead to these diagnoses
(De Cunzo, 2006; Eghigian, 2010). Puerperal insanity of the 19th century bears some
resemblance to modern conceptions of postpartum depression and psychosis; however, diagnoses
in the 19th century were certainly used to reinforce norms of feminine behavior, particularly in
regard to the family and motherhood, where a woman who was unable or unwilling to fulfill the
expected roles of homemaker and mother was seen as “mad” (Campbell, 2017). In particular,
with the medicalization of childbirth, the notion that birth and its aftermath could engender
emotional, even psychiatric responses, as a relatively normal course, became foreign (Campbell,
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2017). Indeed, pregnancy, childbirth, and menstruation came to be seen as disruptive forces for
the “more sensitive” feminine system (Campbell, 2017), such that the link between childbirth
and perceived mental illness could become tenuous (Loudon, 1988). Nonetheless, the outlook for
those diagnosed with puerperal insanity tended to be positive, and confinement might not be
permanent (Campbell, 2017; Loudon, 1988). Nonetheless, the reality of gendered diagnoses,
regardless of outcome, speaks to the use of the asylum by psychiatric professionals as an
apparatus for enforcing and enacting cultural beliefs regarding gender through the medical
system.
MENTAL ILLNESS IN ITALY
Given the present study’s theoretical framework addressing the remains of SNPH patients
as artifacts of societal beliefs and structures governing the mentally ill, it is also important to
explore the changes in Italian psychiatric treatment during the time when remains were being
collected (1862-1931). As explored above, Chiarugi made important contributions to psychiatry
through the early 19th century with his publications and work at the Bonifazio (Eghigian, 2010;
Shorter, 1997). Italian psychiatry and psychiatric treatment throughout the later 19th and 20th
centuries arise from these earlier developments and are characterized by a complex and
intertwined relationship with criminology and the legal system, emblematic of the medical and
civil models of mental illness (Traverso et al., 2000). Indeed, evolving thought regarding the
status and treatment of the mentally ill are reflected in changes in the legal code throughout time
(Di Lorito et al., 2017; Traverso et al., 2000). Italian views and treatment of the mentally ill
stress a need to assess the danger a mentally ill individual poses to themselves, but more
importantly to society, and to what degree they are responsible for their actions, criminal or
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otherwise. In such an approach, “danger” might be utilized to discriminate against the socially
deviant (Mellyn, 2014c).
In the early 19th century, regulation of individuals considered to be criminally insane was
heavily influenced by Article 64 of the Napoleonic Penal Code, which posits a lack of
responsibility due to dementia or compulsion that the individual could not resist (Traverso et al.,
2000). This premise allowed for the growth of psychiatry in general, and forensic psychiatry in
particular, as there was now a need to diagnose the mental illnesses referred to by Article 64.
Partially reflecting these early views, during the initial period when the collection of SNPH
patient remains was taking place, the hospital followed the popular principal of “moral
treatment” in which mental illness could be treated primarily using work and distraction
(Vannozzi, 2007a), similar to the approach undertaken at the Oneida County Asylum (Phillips,
2001, 2016). Both Article 64 and the early treatment approach at the SNPH are reflective of
classical social philosophical beliefs that emphasize free will, as opposed to innate mental illness
or criminality (Di Lorito et al., 2017). The so-called “Classical School” had influenced criminal
policies throughout Europe since 1750, and was associated in Italy with the writings of Cesare
Beccaria (Traverso et al., 2000). In the second half of the 19th century, the classicists were
challenged by the emergence of the “Italian School” of anthropological criminology, led by
Cesare Lombroso. The rise of the “Italian School” resulted from increased positivist beliefs
among psychiatric practitioners and put forth the idea of the “dangerous individual,”
characterized by innate/inherited mental illness and criminality (Di Lorito et al., 2017; Traverso
et al., 2000). Relying on ideals of both biological and social Darwinism, Lombroso asserted that
criminals were biologically and genetically less evolved, with instinctive impulses to commit
crime (Di Lorito et al., 2017). These changes in psychiatric thought reflect the general rise of
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biological psychiatry, to include the idea of mental illness as heritable. Supporting the positivist
or Italian model, Enrico Ferri, a follower of Lombroso, advocated for the creation of statesponsored asylums to separate those identified as innately criminal from society in order to
preserve public safety. In this regard, an important distinction between classical and positivist
thought is the right of authorities to imprison those identified as criminals. Under the classical
model, individuals can only be imprisoned or punished for actions or crimes already committed;
the positivist school seeks to imprison those suspected of innate criminality to prevent a future
danger to society, which has much farther-reaching implications for the mentally ill who have
not committed a crime (Traverso et al., 2000)
Although differences in penal codes did exist between pre-unification Italian states
during the strife between classicists and positivists, the Zanardelli Code was implemented in
1889, and was heavily influenced by the “Classical School” of criminology. Given its roots in
classical criminology, the Zanardelli Code did not address the creation of separate psychiatric
facilities for the criminally insane. Rather, the law stated that patients who were assessed as both
insane and dangerous were to be committed to state psychiatric facilities, until the President of
the Civil Court ruled to free the individual or commit them permanently. While the Zanardelli
Code was a triumph for the classicists, the success was quickly undone in 1904 with the passage
of Law 36, Legge sui manicomi e sugli alienati (Law on Psychiatric Hospitals and Alienated
People), which was heavily positivist (Traverso et al., 2000). Under Law 36, admission to a state
psychiatric facility was determined by a pretore (judge), and relied on the provision of a medical
certificate and a request that the individual be committed. As addressed previously, the premise
of voluntary commitment based on a request made by the patient did not yet exist, and would
remain an alien concept in Italian psychiatry until 1968 (Traverso et al., 2000). Under Law 36,
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requests could be made by relatives of the patient or any other person with concerns for the
insane and larger society (Traverso et al., 2000). Patients could be temporarily committed solely
with a medical certificate verifying a psychiatric diagnosis, giving the magistrate three days to
“validate” the individual’s confinement. Although the law strictly required the medical certificate
to temporarily commit an individual, in practice, this requirement was infrequently followed
(Traverso et al., 2000). Following a month of involuntary commitment, patients were relieved of
their civil capabilities through a court action requested by the psychiatric hospital director
(Traverso et al., 2000). Following this deprivation of civil power, the patients were permanently
confined. In the rare case of those who were dismissed from psychiatric facilities, record of their
commitment would appear on their criminal record (Traverso et al., 2000). Law 36 and positivist
notions of criminality and dangerousness continued with the passage of the Rocco Code in 1930,
shortly after which collection of SNPH patient remains ceased.
THE DEAD BODY IN ITALY
Beyond the above discussion of mental illness in Italy, it is also necessary to review
beliefs about dead bodies in Italy, particularly as it relates to anatomization. As stated previously,
dissection was viewed in the United Kingdom and the United States as a bodily violation and
could be used as a form of legal punishment, even a discouragement to crime, especially prior to
the 20th century (Nystrom, 2014). As explained by Nystrom (2014, p. 3), these beliefs about
dissection as a violent, violating act hinged on a “shared cultural understanding that there was a
continued social significance attributed to the dead body and that the postmortem treatment of a
corpse informs on the living identity.” In the Italian context, the social importance of the dead
body is directly informed by Catholic beliefs regarding the Second Coming and the sanctity of
the dead body.
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Italy is a largely Catholic country - as of the year 2000, 85% of Italians identify as
Catholic (Boyd & McGuire, 2003). Given the primacy of the Catholic Church in Italian history
(Boyd & McGuire, 2003) – politically, economically, and culturally – the importance of
Catholicism in Italy in the 19th and 20th centuries cannot be overstated. With this historical
background in mind, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of individuals included in the
SCC were likely Catholic, and therefore shared ideas about the dead body and burial practices
with other Catholics. For the early Church, burial practices maintained Jewish rites; however,
over time rituals were modified to concur with Catholic beliefs regarding the resurrection,
salvation, and immortality (Rush, 2003). In this vein, Catholic funeral practices stress the
sanctity of the body as a creation of God, in which the individual is viewed as a totality i.e. the
soul and body are not separate or divisible entities for the purpose of resurrection (Marrow &
McElwain, 2003). Since the beginning, Catholic beliefs have emphasized the importance of
“earth burial,” imitating the entombment of Christ (Rush, 2003). Although less stressed in early
Christianity (Rush, 2003), over time “Christian reverence for the body as the ‘temple of the Holy
Spirit,’ together with their belief in life after death, resurrection, and the immortality of the soul,
[has] reinforced the practice of inhumation” (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003, p. 358).
Ultimately, resurrection and salvation hinge on the performance of the proper liturgical rites at
the time of death (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003), and the maintenance of the body as a
complete, unviolated entity (Tomasini, 2017). The use of dissection historically as a deterrent to
crime relied on these beliefs regarding resurrection, in which dissection – including
anatomization – robs the individual of the chance of salvation (Tomasini, 2017). Anatomization
should be understood as a “step beyond” mere dissection in which dissection is viewed as a
posthumous punishment or transgression in pursuit of medical knowledge; however, individuals
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or dismembered components might still be buried, albeit in a non-referential manner after
medical use (Nystrom, 2017b). Individuals who were anatomized i.e. whose remains – in whole
or in part – were curated for medical education, were also denied the opportunity for burial. In
regard to Catholic belief, both the violation of the physical body and the lack of a “proper” burial
should be seen as violent. This preference for Catholic burial is also highlighted by similar
debates regarding cremation as a method of postmortem disposal during the 19th and 20th
centuries, although the Church now accepts – but does not endorse – cremation under certain
circumstances (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003). The cremation argument emphasizes the
Catholic preference for burial of the entire “earthly” body.
In the case of the SCC, postmortem autopsy, potential dissection, and subsequent
anatomization of the skeletal remains to include the preferential collecting of crania directly
contradicts “the traditional heritage that informs Catholic funeral liturgy today. The body that
participated integrally in all the expressions of Catholic sacramental life is the primary object of
liturgical attention in funeral liturgy” (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003, p. 360). In contrast to
this more traditional view, the modern Church i.e. of the later 20th and 21st century, has gradually
embraced a more holistic view of what constitutes the body, in that “whatever form human
remains take, they are due Christian respect as the final form of the flesh and blood person who
lived and died and will rise in relationship with God” (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003, p.
360). The movement towards a more liberal definition of the body is also reflected in changing
guidance surrounding cremation. This dissertation specifically explores how non-consensual
anatomization and curation as disembodied crania transgresses more traditional views of the
Catholic body, as well as modern “Christian respect” for human remains in any form.
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Beyond disputes about anatomization and postmortem disposal, the modern Church has
also engaged in debate regarding the implications of suicidal acts for postmortem liturgical rites,
which can have particular applicability to the postmortem treatment of the mentally ill. This
statement should not be taken to imply that all those who commit suicide are diagnosed with
mental illnesses, rather that some individuals with psychiatric diagnoses do experience suicidal
ideation, planning and/or attempts. According to Catholic doctrine, the understanding of suicide
is quite broad in which “to fail to do something physical and morally necessary to the
preservation of life is the moral equivalent of a positive act of self-destruction” (Kane & Tuohey,
2003, p. 598). With this broad understanding, other psychiatric diagnoses such as eating
disorders or illnesses including paranoia or psychosis around life-sustaining acts, leading to
death of the individual, could be framed as suicide. The 1917 Code of Canon Law specifically
denies ecclesiastic burial to individuals who commit suicide; however, much like changes in
views of cremation, the Church’s treatment of suicide victims has become more liberal in the
later 20th and early 21st century, with discretion given to individual pastors, to include the
possibility of full burial rites for the deceased (Kane & Tuohey, 2003). In a bioarchaeological
context, Geber et al. (2019) has explored the anatomization of adolescent suicides in 19th-century
Sweden – scholarship this dissertation aims to build upon. As stated previously, the present study
seeks to understand Catholic views of the body and its postmortem disposal, especially of the
mentally ill, through the lens of necropolitics and bioarchaeological ethics. Further discussion of
these theoretical and ethical frameworks as applied to the SCC, taking into account Catholic
beliefs about the dead body, are included in Chapter Eight.
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L’OSPEDALE PSICHIATRICO SAN NICCOLÒ
As mentioned earlier, this dissertation focuses on the Siena Craniological Collection
(SCC), with osteological and taphonomic analysis of a sample of patients of the SNPH, as
identified by the diagnoses listed in the collection registri (catalogs). The SNPH was in operation
from October 1818 until September 1999, serving patients in Siena, Italy and the surrounding
area (Vannozzi, 2007a). A map of Italy is provided in Figure 4.1. More detailed historical
reviews of the asylum history are included elsewhere in the literature (Civitelli & Ticci, 2011;
D’Ormea, 1935; Starnini, 2014; Vannozzi, 2007b), and have been synthesized by Starnini
(2015). At its inception in 1818, the SNPH constituted 34 patients housed in a building referred
to as “Casa del Bigi” (House of the Frustrated), which served as an intermediate reception
facility for the patients of Siena and Grosseto provinces, prior to being sent on to asylum
facilities in Florence (Starnini, 2015). At this time, the institution that would be known as the
SNPH was owned and managed by the Compagnia dei Disciplinati (Company of the Disciples),
who would later become the Società di Esecutori di Pie Disposizioni (Society of Executors of
Pious Dispositions), and cared for “occult” pregnant women and children with developmental
disabilities, in addition to those with mental illness (Starnini, 2015). From 1818 onwards, a
succession of three directors oversaw asylum operations, prior to the 1858 appointment of Carlo
Livi as the first medical director and superintendent of the facility (Starnini, 2015). Livi’s
influence was revolutionary for the asylum and Italian psychiatry in general (Guarnieri, 1991),
and reflected his affinity for the “Classical School” and the nascent “moral treatment” approach
(Vannozzi, 2007a). During his time as director (1858-1873), Livi divided patients by sex and
diagnosis, championing a “moral treatment” regime that included agricultural work, gendered
craft activities, and recreation; additionally, he instituted the keeping of patient medical records,
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established a scientific library, and campaigned for the specialization of the SNPH as a center for
research (Starnini, 2015). Under this era of “moral treatment” and increasing specialization,
patient populations grew from 159 in 1858 to over 800 in 1873, unimpeded by the gradual
removal of the “occult” pregnant individuals and those considered to be “sickly” (Starnini,
2015). Early collecting of patient remains constituting portions of the SCC coincides with the
years of Livi’s tenure. As discussed previously, registri entries from the 19th century also reflect
an interest by Livi and subsequent directors in the principles of phrenology (Giuffrida-Ruggeri,
1918).
Following Livi’s departure in 1873, the SNPH was directed by two of his students: Ugo
Palmerini (1873-1877) and Paolo Funaioli (1877-1907), and underwent the construction of new
buildings designed by Francesco Azzurri, which saw the asylum transformed into a mental
hospital “village” containing specific departments, accommodations by sex, and facilities such as
rooms for the study of anatomy and secluded “villas” for paying patients (Lenza, 2017; Starnini,
2015). Under Funaioli, a clinic for the study of mental illnesses was established in 1887, which
legitimized the SNPH as a research institute and allowed formal study to be carried out at the
facility, as opposed to previous medical accreditation at asylums in Florence (Starnini, 2015).
Additionally, Funaioli began to confront the overcrowding of asylums typical of the later 19th
and early 20th century and made organizational changes to the SNPH facilities in order to cope
with the problem (Starnini, 2015). Antonio D’Ormea served as asylum director from 1909 to
1952, but was the first not also to occupy the position of superintendent – whose role was to
oversee teaching and research at the facility (Starnini, 2015). During his tenure, D’Ormea sought
to reorganize the SNPH through the transfer of the neuropathological clinic to the civic hospital,
as well as the creation of a pedagogical institute specifically for child patients and a mental
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health advisory center open to all citizens (Starnini, 2015). Following D’Ormea’s directorship in
the mid-20th century, the SNPH was subject to the changing legislation and bureaucracy
governing Italian asylums, culminating in the deinstitutionalization movement of the 1970s
(Eghigian, 2010; Shorter, 1997) and shuttering of the asylum in 1999, following a long period of
closure preparations (Di Lorito et al., 2017; Starnini, 2015).
Following closure of the asylum, ownership of the asylum campus passed to the
University of Siena. Many buildings from the asylum “village” survive; patient remains (largely
crania) are housed and maintained by the Università di Siena – Museo Anatomico “Leonetto
Comparini,” while archival records besides the registri are held by Le Soprintendenze
Archivistiche (Archival Superintendencies) and maintained by the Museo della Società di
Esecutori di Pie Disposizioni (Museum of the Society of Executors of Pious Dispositions) in
Siena. Under the ownership of the University of Siena, the majority of asylum buildings have
been converted to house various university departments including physics, engineering,
archaeology, and others. The previous use of the asylum “campus” is still very clear, as
evidenced by preserved street and building signs (Figures 4.2 and 4.3), the entrance arch of the
asylum (Figure 4.4), and the pharmacy (Figure 4.5). The bicentennial of the hospital foundation
was celebrated in 2018, at which time a smart phone application developed by individuals from
the University of Siena, entitled San Niccolò, was released, for use in self-guided tours. The
application is available through the Apple App Store and Google Play, and provides historical
photographs and background information (in Italian) regarding the asylum buildings, as well as a
map and an augmented reality feature. Further discussion of the smart phone application
(including screen shots), as well as examination of display strategies at the Museo Anatomico,
and repurposing of the asylum buildings, is included in Chapter Nine. This exploration is
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undertaken in order to interrogate the role of the SNPH in modern-day Siena, including how
constructing a bioarchaeology of mental illness can improve upon or add to current interpretation
methods.
CONCLUSION
Overall, the previous discussion has provided a brief overview of the history of
psychiatry from ancient times through the early 21st century, with particular emphasis on
developments of the 19th and early 20th century. This period is characterized by the emergence of
biological psychiatry, the “therapeutic asylum,” and “moral treatment,” all of which have
implications for the SNPH. In particular, operations of the asylum under Carlo Livi and his
student Paolo Funaioli stressed “moral treatment,” the creation of a mental “village” or
community, and a movement towards a professionalized, biologically-grounded psychiatry. The
three primary models used to frame mental illness and the history of psychiatry – civil, medical,
and sociocultural – were also reviewed. The complex interactions of these models were
discussed, including how the sociocultural model can be used to understand the civil and medical
models as culturally constructed. Finally, a review of Catholic beliefs regarding the dead body,
as well as a history of the SNPH were provided. Ultimately, given the present study’s use of the
sociocultural model of mental illness, and exemplified by this review, determining the nuances
of site-specific institutionalization rely on a thorough understanding of the history of psychiatry,
and holistic analysis of the framing of history (De Cunzo, 2009).
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Figure 4.1. Map of central Italy, Siena is highlighted in the red circle.
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Figure 4.2. Preserved street sign at SNPH site.5

Figure 4.3. Preserved building sign at SNPH site.

5

Photographs in Figures 4.2-4.5 were taken by the author.
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Figure 4.4. SNPH entrance arch.
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Figure 4.5. SNPH pharmacy.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
INTRODUCTION
As reviewed previously, this dissertation focuses on the Siena Craniological Collection
(SCC), located in Siena, Italy at the Università di Siena – Museo Anatomico “Leonetto
Comparini” (University of Siena – Anatomical Museum “Leonetto Comparini” – MA-LC). The
collection was assembled between 1862-1931, and originally contained remains of 1,122
patients, as reported by the collection records, from both the general and mental hospitals in
operation in Siena during this period (Brasili-Gualandi & Gualdi-Russo, 1989b). Demographic
analyses of the SCC collection records consider the assemblage in its entirety. In regard to
skeletal remains, the present study focuses on the patients of the L’Ospedale Psichiatrico S.
Niccolò (San Niccolò Psychiatric Hospital - SNPH) as the subjects of osteological and
taphonomic analyses. The subsequent review describes the various sub-collections within the
larger SCC assemblage; the geographic and historical context of the SCC has been previously
discussed in Chapter Four. Given the aforementioned research goals for demographic,
osteological, and taphonomic analyses, the current chapter presents a review of the materials and
methodologies utilized for each type of data collection, and the subsequent statistical analyses
carried out. The chapter also concludes with a brief discussion of ethical considerations, research
limitations, and concluding thoughts regarding data collection, prior to the presentation of study
results in Chapters Six and Seven.
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DEMOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
As mentioned above, the SCC is composed of two suites of data: skeletal materials and
accompanying documentary material in the form of handwritten registri (catalogs), which have
been digitized by the author. Demographic analyses consider all individuals listed in the registri.
In general, the registri contain the demographic information for each individual, including the
name or sex, age, and/or date of death. Registri information varies by sub-sample and can also
include city of origin, and diagnoses for collected individuals, although the completeness of
information varies. The type of demographic information provided for each sub-sample is
detailed further below. Patient names are obscured in all figures. The targeted sampling
technique utilized to assemble the skeletal analysis sample (SAS) considered the diagnoses or
institutional category listed in the collection registri (catalogs).
Sub-Collection One: Known Psychiatric Collection
The first sub-collection included in the larger dissertation collection will be referred to as
the “Known Psychiatric Collection” (KPC). According to the registri, the KPC includes 287
individuals with dates of death between the formal opening of the asylum and 1907. Only eight
set of these remains were recorded as being collected prior to 1862. At the present time, remains
of 31 individuals from this sub-collection survive in the SCC. Location of the remaining
individuals is unknown; however, it is likely that some individuals compose displays in the MALC museum space and atrium displays i.e. are not readily available for complete analysis. A total
of 30 KPC individuals were selected for osteological and taphonomic analysis, according to the
sampling procedure outlined above; in this case, listed psychiatric diagnoses. Demographic
information for KPC individuals typically includes: catalog number, first and last name, age,
psychiatric diagnosis, date of death, medical records number, disease classification or diagnosis
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records number, autopsy records number, and skeletal observations. As previously reviewed,
these observations tend to focus on detailing cranial “abnormalities” and reflect a preference for
the principles of phrenology. The observer’s name appears in parentheses at the top of each page.
An exemplar registri page for the KPC is provided in Figure 5.1.
Sub-Collection Two: Collection “A”
The second sub-collection included in the larger dissertation collection will be referred to
as “Collection A” (CA), based on the “A” denotation following each catalog number. According
to the registri, CA includes 654 individuals with varied dates of death in the later 19th century.
The total number of CA individuals currently present in the skeletal collection is unknown;
however, CA is significantly more complete compared to the KPC. Demographic information for
CA individuals typically includes: catalog number, first and last name, sex, age, stature, place of
birth, date of death, and institutional origin of the remains, along with other notes, although
completeness of this information does vary. The old records number for each individual is also
included, as the catalog was re-transcribed in June 1925. Targeting sampling of SNPH patients
was conducted based on the institutional origin and additional notes provided for each individual.
Individuals sampled from CA include those with the designation manicomio (mental hospital) or
demente (demented). Individuals designated demente were included in the total sample, as the
KPC - dating to the same period - also included individuals with diagnoses of developmental or
learning difficulties, indicating these individuals were likely treated in the asylum. Broad
understandings of 19th century “madness,” including those with learning difficulties, have been
previously discussed in Chapter Four. A total of 66 CA individuals were selected for osteological
and taphonomic analysis, according to this sampling procedure. An exemplar registri page for
CA is provided in Figure 5.2.
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Sub-Collection Three: Collection “B”
The third sub-collection included in the total dissertation collection will be referred to as
“Collection B” (CB)., based on the “B” denotation following each catalog number. According to
the registri, CB includes 181 individuals with dates of death between 1925 and 1931. The total
number of CB individuals currently present in the skeletal collection is unknown; however, CB
is also significantly more complete compared to the KPC. Demographic information for CB
individuals typically includes: catalog number, first and last name, sex, age, stature, date of
death, and institutional origin of the remains, along with other notes. Targeting sampling of
SNPH patients was conducted based on the institutional origin and additional notes provided for
each individual. Individuals sampled from CB include those with the designation manicomio
(mental hospital). Individuals collected from the general hospital have the designation
l’ospedale, and are not included. A total of 34 CB individuals were selected for osteological and
taphonomic analysis according to this sampling procedure. An exemplar registri page for CB is
provided in Figure 5.3.
SKELETAL MATERIALS
SCC skeletal remains consist of crania, associated mandibles, and occasionally, cervical
vertebra. Taphonomic condition of the remains varies. Due to the collection’s status as an
anatomical assemblage, some of the crania have been sectioned, creating a calotte and calvarium.
It is important to note that disposition of the associated postcranial remains is unknown;
however, the preferential collection of skulls throughout history, and especially for 19th and early
20th century anatomical study, is widely noted and not unique (Bonogofsky, 2011; Buikstra,
2006a; Renschler & Monge, 2008). Given the number of individuals included in the SCC
registri, including patients of the general hospital, skeletal analysis of all remains in the SCC was
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not possible from a logistical standpoint. Remains utilized in the study were chosen using a
targeted sampling technique, with preference given to remains from the 19th century, followed by
those from the 20th century, beginning with the oldest remains in both cases. As reviewed above,
these remains were chosen from those of patients of the SNPH as identified by the diagnoses or
institutional designation listed in the collection registri. Remains were not chosen based on
taphonomic condition, to include any sectioning; however, individuals consisting solely of a
calotte – a relatively rare occurrence – were not included. All available remains based on the
above temporal and demographic designations were analyzed. Throughout data collection
efforts, routine demographic reviews of the remaining individuals available for study were
completed via phone with Dr. Bethard, in order to assure a representative sample, with
contingencies to ensure adequate sample size. The total dissertation sample gathered based upon
these parameters includes 130 individuals, composed of three sub-samples described above, and
is large enough to allow for robust, parametric statistical analyses. Further discussion of
statistical analyses and research limitations is provided later in this chapter.
In regard to access to the SCC, the author received permission from the collection
director (Dr. Agliano’) to utilize the collection during January – March 2020. The author
conducted a preliminary trip in July 2019 to view the assemblage to assess completeness and
organization of the remains, determine the research viability of the collection, and discuss
logistics with Dr. Agliano’ and the curatorial staff. Data collection took place from February 3rd
– March 3rd, 2020. Further information regarding collection hours, access, and protocol for
research approval is included in Appendix A.
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Storage and Curation
In regard to the SCC, skeletal materials are stored in a series of two laboratory rooms.
Museum collections, including historical medical instruments, reference books, and furniture are
displayed in a third room. The laboratory rooms and atrium connecting the three spaces are all
considered part of the MA-LC; however, school tours of the museum only encompass a tour of
the room containing museum collections and the atrium space, described further in Chapter Nine.
The two laboratory rooms identified above serve as classrooms for the Università di Siena, and
include facilities where students can borrow study resources, including microscope slides and
osteological teaching material, for use within the museum space. SCC skeletal material is stored
in a variety of metal cabinets in the two rooms, and must be accessed with the assistance of a
curator. Students do not utilize the remains for study purposes. Typical curation in these metal
cabinets is visible in Figure 5.4. Each sub-sample detailed above is stored separately, and tends
to display disparate taphonomic trends emblematic of storage practices such as labeling method,
use of hardware/strings, level of dust etc.
SCC skeletal material is attached together, by individual, using a variety of methods
including metal hardware and/or string, to prevent loss of provenience for free elements such as
calottes, mandibles, and/or cervical vertebra. Permission to remove attaching hardware or strings
was granted by the collection director and curatorial staff, in order to aid in unimpeded
photography and analysis. In cases where strings or hardware could not be removed without
causing damage or further taphonomic alterations to the remains, analysis and photography
proceeded with remains as-is and was noted in the bench notes for that individual. In cases where
strings or hardware could be safely undone, remains were re-attached together prior to returning
them to the appropriate curation cabinet.
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DEMOGRAPHIC METHODS
Similar to the methodology of Phillips (2001), this dissertation includes documentary
evidence as well as skeletal data. The SCC is well suited to this approach given the collection
documentation contained in the SCC registri, in which age and sex of individuals is already
known and recorded, as detailed above. The study includes the demographic analysis of the SCC
registri in their entirety, to include individuals who are not SNPH patients. Analysis of the SCC
registri in their entirety is necessary to identify those patients with psychiatric diagnoses, as well
as understand the legal and scholarly context in which collection of SNPH patient remains was
taking place, as change in the legislative and psychiatric treatment of the mentally ill took place
during the later 19th and early 20th centuries. The author has been provided digital scans of the
original handwritten registri, and has undertaken translation of the original documents, to include
collation of the findings in Microsoft Excel. Raw demographic data is available by request from
the author. Demographic data has been associated with the appropriate osteological and
taphonomic data, by individual, as needed. Statistical analyses of demographic data are described
later in this chapter.
OSTEOLOGICAL METHODS
Overview
Osteological methods utilized in the dissertation were selected from common
bioarchaeological and forensic approaches, and were approved by the major professor prior to
data collection. Analyses considered the targeted skeletal analysis sample described above, and
focused on evidence of lived experience and health on SNPH patient remains, following some of
the previous methods used in the investigation of institutional contexts (Blakely & Harrington,
1997b; Cooper et al., 2019; Crist et al., 2017; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Eghigian, 2010;
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Geber, 2016a, 2016b; Geber et al., 2019; Grauer & McNamara, 1995; Halling & Seidemann,
2017; Harrington, 1997; Knowles & Sirianni, 2014; Lanphear, 1988; Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011;
Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014; Nystrom et al., 2017; Phillips, 2001, 2016; Sutter, 1995). All
osteological observations were first recorded by hand, using printed bench note forms, which
were then transferred into an Excel format for later statistical analysis. Exemplar bench notes are
provided in Appendix B. All osteological and taphonomic analysis, to include photography, took
place in a workspace within the MA-LC provided by curation staff, shown in Figure 5.5. Further
information regarding specific methods, including photography, is provided below.
Skeletal Inventory
To begin, all individuals were inventoried to assess completeness of the skeletal remains.
Inventory considered individual bones of the cranium, number of teeth, any vertebra present, and
other elements or accompanying objects. A blank inventory chart is available in the bench note
example in Appendix B, including the cranial bones considered. The completeness of each
element was scored according to the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Elements
“not present” or “N/A” were coded as a “9”. Brief descriptions of postmortem breakage were
recorded, by element, in the observations column of the inventory table.
Dental Inventory
Following skeletal inventory, all dentition was inventoried following the method detailed
in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Teeth with states not included in the previous method were
noted as “other” or “N/A,” and coded as a “9”. Additional observations including staining,
calculus, and descriptions of linear enamel hypoplasias were included in bench notes. Edentulous
individuals, as well as those with no dentition present – due in part to postmortem loss – were
also noted. Although dental analysis did originally consider third molars, due to antemortem loss,
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postmortem loss, and unknown rates of agenesis (Carter & Worthington, 2015), reliable
assessment of third molar presence was not possible. For this reason, third molars have not been
included in any analyses of dental completeness. The treatment of third molars during other
osteological analyses including assessment of dental development, and the presence of caries,
periapical abscesses, and periodontitis is described below; however, third molar data has
similarly been eliminated from these data sets due to its lack of reliability.
Linear Enamel Hypoplasia (LEH)
All teeth were examined for LEH. Any hypoplasias present were measured with digital
sliding calipers (Mitutoyo Model CD-6” ASX) to the one-hundredth of a millimeter following
the method outlined in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). All hypoplasias were also photographed.
Dental Development
The developmental stage of each tooth was recorded according to the method outlined in
Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). In cases where developmental stage was not visually clear, such
as partially erupted dentition, the earliest possible developmental stage was assigned to the tooth.
In cases of antemortem and postmortem loss, teeth were assumed to be present and fully
developed if other teeth indicated the individual had adult dentition. As few individuals in the
SCC are younger than 18 years of age, assuming adult age in the majority of cases was prudent.
As addressed above, reliable assessment of third molar presence, development stage, and
indicators of dental health was not possible.
Caries
For all teeth still present at the time of the analysis, all caries were noted, by tooth,
following the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Teeth without caries were coded
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as a “9,” including those not able to be assessed due to antemortem or postmortem loss. Third
molars were not considered in the calculation of caries rates and follow-up analyses.
Periapical Abscesses
For all teeth still present at the time of the analysis, all periapical abscesses (Pilloud &
Fancher, 2019) were noted, by tooth, following the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker
(1994). Teeth without periapical abscesses were coded as a “9,” including those not able to be
assessed due to antemortem or postmortem loss. Third molars were not considered in the
calculation of periapical abscess rates and other follow-up analyses.
Periodontitis
Periodontitis status was noted, by tooth, following the method detailed in the Arizona
State Museum guidelines (n.d.), which largely follow Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Teeth
without periodontitis were coded as a “9,” including those not able to be assessed due to
antemortem or postmortem loss, or postmortem damage to the alveolar process. In general,
periodontitis was only recorded for teeth still present, as well as a limited number of teeth lost
postmortem adjacent to still-present teeth. Ultimately, reliable assessment of periodontitis was
not possible due to high rates of antemortem and postmortem loss, as well as postmortem
damage to the alveolar process. For this reason, periodontitis data has been omitted from further
analysis.
Trauma
All skeletal remains were examined for antemortem and perimortem trauma to include
potential medical intervention, as well as postmortem breakage. No previous trauma analysis of
SNPH patient remains has been conducted; however, prior trauma analysis has been conducted
for other anatomical and asylum contexts (Cooper et al., 2019; de La Cova, 2010, 2012; Leavitt-
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Reynolds, 2011; Phillips, 2001). All trauma states were scored as present/absent (1/0), and
described in detail in the bench notes. All antemortem and perimortem trauma was
photographed, in addition to the standard photographs taken for each individual. Postmortem
breakage was not specifically photographed, beyond standard photographs, unless extensive or
unique in nature. All photographs and bench notes for individuals for whom antemortem or
perimortem trauma was noted were reviewed upon completion of data collection and prior to
data analysis.
Paleopathology
All skeletal remains were examined for pathological conditions, beyond the dental
disease detailed above, with analysis primarily guided by the paleopathological descriptions
provided in Ortner (2012) and Mann and Hunt (2005), and the terminology proposed by
Appleby, Thomas, and Buikstra (2015). Incidence of potential pathological conditions was
scored as present/absent (0/1), and described in detail in the bench notes. Analysis considered
any skeletal abnormality not explicitly taphonomic, developmental, or traumatic in nature as
potentially pathological, including areas of cranial porosity. All potential pathological conditions
were photographed, in addition to the standard photographs taken for each individual. All
photographs and bench notes for individuals for whom potential pathological conditions were
noted were reviewed upon completion of data collection and prior to data analysis. No
differential diagnoses were made during data collection efforts, preliminary analysis consisted of
detailed description and photography only.
Developmental Defects
All skeletal remains were examined for developmental defects, with analysis primarily
guided by the descriptions provided in Barnes (1994) and Barnes (2012). Incidence of potential
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developmental defects was scored as present/absent (0/1), and described in detail in the bench
notes. Analysis considered any skeletal abnormality not explicitly taphonomic, pathological, or
traumatic in nature as potentially developmental. All potential developmental defects were
photographed, in addition to the standard photographs taken for each individual. All photographs
and bench notes for individuals for whom potential developmental defects were noted were
reviewed upon completion of data collection and prior to data analysis. No differential diagnoses
were made during data collection efforts, analysis consisted of description and photography only.
Additional Data Sets
Additional data sets regarding cranial sutures (Boldsen, Milner, Konigsberg, & Wood,
2002) and non-metric sex traits (Langley, Dudzik, & Cloutier, 2018; Walker, 2008) were also
gathered at this time. These data were gathered at the same time for logistical reasons and will
not be presented as part of the dissertation, as these data sets do not address the overall research
aims.
TAPHONOMIC METHODS
In addition to the osteological analyses outlined above, the study addresses the
taphonomic changes present on the targeted skeletal analysis sample. Taphonomic data points
were drawn from Pokines (2015) and Pokines et al. (2017). These trait lists are intended for the
analysis of skeletal remains of all types, including anatomical specimens. Taphonomic traits not
addressing anatomical preparation and didactic use, such as indicators of extended burial or
surface exposure, were eliminated due to their lack of relevancy. A blank taphonomic inventory
chart is available in the bench note example in Appendix B. Taphonomic traits were coded as
present (1) or absent (0). Space was also available in the bench notes for recording additional
observations, as all taphonomic alterations could not be anticipated prior to skeletal analysis.
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Trends were noted in the additional taphonomy not covered by categories within the bench notes,
which will be reviewed further in Chapters Six and Seven.
PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS
All skeletal individuals were photographed with a DSLR camera (Canon EOS Rebel
T3i) and an 18-55mm Canon lens. Following standard bioarchaeological and forensic
photographic practice, all photos were taken against a black background, constructed from velvet
cloth, and the cranium was supported to prevent further shelf wear. All photographs were lit
using only the fluorescent overhead lights available in the work space, and camera settings were
chosen accordingly to allow for best photograph quality. The skeletal sub-sample, individual
catalog number, and date were recorded on a dry-erase board, which was photographed for each
individual prior to any skeletal photos taken, to prevent loss of provenience for photographs. All
skeletal photos included a millimeter scale, except in the case of fine detail photos where the
scale would have been out of focus. In these cases, a wider photograph of the area with a scale
was also taken. As mentioned previously, strings or metal hardware were not removed for
photographic purposes if the removal would cause further damage to remains. In cases where
hardware or other taphonomic alterations impacted the photographs possible to take, these
challenges were noted in the handwritten bench notes. A list of standard photographs taken for
each individual is included in the bench note example in Appendix B. Photographs of pertinent
trauma, taphonomic alterations, pathology, and developmental defects were taken as needed.
Due to the amount of taphonomic alteration to the mandibles, which was not anticipated prior to
data collection, additional photographs of each mandible in lateral view(s), were also included.
Besides these photos, a photograph of all skeletal elements was included for inventory purposes,
including a centimeter scale. In addition to skeletal photos, exterior photographs of former
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asylum buildings, as well as photos of the MA-LC spaces were taken by the author using the
same camera equipment utilized above. The subject of each photograph was recorded, with
asylum buildings noted according to the map provided in the San Niccolò cell phone application
reviewed previously in Chapter Four.
STATISTICAL ANALYSES
Statistical analyses of the above demographic, osteological, and taphonomic data were
conducted using Microsoft Excel and SPSS, Version 24. Evaluation of the dissertation data began
with exploratory data analysis using the programs mentioned above, including examining raw
category counts, percentages, and graph-making to examine trends. Following exploratory data
analysis, parametric and non-parametric statistical tests were used to investigate change over
time and heterogeneity of the SCC. More detailed description of the statistical tests undertaken,
and their subsequent results, are reported in Chapters Six and Seven. These analyses include
quantitative comparison of the dissertation data to previous bioarchaeological findings from
similar assemblages associated with early and modern anatomical study, and asylum contexts.
Taphonomic findings were compared to previously reported alteration frequencies for anatomical
teaching collections (Pokines, 2015; Pokines et al., 2017). In the case of the current study, a
distinction must be made between skeletal remains recovered archaeologically from asylum
contexts, and those contained in anatomical collections assembled in the 19th century. The
present study is unique, as the targeted skeletal analysis sample composed of patients from the
SNPH represents an asylum population whose remains were collected for didactic purposes, and
whose age and sex are already known. For this reason, findings from the analysis of the SCC will
be compared to both asylum and anatomical collections.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Permission to conduct research on the SCC collection was granted by the director, Dr.
Margherita Agliano’, with the agreement of the curatorial staff. Previous research has been
conducted on the SCC (Brasili-Gualandi & Gualdi-Russo, 1989b; Guidotti et al., 1986; Susanne
et al., 1985) and current custodians of the collection are open to academic research. As the author
is not Italian, care has been taken throughout the research process to attend to the concerns of
primary stakeholders, especially individuals associated with the SCC and the larger Sienese
population, which may include descendants of patients housed at the San Niccolò Psychiatric
Hospital.
Given that the skeletal individuals in the collection are largely identified, protection of
identities is a primary concern for this particular population, as descendants of patients housed at
the SNPH may still reside in the Siena area, or access findings from this dissertation through
peer-reviewed publications. For the purposes of data analysis and presentation, skeletal
individuals are only identified by collections number, according to the organizational schema
and registri of the SCC. In discussions of specific sets of remains, skeletal individuals are again
identified by collections number, with limited biographic information provided as necessary, not
to include the individual’s name as reported in the SCC registri. Comparison of findings
regarding the SCC to other institutional and anatomical contexts relies on publications and site
reports of these previous investigations, all of which are publicly available. All data from the
project has been stored on the author’s secure personal computer, with a back-up stored on an
external hard drive belonging to the author. Due to the nature of the SCC’s initial assembly,
documents of original consent by individuals contained in the collection are not available.
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LIMITATIONS
As previously reviewed, the total dissertation sample gathered based upon the targeted
sampling parameters described above includes 130 individuals, composed of the three subcollections and is large enough to allow for robust, parametric statistical analyses. In addition to
these individuals who were analyzed skeletally, the current study undertook analysis of the
entirety of the SCC registri, to provide a more complete demographic picture, beyond the
information obtained through skeletal analysis. This approach allows for more complete
understanding of potential heterogeneity of the SCC, to include change over time and
comparison to findings concerning other anatomical and asylum contexts.
Sample size of the current study was ultimately limited by two factors: availability of
skeletal material, and the global spread of the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
(CDC, 2020). As touched upon previously, not all individuals listed in the collection catalogs
survive in the skeletal collection. In cases where individuals were not available, they were not
analyzed; however, targeted sampling methods still allowed for the collation of a sample of
adequate statistical power, which will be reviewed further in Chapters Six and Seven. Beyond
availability of skeletal material, data collection efforts were heavily impacted by COVID-19 and
subsequent administrative decisions made by the University of South Florida (USF), in light of
the pandemic. Original data collection efforts were planned for February 3rd through March 26th,
2020, which would have allowed ample time for skeletal analysis of a sample of at least 200
individuals. Following events during the week of February 24th, USF administration mandated
the return of all faculty, students, and staff in CDC Level III countries, including Italy, to the
United States, by March 6th, 2020. The author informed Dr. Agliano’ and the curatorial staff on
March 2nd and concluded data collection on March 3rd, before returning to the United States on
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March 5th. Given the truncated time spent in Italy, only a sample of 130 individuals was possible,
and the possibility of return to the collection in a timely manner, for continued analysis, was
unlikely. Therefore, dissertation analysis proceeded with a sample of 130 individuals.
CONCLUSION
In sum, this chapter has addressed the demographic, osteological, and taphonomic
materials and methods of the current dissertation. Chapter Six will present the results of the data
summarized here, while Chapter Seven provides comparative analyses based on these data.

Figure 5.1. An exemplar page of the catalog entries for the KPC. Original observer’s name is
noted in the red circle.
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Figure 5.2. An exemplar page of the catalog entries for CA.

Figure 5.3. An exemplar page of the catalog entries for CB.
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Figure 5.4. Typical curation of SCC skeletal material in secure metal cabinets.6

Figure 5.5. Workplace set-up.

6

Photographs in Figures 5.4-5.5. were taken by the author.
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RESULTS
INTRODUCTION
The current chapter presents results of the demographic, osteological, and taphonomic
analyses detailed in Chapter Five. As reviewed in Chapter Five, demographic results are drawn
from analyses of the registri, while osteological and taphonomic results represent analyses of the
targeted skeletal analysis sample (n=130). Following the approach of Ellis (2019), the use of
traditional analytical approaches – the presentation of primarily quantitative data followed by
hypothesis testing using both parametric and non-parametric statistical tests – is included but
only in service of the previously outlined research goals. Although quantitative data are
presented herein, these data are intended to be primarily descriptive, serving as the basis for
interpretation based on additional sources. Ultimately, the purpose of the present study is to
contextualize the SCC, and understand the reasoning and process by which certain individuals
were anatomized, including the care afforded to their remains postmortem. It is these aims that
the proceeding results seek to address.
DEMOGRAPHICS
As detailed in Chapter Five, the SCC is composed of three sub-collections: the Known
Psychiatric Collection, Collection A, and Collection B. The current chapter will explore the
demographic trends of each sub-collection individually, the SCC as a whole, and the targeted
skeletal sample chosen for osteological and taphonomic analysis. As stated above, the current
study aims to contextualize the SCC as a whole, as well as the skeletal analysis sample (SAS).
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Known Psychiatric Collection
Age and Sex
The KPC is composed of 287 individuals: 174 males (60.63%), 110 females (38.33%),
and three individuals of unknown sex (1.05%). Descriptive statistics for the KPC are presented in
Table 6.1; a histogram depicting the age distribution for all KPC individuals is presented in
Figure 6.1. Sex and decadal age cohort demographics for the KPC are presented in Table 6.2. In
addition to examining age as a continuous variable, decadal age cohorts were initially created to
better understand broad trends. Decadal age cohort membership is presented in Figure 6.2;
cohort membership by sex is presented in Figure 6.3. Again, these descriptive statistics and
figures are presented as a means of illustrating the membership of the KPC in regard to sex and
age, rather than as the starting point for exhaustive parametric analysis.
In general, the KPC is composed of prime age adults between the ages of 30 and 59
years. These three age cohorts (30-39 years, 40-49 years, and 50-59 years) have the highest
membership and compose 47.74% of the sample. Individuals between the ages of 20-29 (n=33)
and 60-69 (n=42) compose an additional 26.13% of the sample. These trends suggest while
individuals of a variety of ages were anatomized, there are fewer individuals younger than 20
years old or older than 69 years old. The descriptive statistics provided in Table 6.1 support this
analysis. The mean age of KPC individuals is 45.89 years, with a standard deviation of 17.66 and
a mode of 60.00. These data suggest an age distribution in which the average is slightly “older,”
influenced by the greatest number of individuals being 60 years in age. The standard deviation is
illustrative of the wide age range (12-93 years) noted among individuals in the KPC sample. In
regard to sex, there are more males (n=174) than females (n=110) in the KPC. There are no
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decadal age cohorts in which the number of females is greater than that of males; all cohorts
follow the trend of the KPC at large.
Months and Years of Death
In addition to age and sex information, 279 KPC individuals also have death dates
recorded in the registri to include day, month, and year of death. Frequency of deaths by month
and year are presented in Tables 6.3. and 6.4. Bar charts are presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
When deaths are examined by month, the winter months – January, February, and December –
have the greatest number of recorded deaths. A smaller peak in deaths is also recorded for the
month of April. From a purely pragmatic standpoint, it is possible that infectious disease rates
and environmental stress were at their height during the winter months, leading to higher death
rates. Indeed, excess winter mortality been frequently reported in the medical literature
throughout time (Healy, 2003). Although cold weather is thought to play a key role, other factors
such as housing quality, access to healthcare, and socioeconomic status also impact winter
mortality trends (Healy, 2003). Examination of archival clinical records with recorded causes of
death and other demographic variables is necessary to better understand potential seasonal
variation in mortality, and is an avenue for potential future research.
When deaths are examined by year, there are broadly more deceased individuals from the
1880s and early 1890s. In addition to investigating mortality trends by year, years of death were
also combined into five-year cohorts. One six-year cohort was created (1875-1880), as no deaths
were recorded for KPC individuals in the period 1875-1880. Number of deaths by cohort are
reported in Table 6.5. When calculating percentages for the five-year cohorts, only individuals
with known years of death were considered (n=279). The highest percentage of individuals died
in 1885-1889 (28.32%), followed by 1890-1894 (15.41%). As touched upon previously, the
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relationship between institutionalization and anatomization is unclear without further
documentary evidence; therefore, the conclusions to be drawn from this information are
inherently limited. The registri record individuals who died and were subsequently anatomized.
It is not clear if all individuals who died while institutionalized were anatomized, or whether all
admitted individuals were institutionalized until their death. These noted variations in numbers
of dead per year may simply represent periods of more and less intense interest in anatomization
and collecting, to include a potential hiatus in 1875-1880. Additionally, a few KPC individuals
have multiple dates of admittance recorded in the observations column of the registri. Records of
this type of information are not consistent throughout, but do indicate that for at least these select
individuals, periods of institutionalization were punctuated by periods of time spent in the
community i.e. patients were not permanently institutionalized, ending only in their death.
Further research utilizing archival clinical records is needed regarding patient admittance and readmittance trends including patients who were released and never readmitted, and is necessary to
more fully understand the relationship between institutionalization and anatomization.
Diagnoses
In addition to the age, sex, and death date data reviewed above, psychiatric diagnoses
were also reported for 287 KPC individuals. Frequencies and percentages of each diagnosis,
considering all individuals, are reported in Table 6.6. Diagnoses are reported in the original
Italian to avoid loss of meaning. The status of diagnostic criteria and categorizations as cultural
constructs have previously been touched upon in Chapter Four. With regard to the present study,
Chapter Eight analyzes diagnostic frequencies reported for the KPC using a variety of systems:
the original 19th century Italian, direct translation of the Italian to English and their meanings in
19th century psychiatry, and diagnostic meanings in 21st century psychiatry. In Chapter Nine,
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these findings are then further interpreted using the anthropological approach presented by Syme
and Hagen (2019).
Anatomical Observations
In addition to the demographic and diagnostic data reviewed above, registri entries for
KPC individuals also include anatomical observations. Translations of all observations noted in
the registri for KPC remains, as well as scans of the original handwritten catalogs, are available
upon request from the author. In general, these annotations likely reflect an interest in
phrenology, in which normal anatomical variants, such as asymmetry, patterns of cranial suture
fusion, Wormian bones, and variations of the sphenoid are incorrectly noted as pathological in
nature. As reviewed previously, information on admission dates is also provided for select
individuals. Twelve individuals have a single admission date noted, while three have multiple
admittance dates. Two individuals have notes regarding their manner of death; in both cases,
suicide. Further research could consider these observations in light of additional archival clinical
records, and also examine patterns to what degree the curated skeletal remains demonstrate the
phrenological “abnormality” described by the original observers.
Collection A
Age and Sex
Collection A is composed of 654 individuals: 350 males (53.52%), 283 females
(43.27%), and 21 individuals of unknown sex (3.21%). There are 422 individuals of known sex
and age: 212 males (50.24%) and 210 females (49.76%). Certain analyses described below only
consider individuals of known age and sex. Descriptive statistics for CA are presented in Table
6.1; a histogram depicting the age distribution for all CA individuals is presented in Figure 6.6.
Sex and decadal age cohort demographics for CA are presented in Table 6.7. In addition to
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examining age as a continuous variable, decadal age cohorts were initially created to better
understand broad trends. Decadal age cohort membership is presented in Figure 6.7; cohort
membership by sex is presented in Figure 6.8.
In general, CA is composed of older age adults between the ages of 40 and 79 years.
These four age cohorts (40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years, and 70-79 years) have the highest
membership and compose 53.07% of the total sample, of which individuals 60-79 years old
compose 35.33% of the total sample. These trends suggest while individuals of a variety of ages
were anatomized, a majority were prime age to older adults, with individuals over 60 years of
age composing a large portion. The descriptive statistics provided in Table 6.1 support this
analysis. The mean age of CA individuals is 60.71 years, with a standard deviation of 15.38 and
a mode of 60.00. These data suggest an age distribution in which the average is “older,”
influenced by the greatest number of individuals being 60 years in age. The standard deviation is
illustrative of the wide age range (14-91 years) noted among individuals in CA. In regard to sex,
there are more males (n=350) than females (n=283) in CA. There are some decadal age cohorts
in which the number of females is greater than that of males, while other cohorts follow the trend
of CA at large.
Stature
In addition to the age and sex data reviewed above, stature in meters is also reported for
217 CA individuals. Descriptive statistics for all individuals including those of unknown sex,
males, and females are reported in Table 6.8. A histogram for all reported individuals is provided
in Figure 6.9, males (n=121) are depicted in Figure 6.10, and females (n=95) in Figure 6.11.
Given what is known about anatomization of SCC individuals, these measurements are likely
cadaveric stature, and could therefore be compared to cadaveric stature measurements from other
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historical anatomical collections. Further discussion of stature analyses is included in Chapter
Seven.
Months and Years of Death
In addition to age and sex information, 292 CA individuals also have death dates
recorded in the registri to include day, month, and year of death. Frequency of deaths by month
and year are presented in Tables 6.9 and 6.10. Bar charts are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.13.
Unlike the KPC, the number of recorded deaths per month is relatively stable, with the lowest
frequency of deaths in August and September. As reviewed above, examination of archival
clinical records with recorded causes of death is necessary to better understand potential seasonal
variation in mortality, and is an avenue for potential future research.
Unlike the KPC, CA individuals were collected over a relatively short period of time
(1881-1889). The greatest number of recorded deaths is in 1882 and 1883; as reviewed
previously for the KPC, future research is necessary to understand trends in institutionalization,
death, and subsequent anatomization. The period of CA deaths does overlap with death dates
listed for the KPC; however, the relationship between the collections is not clear from the
registri alone. It is currently unknown why certain patients (psychiatric or otherwise) were
cataloged in particular groups/sub-collections, or why only some individuals have listed
diagnoses.
Place of Birth
In addition to information about death, 262 CA individuals also have places of birth
reported in the registri. Results are reported by birth place in Table 6.11. Of those with reported
birth places, a majority (53.8%) come from Siena, followed by smaller locales near Siena:
Castelnuovo Berardenga (5.0%), Masse di Siena (7.3%), and Sovicille (3.8%). Given the time
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period in which CA individuals were collected, it is not surprising that a majority of individuals
come from Siena – where the SNPH is located – and the surrounding area. This trend may be
attributable to ease of travel, knowledge of the SNPH by family or community members, or
collaboration of SNPH practitioners with community-based medical personnel. Further analysis
of archival clinic records, to include reasons and manner of institutionalization, may help
illuminate trends of geographic origin for SNPH patients.
Anatomical Observations
Similar to the KPC, registri entries for CA individuals also include anatomical
observations. Translations of all observations noted in the original registri for CA remains are
presented in Appendix C. As noted for the KPC, some CA annotations also reflect an interest in
anatomical variants, especially the persistence of the metopic suture. In contrast to the KPC, CA
annotations are shorter in length and are focused on demographic data, noting death dates,
preservation status, and catalog information.
Collection B
Age and Sex
Collection B is composed of 181 individuals: 105 males (58.01%), 73 females (40.33%),
and three individuals of unknown sex (1.66%). There are 174 individuals of known sex and age:
103 males (59.20%) and 71 females (40.80%). Certain analyses described below only consider
individuals of known age and sex. Descriptive statistics for CB are presented in Table 6.1; a
histogram depicting the age distribution for all CB individuals is presented in Figure 6.14. Sex
and decadal age cohort demographics for CB are presented in Table 6.12. In addition to
examining age as a continuous variable, decadal age cohorts were initially created to better
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understand broad trends. Decadal age cohort membership is presented in Figure 6.15; cohort
membership by sex is presented in Figure 6.16.
In general, CB is composed of older age adults between the ages of 40 and 79 years.
These four age cohorts (40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years, and 70-79 years) have the highest
membership and compose 71.82% of the total sample, of which individuals 70-79 years old
compose 24.31% of the total sample. These trends suggest while individuals of a variety of ages
were anatomized, a majority were prime age to older adults, especially individuals 70-79 years
old. The descriptive statistics provided in Table 5.1 support this analysis. The mean age of CB
individuals is 55.84 years, with a standard deviation of 17.99 and a mode of 70.00. The
distribution is multimodal; 70 is the youngest modal age. Similar to CA, these data suggest an
age distribution in which the average is “older,” influenced by the greatest number of individuals
being 70 years in age at minimum. The standard deviation is illustrative of the wide age range (785 years) noted among individuals in CB. In regard to sex, there are more males (n=105) than
females (n=73) in CB. There is only one decadal age cohort (10-19 years) in which the number
of females is greater than that of males, while other cohorts follow the trend of CB at large.
Stature
In addition to the age and sex data reviewed above, stature in meters is also reported for
176 CB individuals. Descriptive statistics for all individuals including those of unknown sex,
males, and females are reported in Table 6.13. A histogram for all reported individuals is
provided in Figure 6.17, males (n=102) are depicted in Figure 6.18, and females (n= 72) in
Figure 6.19. Given what is known about anatomization of SCC individuals, these measurements
are likely cadaveric stature, and can therefore be compared to cadaveric stature measurements
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from other historical anatomical collections. Further discussion of stature analyses is included in
Chapter Seven.
Months, Years, and Places of Death
In addition to age and sex information, 292 CB individuals also have death dates
recorded in the registri to include day, month, and year of death. Frequency of deaths by month
and year are presented in Tables 6.14. and 6.15. Bar charts are presented in Figures 6.20 and
6.21. Similar to the KPC, the number of recorded deaths per month varies, with the highest
percentage of deaths in the colder January, February, and December – 45.7% of the total
recorded deaths. As reviewed above, examination of archival clinical records with recorded
causes of death is necessary to better understand potential seasonal variation in mortality, and
provide further clarity beyond the excess winter mortality noted in the general medical literature
(Healy, 2003).
Similar to CA, CB individuals were collected over a relatively short period of time
(1923-1931). The greatest number of recorded deaths is in 1927 (24.9% of total deaths), and
there are no deaths recorded for 1924. As discussed previously, more research is needed to
understand trends in institutionalization, death, and subsequent anatomization. CB represents a
period of anatomization distinct from the late 19th and early 20th century collecting of the KPC
and CA. Potential reasons for the hiatus in collecting between the KPC/CA period and CB will
be explored further in Chapter Seven.
Anatomical Observations
In contrast to the KPC and CA, observations for CB are limited with only eighteen
individuals having additional notes. CB observations tends to focus on cause or place of death,
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with four entries noting more personal information regarding the patient. Four entries have the
notation “h. ##,” with may indicate hour of death.
The Siena Craniological Collection
Age and Sex
As mentioned previously, the three sub-collections summarized above compose the Siena
Craniological Collection (SCC). In addition to the preceding results and analysis, the current
study analyzes the demographics of SCC in its totality (using the registri) as the complete
collection represents a long-term campaign of anatomization, including patients of the SNPH and
the general hospital. The SCC is composed of 1,122 individuals: 629 males (56.06%), 466
females (41.53%), and 27 individuals of unknown sex (2.41%). There are 852 individuals of
known sex and age – 470 males (55.16%) and 382 females (44.84%). Descriptive statistics for
the SCC is regard to age are presented in Table 6.1; the age distribution of SCC individuals is
presented in Figure 6.22. These data illustrate the age distribution of the SCC beyond the decadal
age cohort membership reported in Table 6.16. The number of individuals per decadal age
cohort, and the number of individuals per cohort by sex are presented in Figures 6.23 and 6.24.
Following the trends of the sub-collections, the SCC is composed of older age adults
between the ages of 40 and 79 years. These four age cohorts (40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69
years, and 70-79 years) have the highest membership and compose 56.32% of the total sample,
of which individuals 60-69 years old compose 17.02% of the total sample. As demonstrated by
the sub-collections, these results suggest while individuals of a variety of ages were anatomized,
a majority were prime age to older adults. In regard to sex, there are more males (n=629) than
females (n=466) in the SCC. There are two decadal age cohorts (20-29 years and 80-89 years) in
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which the number of females is greater than that of males, while other cohorts follow the trend of
the SCC at large.
Months and Years of Death
748 SCC individuals (composed of those from the KPC, Collection A, and Collection B)
have death dates recorded in the registri to include day, month, and year of death. Frequency of
deaths by month and year are presented in Tables 6.17. and 6.18. Bar charts are presented in
Figures 6.25 and 6.26 Particularly influenced by the trends noted for the KPC and CB, the
number of recorded deaths per month varies, with the highest percentage of deaths in January,
February, and December – 36.1% of the total recorded deaths, followed by the spring months of
March, April, and May composing 30.9%. In regard to differences between sub-collections, CA
displays less variation in monthly totals, while the KPC and CB follow the trend noted above.
This difference may be attributed to differences in total sample size; however, as reviewed
above, examination of archival clinical records with recorded causes of death is necessary to
better understand potential seasonal variation in mortality. Research addressing modern
populations has noted a trend of excess winter mortality (Healy, 2003), although other
environmental events, such as heat waves, can also play a role (Michelozzi et al., 2016).
Anatomization and collection of remains, contained within the three sub-collections, spanned a
long period of time (1862-1931), but contained two hiatuses (1875-1880 and 1908-1922). The
greatest number of recorded deaths is in 1883 (11.9% of total deaths). As touched upon above,
future research is needed to fully understand trends in institutionalization, death, and
anatomization.
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Clinical Population
In addition to dates of death, 538 SCC individuals had annotations denoting them as
asylum patients (manicomio), medical hospital patients (l’ospedale), or “demented” (demente).
Targeted sampling using these denotations, to create the skeletal analysis sample, has previously
been discussed in Chapter Five. Of these 538 individuals, 470 (41.9%) are recorded as asylum
patients, 22 (2.0%) as medical hospital patients, and 46 (4.1%) as “demented,” while 584
individuals (52.0%) have no clinical population noted. All individuals with listed psychiatric
diagnoses (KPC) are assumed to be asylum patients (manicomio). It is not known whether the
individuals noted as medical hospital deaths were psychiatric patients who were transferred to
the hospital for medical care or if they were members of the wider community who died at the
hospital and were subsequently anatomized. Given that CA and CB are mixed-status cohorts,
either option is possible. Further research utilizing archival clinical records is necessary to
resolve the question of clinical population for all SCC individuals, including whether those
denoted as l’ospedale were originally asylum patients.
OSTEOLOGICAL ANALYSES
Skeletal Analysis Sample
As described previously, the present study examines demographic data drawn from the
entirety of the SCC registri. Beyond the results detailed above, a sample composed of 130
individuals were chosen from the registri using a targeted sampling technique; these individuals
make up the “skeletal analysis sample” (SAS) which is the subject of the osteological and
taphonomic methods described in Chapter Five. The primary purpose of the review below is to
summarize osteological and taphonomic results derived from the analysis of the SAS.
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Age and Sex
The age and sex distribution of the skeletal analysis sample are presented in Table 6.19.
The SAS is composed of 130 individuals: 67 males (51.54%) and 63 females (48.46%), and
draws from all three sub-collections: the KPC (n=30), CA (n=66), and CB (n=34). Descriptive
statistics for the SAS are presented in Table 6.1; the age distribution of SAS individuals is
presented in Figure 6.27. These data illustrate the age distribution of the SAS beyond the decadal
age cohort membership reported in Table 6.19 and depicted in Figures 6.28 and 6.29.
Following the trends of the sub-collections, the SAS is composed of older age adults
between the ages of 40 and 79 years. These four age cohorts (40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69
years, and 70-79 years) have the highest membership and compose 68.46% of the total sample.
As demonstrated by the sub-collections, these results suggest while individuals of a variety of
ages were anatomized, a majority were prime age to older adults. In regard to sex, there are more
males (n=67) than females (n=63) in the SAS.
Months and Years of Death
104 SAS individuals have death dates recorded in the registri to include day, month, and
year of death. Frequency of deaths by month and year are presented in Tables 6.20 and 6.21. Bar
charts are presented in Figures 6.30 and 6.31. Frequencies tend to reflect those noted for the subcollections and SCC in which a large portion of deaths (38.4%) are recorded for the winter
months – January, February, and December, with another peak of deaths in April and May. As
reviewed above, excess winter mortality is a common phenomenon explored in the medical
literature (Healy, 2003).
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Skeletal Completeness
As reviewed in Chapter Five, all individuals were inventoried to assess completeness of
the skeletal remains. Inventory considered individual bones of the cranium, number of teeth, any
vertebra present, and other elements or accompanying objects, with the completeness of each
element being scored according to the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). The
majority of individuals did not have vertebra present – completeness scores considered any
vertebra present, not the total number of vertebra. Total counts and percentages for each element
and the accompanying degree of completeness are reported in Table 6.22. As apparent by the
percentages reported in Table 6.22, for most cranial elements, the majority of individuals –
greater than 50% of the sample – had remains that were 75% or more complete. The only cranial
element not to meet this completeness threshold for the majority of individuals was the teeth, in
which only 2 individuals (1.54%) were found to have sets of dentition that were 75% or more
present. Damage to and postmortem loss of dentition is not unexpected for a historic anatomical
collection with possible didactic use over time. Impact of dental completeness on dental analyses
is discussed further below, and in Chapter Seven.
In regard to minimum number of individuals (MNI), of the 130 sets of remains analyzed,
129 had an MNI of one. Only one set of remains – with a single catalog number – was composed
of two individuals. In this case, teeth from a different individual had been inserted and/or glued
into the spaces created by postmortem loss in the maxilla of the primary individual. Treatment of
this individual for dental analysis is discussed below. As this was the sole set of remains with an
MNI of two, which only impacted assessment of a portion of one set of dentition, the
denominator used for calculating percentages for each completeness category is 130 – the total
number of individuals analyzed across all three sub-collections. This denominator considers
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paired cranial bones separately e.g. 130 left and 130 right zygomatics, parietals etc. Overall, the
relatively high degree of completeness noted for the SAS – with some breakage or loss of easily
damaged elements such as the inferior nasal conchae, ethmoid, vomer, and lacrimals – is to be
expected given that the collection is anatomical in origin, as opposed to archaeological. For this
reason, skeletal completeness was not investigated further as a variable.
Dental Health
Dental Inventory
As reviewed in Chapter Five, all dentition was inventoried following the method detailed
in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Teeth with states not included in the previous method were
noted as “other” or “N/A,” and coded as a “9”. Although dental analysis did originally consider
third molars, due to antemortem loss, postmortem loss, and unknown rates of agenesis (Carter &
Worthington, 2015), reliable assessment of third molar presence was not possible. Dental
inventory results, minus third molars, are reported in Tables 6.23 and 6.24. Results are reported
according to the dental inventory states and dental numbering system detailed in Buikstra and
Ubelaker (1994). Full dental state descriptions are as follows: (1) present, not in occlusion –
loose or partially erupted; (2) present, development completed, in occlusion; (3) missing, no
associated alveolar bone; (4) antemortem loss; (5) postmortem loss; (6) missing, congenital
absence; (7) present, damage prevents measurements, other observations recorded; (8) present
unobservable – in crypt; (9) N/A, other.
As reviewed above, only one set of remains – individual 646A – was composed of two
individuals. In this case, teeth from a different individual had been inserted and/or glued into the
spaces created by postmortem loss in the maxilla of the primary individual. The teeth in question
were obviously different from the surrounding dentition based on staining and degree of wear. In
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this case, completeness of the dentition only considered the teeth belonging to the primary
individual i.e. the mandible. The additional remains (dentition) were not considered for analysis
of inventory, LEH, dental development, or caries. For these analyses, the group counts are 129
maxillae and 130 mandibles. Further discussion of dental completeness, in relation to the
calculation of the Diseased and Missing Tooth Index and Caries Rates is provided in Chapter
Seven.
LEH
As described in Chapter Five, all teeth were examined for LEH, and were measured with
digital sliding calipers (Mitutoyo Model CD-6” ASX) to the one-hundredth of a millimeter
following the method outlined in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Linear enamel hypoplasias were
noted for 33 individuals, results by individual and tooth number are reported in Table 6.25.
Further analysis of LEH data, especially the demographics of individuals with LEH, is presented
in Chapter Seven.
Dental Development
Methods for recording dental development have been previously described in Chapter
Five. Developmental stages reported in Tables 6.26 and 6.27 reflect those detailed in Buikstra
and Ubelaker (1994). Only developmental stages for which there were teeth noted are reported.
“999” denotes N/A or “other”. In the case of teeth 18-31, six individuals were missing
mandibles, which is apparent in the table results. In general, the majority of individuals were
found to have fully developed (Stage 14) teeth, which is expected given the known
demographics of the SAS.
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Caries
For all teeth still present at the time of the analysis, all caries were noted, by tooth,
following the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994). Teeth without caries were coded
as a “9,” including those not able to be assessed due to antemortem or postmortem loss. Results
of caries analysis are presented in Tables 6.28 and 6.29. Further exploration of caries as a
measure of dental health, to include the calculation of Caries Rates, is provided in Chapter
Seven.
Periapical Abscesses
For all teeth still present at the time of the analysis, all periapical abscesses (Pilloud &
Fancher, 2019) were noted, by tooth, following the method detailed in Buikstra and Ubelaker
(1994). Teeth without periapical abscesses were coded as a “9,” including those not able to be
assessed due to antemortem or postmortem loss. Results are presented by tooth number in Tables
6.30 and 6.31. In general, incidence of periapical abscesses was relatively rare. This finding does
not necessarily indicate good dental health. Periapical abscesses as evidence of dental health is
explored further in Chapter Seven, taking into account the high degree of antemortem tooth loss
noted for the SAS.
Trauma
As reviewed in Chapter Five, all skeletal remains were examined for antemortem and
perimortem trauma to include potential medical intervention, as well as postmortem breakage.
All trauma states were scored as present/absent (1/0), photographed, and described in detail in
the bench notes. All photographs and bench notes for individuals for whom antemortem or
perimortem trauma was noted were reviewed upon completion of data collection and prior to
data analysis. These two steps of assessment are critical as they allowed for more efficient
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analysis while on-site, and the ability to formulate differential diagnoses on a case-by-case basis.
The two steps are described in more detail below, and have similarly been applied to the analysis
of developmental defects and paleopathological lesions.
Analysis of both the initial present/absent categorizations and secondary analyses
followed the modified Istanbul Protocol as described by Appleby et al. (2015). Modification of
the Istanbul Protocol (UN, 2004) by Appleby et al. (2015) extrapolated the original terminology
intended for the analysis of torture to examination of paleopathological lesions, specifically to
aid in the creation of differential diagnoses and to provide standardized confidence indicators.
For the current study, these underlying goals of Appleby et al. (2015) encouraged the expansion
of the modified Istanbul Protocol (Appleby et al., 2015; UN, 2004) to the analysis of skeletal
trauma and developmental defects, as well as paleopathology as suggested by the authors
(Appleby et al., 2015). As stated above, the protocol was applied during initial analysis on-site
and during secondary analysis relying on photographs and written descriptions. During this first
stage of analysis, SAS individuals were marked as having trauma present if the observed features
were “consistent with” traumatic processes – antemortem, perimortem and/or postmortem,
capturing the initial impressions of the analyst. This categorization differs slightly in intent from
both the original and modified protocols (Appleby et al., 2015; UN, 2004) in which analysts
identify lesions “consistent with” as those that could have been caused by the mechanism – in
this case, trauma, paleopathology, or development defect - described, but are non-specific and
could have other causes. In the case of the present study, the intent is not to comment on which
particular cause the lesion is consistent with, but rather to assign a confidence indicator in the
identification of a skeletal change as traumatic, developmental, or pathological in origin.
Particularly in the analysis of limited skeletal remains, disentangling these potential causes may
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be difficult. The application of this screening step served to identify individuals who likely had
skeletal evidence of antemortem and/or perimortem trauma, and whose remains warranted
secondary analyses – through bench notes and photographs. “Secondary analysis” of remains
followed the guidelines of Appleby et al. (2015) in which terminology such as “consistent with”
serves as confidence indicators of a particular differential diagnosis, not whether the feature of
note is traumatic, developmental, or pathological in origin. When the previously described
“initial” assessment criteria were applied to the SAS (n=130), nine individuals (6.92%) were
noted as having skeletal changes consistent with antemortem trauma, one individual (0.77%) had
changes consistent with perimortem trauma and 126 individuals (96.92%) had postmortem
breakage. In addition, one individual (0.77%) had changes consistent with medical intervention.
As reviewed above, individuals who had evidence of antemortem and/or perimortem trauma, as
well as the individual with medical intervention, were subject to secondary analysis; further
discussion of trauma is included in Chapter Seven.
Paleopathology
Potential paleopathological lesions were also assessed according to the two step system
described previously. When the “initial” assessment criteria were applied to the SAS (n=130), a
majority of individuals (n = 112, 86.15%) had some skeletal change “consistent with”
pathological processes. Although this incidence appears overly large, these results do not
definitively state that these individuals have identified pathological condition(s), rather that bony
changes were noted that did not appear to be traumatic or developmental in origin, and were
outside of normal anatomical variation. In this vein, many of the skeletal changes noted in the
original bench notes are attributable to “routine” skeletal conditions such as button osteomas,
ectocranial porosis, manifestations of dental disease, and osteoarthritic activity of the vertebrae
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or temporomandibular joint (Mann & Hunt, 2005). Such findings are also not surprising given
the older mean age of the SAS, and unique collection context. Following the “two-step” analysis
method, further discussion of paleopathology is provided in Chapter Seven.
Developmental Defects
Developmental defects were also assessed according to the two step system described
previously. When the “initial” assessment criteria were applied to the SAS (n=130), 30
individuals (23.08%) had skeletal changes “consistent with” developmental defects. Again, this
result does not definitively state that these 30 individuals have identified developmental defects,
rather that bony changes were noted that did not appear to be traumatic or pathological in origin,
and were outside of normal anatomical variation. As with the trauma and pathology results, more
detailed discussion is included in Chapter Seven.
TAPHONOMIC ANALYSES
In addition to the osteological analyses outlined above, the study addresses the
taphonomic changes present in the SAS. Taphonomic data points and defining criteria were
drawn from Pokines (2015) and Pokines et al. (2017), and adapted for the current study
following the methods outlined in Chapter Five. Taphonomic traits were coded as present (1) or
absent (0). Presence/absence rates with percentages are reported for each taphonomic trait in
Table 6.32. Analysis and discussion of taphonomic findings, including comparison to known
rates for a modern anatomical collection where possible, is included in Chapter Seven.
Surface Condition
Analysis of bone surface condition noted the presence of striations or patina, as well as
whether the remains were unbleached or had areas of bleaching. As reviewed above, definition
of criteria followed Pokines (2015) and Pokines et al. (2017). The majority of remains were
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unbleached (96.15%), but did have patina from handling (86.92%). Striations (20.00%) and
bleaching (3.85%) were noted less frequently.
Bone Condition
Analysis of bone condition considered the texture of the cortical surface, reflecting the
degree of preservation of the remains in regard to organic content. Remains were described as
having an organic sheen, a chalky appearance, or a mixed appearance. Human bone has both an
organic and inorganic matrix composed of collagen and hydroxyapatite, and is approximately
70% inorganic and 30% organic (Katzenberg, 2008). Collagen, which composes the majority of
the organic portion of bone, is a structural protein, and is approximately 35% carbon and 11-16%
nitrogen by weight (Katzenberg, 2008). Collagen does slowly degrade chemically over time,
though rates vary based on the depositional environment. The presence of an “organic sheen” as
reflective of retained collagen, in comparison to a chalky appearance indicating a loss of
collagen, is discussed in Pokines (2015). The majority of remains (97.69%) were noted as having
an organic sheen, indicating that some organic content was still present in the remains. No
individuals with a chalky appearance were noted, and only two (1.54%) were found to have a
“mixed” appearance.
Color Change
Remains were also assessed for six types of color changes as described by the
taphonomic criteria outlined in Pokines (2015) and Pokines et al. (2017). Further information
regarding the differences between these color changes is available in these publications. Color
change variables included calcium carbonate discoloration, orange maceration staining, black
maceration staining, color changes due to thermal alteration, decomposition staining, and other
color changes not described here. No orange maceration, black maceration or thermal color
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changes were noted. A large portion of the SAS had decomposition staining (66.15%), with three
individuals (2.31%) showing calcium carbonate discoloration. “Other” color changes were also
noted (91.54%), and are described further in the additional observations section.
Sectioning
Analysis of sectioning considered whether any cutting or sawing of the cranium – usually
sawing - in order to create a calvarium and calotte was straight across, irregular, curved or
angled, or whether other types of sectioning were present. Frequencies and percentages for the
entire SAS (n=130) are reported in Table 6.33. Ninety-one (70.00%) individuals had sectioning
present; of these 52 (57.14%) were straight and 39 (42.86%) were irregular. One individual had
an additional type of sectioning. Sectioning direction was also assessed and is discussed below.
Sectioning Direction
Sectioning direction considered whether sectioning as described above was oriented in a
transverse, sagittal, or coronal direction. Sectioning in other directions or with unique features
such as lack of completion was additionally coded as other. When all individuals were
considered (n=130), 70.00% had transverse sectioning, with no sagittal or coronal sectioning
noted, while two individuals had “other” sectioning. This pattern of largely transverse sectioning
reflects the known history of the SCC as a collection of anatomized individuals who received
autopsy upon death.
Hardware
Presence of hardware was noted by anatomical or element location including the
cranium, calotte, mandible, or other location. Additionally, the presence of superior suspension
holes – for the mounting of complete skeletons – was assessed, as well as the use of string.
Preliminary analysis of the SCC had noted the use of string to attach craniums and mandibles, as
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opposed to the metal hardware used in more modern anatomical collections. For this reason,
string was added as an additional hardware variable. Frequencies and percentages for hardware
categories are presented in Table 6.33.
Cutting & Drilling
Cutting and drilling considered the presence of drilling for hardware or non-hardware
related purposes, and any non-sectioning cutting. A large portion of individuals (64.62%) had
drilling related to hardware, with two (1.54%) individuals displaying non-sectioning cutting. No
individuals with non-hardware-related drilling were noted.
Breakage
Postmortem breakage was considered to be one of four types: shelf wear to the cranium,
shelf wear to the mandible, dentition breakage, or other breakage. Breakage was considered to be
“other” if it could not described as one of the other three types. Shelf wear has been described in
Pokines (2015), which does note that shelf wear to the inferior aspect of the mandible can occur
when the entire skull is present. As presented in Table 6.33, the majority of remains had
breakage present, with breakage to the dentition being the least common.
Marks & Writing
Marks and writing analysis noted the presence of writing in ink or pencil, and other
markings on the bone in ink or pencil. Any writing directly on the bone, including the current
catalog number, was coded as present. More individuals with writing (70.77%) or marks
(76.15%) in pencil were noted, in comparison to those with writing (47.69%) or marks (63.08%)
in pen.
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Labeling
Analysis of labeling considered the content of writing noted on the remains,
encompassing four types: current ID number written directly on the remains, current ID visible
on the remains through an adhering stamp or label, labeling of anatomical structures, and other
labeling. Only current ID numbers were considered for the “ID” categorizations, additional
writing to include old IDs, sex, age etc. was considered ink or pencil writing according to the
writing material and coded as “other” labeling. Frequencies and percentages for labeling
categories are presented in Table 6.33.
Adhering Material
Analysis of adhering material considered the presence of multiple materials on any
portion of the remains. These materials included: tape or adhesive/tape residue, gluing or glue
residue, dust or sediment, wax or varnish, paint, clay, mold, or other materials not described in
this list. Other adhering materials were noted during taphonomic analysis and are reviewed
further in the additional observations section below. Presence/absence frequencies for each
material type are reported in Table 6.30. In general, presence of tape/tape residue (59.23%), dust
or sediment (96.15%), and other materials (94.62%) were the most common. Gluing/glue residue
(14.62%), paint (10.77%), mold (10.00%), wax/varnish (6.92%), or clay (1.54%) were less
common.
Dental
Taphonomic analysis of dentition assessed tooth staining, gluing of teeth, and
postmortem tooth loss. Although one individual (646A) had an MNI of two, as described in the
skeletal completeness section, they were still included in the dental taphonomic analysis, which
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considered only the teeth that could be definitively assigned to the individual composing the
majority of the remains.
Additional Observations
As stated previously, taphonomic data points and defining criteria were drawn from
Pokines (2015) and Pokines et al. (2017), and adapted for the current study following the
methods outlined in Chapter Five. Additional observations not included in this curated list were
noted in the bench notes, and later collated. Results are reported in Table 6.33.
CONCLUSION
Overall, this chapter broadly presented the results of analyses of the SCC and SAS, with
a focus on description. Chapter Seven includes comparative analyses as outlined previously,
prior to discussion in Chapters Eight and Nine.
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Table 6.1. Descriptive age statistics for the SCC and all sub-collections. *Multiple modes exist
for Collection B, the smallest value is shown.
Statistic
Mean Age
Median Age
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Mode
Maximum Age
Minimum Age
Skewness
Standard Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Standard Error of Kurtosis

SCC
55.270
58.000
17.815
32.233%
60.000
93.000
7.000
-0.422
0.083
-0.642
0.167

KPC
45.890
47.000
17.666
38.496%
60.000
93.000
12.000
0.096
0.152
-0.723
0.303

CA
60.710
63.000
15.375
25.325%
60.000
91.000
14.000
-0.673
0.118
0.003
0.236

CB
55.840
58.000
17.989
32.214%
70.000*
85.000
7.000
-0.476
0.183
-0.667
0.364

Figure 6.1. Histogram of KPC ages, bin width=5.
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SAS
50.190
50.000
16.582
33.038%
50.000
85.000
17.000
-0.035
0.219
-0.864
0.435

Table 6.2. Sex and age demographics of the KPC.
Age
in years
0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90+
Unknown
Total
(% of Total)

Total
(% of Total)
0 (0.00%)
18 (6.27%)
33 (11.50%)
46 (16.03%)
44 (15.33%)
47 (16.38%)
42 (14.63%)
22 (7.67%)
4 (1.39%)
1 (0.35%)
30 (10.45%)
287 individuals
(100.00%)

Male
(% of Males)
0 (0.00%)
16 (9.02%)
21 (12.07%)
28 (16.09%)
23 (13.22%)
32 (18.39%)
21 (12.07%)
12 (6.90%)
1 (0.57%)
1 (0.57%)
19 (10.92%)
174 males
(60.63%)

Female
(% of Females)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.82%)
12 (10.91%)
18 (16.36%)
21 (19.09%)
15 (13.64%)
21 (19.09%)
9 (8.18%)
3 (2.73%)
0 (0.00%)
9 (8.18%)
110 females
(38.33%)

Figure 6.2. Number of KPC individuals per age cohort.
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Unknown Sex
(% of Unknown)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (33.33%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (66.67%)
3 unknown
(1.05%)

Figure 6.3. KPC age cohort membership by sex.

Table 6.3. Number of deaths by month - KPC.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Deaths
40
39
23
32
26
10
15
17
11
12
20
34
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Percentage of Total Deaths
14.3%
14.0%
8.2%
11.5%
9.3%
3.6%
5.4%
6.1%
3.9%
4.3%
7.2%
12.2%

Table 6.4. Number of deaths by year - KPC.
Year
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1881
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
Unknown

Number of Deaths
1
9
10
9
5
5
3
1
1
2
4
7
1
1
12
16
15
15
22
11
16
9
10
12
6
6
7
9
6
9
6
8
7
2
4
3
3
2
4
8
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Percentage of Total Deaths
0.3%
3.1%
3.5%
3.1%
1.7%
1.7%
1.0%
0.3%
0.3%
0.7%
1.4%
2.4%
0.3%
0.3%
4.2%
5.6%
5.2%
5.2%
7.7%
3.8%
5.6%
3.1%
3.5%
4.2%
21.%
2.1%
2.4%
3.1%
2.1%
3.1%
2.1%
2.8%
2.4%
0.7%
1.4%
1.0%
1.0%
0.7%
1.4%
2.8%

Figure 6.4. Number of deaths by month - KPC.

Figure 6.5. Number of deaths by year - KPC.
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Table 6.5. Number of deaths by five-year cohort - KPC.
Years
1862-1864
1865-1869
1870-1874
1875-1880
1881-1884
1885-1889
1890-1894
1895-1899
1900-1904
1905-1907

Number of Deaths
20
23
15
0
29
79
43
37
24
9

Percentage of Total Deaths
7.17%
8.24%
5.38%
0.00%
10.39%
28.32%
15.41%
13.26%
8.60%
3.23%

Table 6.6. KPC diagnoses.
Diagnosis
demente epilettico
demenza
demenza alcoholica
demenza con paralisi
demenza consecutiva
demenza consecutiva a lipemania
demenza consecutiva a mania
demenza consecutiva a mania ambiziofa
demenza consecutiva a mania erotica
demenza consecutiva a mania furibonda
demenza consecutiva a mania religiosa intermittente
demenza consecutiva a mania semplice
demenza consecutiva a monomania religiosa
demenza consecutiva a ninfomania
demenza epilettica
demenza paralitica
demenza pellagrofa
demenza primitiva
demenza senile
demenza senile paralitica
demenza senile?
epilessia con imbecillità
epilessifrenia
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Frequency
1
9
1
1
35
3
4
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
2
4
1
8
8
1
1
1
8

Percent
0.3%
3.1%
0.3%
0.3%
12.2%
1.0%
1.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%
1.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.7%
1.4
0.3%
2.8%
2.8%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
2.8%

Table 6.6 (Continued). KPC diagnoses.
Diagnosis
epilessimania
epilessimaniaco
epilettico
esaltamento maniaco
follia morale
frenois sensoria
frenosi alcolica
frenosi epilettica
frenosi epilettica con imbecillità
frenosi ipocondriaca
frenosi paralitica
frenosi paralitica consecutiva a mania semplice
frenosi pellagrosa
frenosi puerperale
frenosi senile
idiotismo
idiotismo (sordomuto)
idiotismo con epilessia
idiozia
imbecille
imbecillità
imbecillita con accesgi maniaci
lipemania
lipemania con stupore
lipemania con tendenze suicide
lipemania con tendenze suicide e omicide
lipemania ipocondriaca
lipemania religiosa con tendenze suicide
lipemania semplice
lipemania stupida
lipemaniaco
mania
mania con furore
mania furibonda
mania semplice
monomania
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Frequency
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
42
1
1
4
1
1
1
8
30
1
1
2
1
32
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
13
1
1
5
2
1
10
1

Percent
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
1.0%
14.6%
0.3%
0.3%
1.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
2.8%
10.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%
11.1%
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%
0.7%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
4.5%
0.3%
0.3%
1.7%
0.7%
0.3%
3.5%
0.3%

Table 6.6 (Continued). KPC diagnoses.
Diagnosis
monomania ambiziofa
monomania di persecuzione
monomania impulsiva
monomania intellettuale
monomania orgogliosa
monomania religiosa
non riconosciuto alienato!
paralisi progressiva
religiosissimo

Frequency
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Percent
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Table 6.7. Sex and age demographics of CA.
Age
in years
0-9y
10-19y
20-29y
30-39y
40-49y
50-59y
60-69y
70-79y
80-89y
90+y
Unknown
Total
(% of Total)

Total
(% of Total)
0 (0.00%)
4 (0.61%)
14 (2.14%)
25 (3.82%)
48 (7.34%)
68 (10.40%)
119 (18.20%)
112 (17.13%)
32 (4.89%)
3 (0.46%)
229 (35.02%)
654 individuals
(100.00%)

Male
(% of Males)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.29%)
2 (0.57%)
13 (3.71%)
22 (6.29%)
34 (9.71%)
65 (18.57%)
59 (16.86%)
13 (3.71%)
3 (0.86%)
138 (39.43%)
350 males
(53.52%)
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Female
(% of Females)
0 (0.00%)
3 (1.06%)
12 (4.24%)
12 (4.24%)
26 (9.19%)
33 (11.66%)
52 (18.37%)
53 (18.73%)
19 (6.71%)
0 (0.00%)
73 (25.80%)
283 females
(43.27%)

Unknown Sex
(% of Unknown)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (4.76%)
2 (9.52%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
18 (85.71%)
21 unknown
(3.21%)

Figure 6.6. Histogram of CA ages, bin width=5.

Figure 6.7. Number of CA individuals per age cohort.
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Figure 6.8. CA age cohort membership by sex.

Table 6.8. Descriptive statistics for CA stature (m).
Statistic
Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Mode
Maximum
Minimum
Skewness
Standard Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Standard Error of Kurtosis

All Individuals
1.607
1.620
0.083
5.165%
1.700
1.780
1.270
-0.893
0.165
1.601
0.329
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Males
1.640
1.650
0.071
4.329%
1.700
1.780
1.380
-0.910
0.220
0.726
0.437

Females
1.565
1.570
0.079
5.048%
1.58
1.71
1.27
-1.214
0.247
3.074
0.490

Figure 6.9. Histogram of CA stature - all individuals, bin width = 0.02.

Figure 6.10. Histogram of CA stature – males, bin width = 0.02.
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Figure 6.11. Histogram of CA stature – females, bin width = 0.02.
Table 6.9. Number of deaths by month- CA.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Deaths
20
26
31
32
26
25
25
9
15
26
27
30
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Percentage of Total Deaths
6.8%
8.9%
10.6%
11.0%
8.9%
8.6%
8.6%
3.1%
5.1%
8.9%
9.2%
10.3%

Table 6.10. Number of deaths by year - CA.
Year
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
Unknown

Number of Deaths
8
64
77
34
40
29
28
13
1
360

Percentage of Total Deaths
1.2%
9.8%
11.8%
5.2%
6.1%
4.4%
4.3%
2.0%
0.2%
55.0%

Figure 6.12. Number of deaths by month - CA.
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Figure 6.13. Number of deaths by year - CA.
Table 6.11. Places of birth - CA.
City
Arezzo
Asciano
Buonconvento
Campagnatico
Casciano di Murlo
Casole d'Elsa
Castellina in Chianti
Castelnuovo Berardenga
Castiglione
Castiglione d'Orcia
Cetona
Chiusdino
Colle Val d'Elsa
Firenze (Florence)
Gaiole in Chianti
Greve in Chianti
Grosetto

Frequency
1
12
3
2
1
1
1
13
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
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Percentage of Total
0.1%
1.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
1.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Table 6.11. (Continued) Places of Birth – CA.
City
Frequency
Massa Marittima
1
Masse di Siena
19
Masse di Sovicille
1
Monte d'Arbia
5
Monteriggioni
6
Monteroni
1
Monteroni d'Arbia
1
Montevarchi
2
Monticiano
1
Murlo
4
Orbetello
1
Palaia
1
Pistaia
1
Radda in Chianti
4
Radicofani
1
Radicondoli
2
Rapolano Terme
5
Roccostrada
3
San Giovanni d'Asso
4
Serre di Rapolano
1
Serrevalle
1
Siena
141
Sinalunga
1
Sovicille
10
Unknown
860
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Percentage of Total
0.1%
1.7%
0.1%
0.4%
0.5%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.4%
0.1%
0.2%
0.4%
0.3%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
12.6%
0.1%
0.9%
76.6%

Figure 6.14. Histogram of CB ages, bin width = 5.
Table 6.12. Sex and age demographics of CB.
Age
in years
0-9y
10-19y
20-29y
30-39y
40-49y
50-59y
60-69y
70-79y
80-89y
90+y
Unknown
Total
(% of Total)

Total
(% of Total)
1 (0.55%)
5 (2.76%)
10 (5.52%)
20 (11.05%)
27 (14.92%)
29 (16.02%)
30 (16.57%)
44 (24.31%)
10 (5.52%)
0 (0.00%)
5 (2.76%)
181 individuals
(100.00%)

Male
(% of Males)
1 (0.95%)
1 (0.95%)
5 (4.76%)
10 (9.52%)
17 (16.19%)
20 (19.05%)
19 (18.10%)
23 (21.90%)
7 (6.67%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.90%)
105 males
(58.01%)
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Female
(% of Females)
0 (0.00%)
4 (5.48%)
5 (6.85%)
9 (12.33%)
10 (13.70%)
9 (12.33%)
11 (15.07%)
20 (27.40%)
3 (4.11%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (2.74%)
73 females
(40.33%)

Unknown Sex
(% of Unknown)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (33.33%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (33.33%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (33.33%)
3 unknown
(1.66%)

Figure 6.15. Number of CB individuals per age cohort.

Figure 6.16. Number of CB individuals per age cohort by sex.
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Table 6.13. Descriptive statistics of CB stature (m).
Statistic
Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Mode
Maximum
Minimum
Skewness
Standard Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Standard Error of Kurtosis

All Individuals
1.623
1.630
0.067
4.128%
1.650
1.800
1.400
-0.290
0.183
0.882
0.364

Males
1.651
1.650
0.062
3.755%
1.650
1.790
1.400
-1.200
0.239
4.401
0.474

Females
1.580
1.590
0.046
2.911%
1.600
1.650
1.480
-0.448
0.283
-0.646
0.559

Figure 6.17. Histogram of CB stature - all individuals, bin width = 0.02.
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Figure 6.18. Histogram of CB stature – males, bin width = 0.02.

Figure 6.19. Histogram of CB stature – females, bin width = 0.02.
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Table 6.14. Number of deaths by month - CB.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Deaths
28
30
22
18
21
5
5
3
7
7
8
23

Percentage of Total Deaths
15.8%
16.9%
12.4%
10.2%
11.9%
2.8%
2.8%
1.7%
4.0%
4.0%
4.5%
13.0%

Table 6.15. Number of deaths by year - CB.
Year
1923
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
Unknown

Number of Deaths
1
23
28
44
28
28
24
1
4
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Percentage of Total Deaths
0.6%
12.7%
15.5%
24.3%
15.5%
15.5%
13.3%
0.6%
2.2%

Figure 6.20. Number of deaths by month - CB.

Figure 6.21. Number of deaths by year - CB.
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Figure 6.22. Histogram of SCC ages, bin width=5.
Table 6.16. Sex and age demographics of the SCC.
Age
in years
0-9y
10-19y
20-29y
30-39y
40-49y
50-59y
60-69y
70-79y
80-89y
90+y
Unknown
Total
(% of Total)

Total
(% of Total)
1 (0.09%)
27 (2.41%)
57 (5.08%)
91 (8.11%)
119 (10.61%)
144 (12.83%)
191 (17.02%)
178 (15.86%)
46 (4.10%)
4 (0.36%)
264 (23.53%)
1,122 individuals
(100.00%)

Male
(% of Males)
1 (0.16%)
18 (2.86%)
28 (4.45%)
51 (8.11%)
62 (9.86%)
86 (13.67%)
105 (16.69%)
94 (14.94%)
21 (3.34%)
4 (0.64%)
159 (25.28%)
629 males
(56.06%)
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Female
(% of Females)
0 (0.00%)
9 (1.93%)
29 (6.22%)
39 (8.37%)
57 (12.23%)
57 (12.23%)
84 (18.03%)
82 (17.60%)
25 (5.36%)
0 (0.00%)
84 (18.03%)
466 females
(41.53%)

Unknown Sex
(% of Unknown)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (3.70%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (3.70%)
2 (7.41%)
2 (7.41%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
21 (77.78%)
27 unknown
(2.41%)

Figure 6.23. Number of individuals per age cohort - SCC.

Figure 6.24. Number of individuals per age cohort by sex - SCC.
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Table 6.17. Number of deaths by month - SCC.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Deaths
88
95
76
82
73
40
45
29
33
45
55
287

Percentage of Total Deaths
11.8%
12.7%
10.2%
11.0%
9.8%
5.3%
6.0%
3.9%
4.4%
6.0%
7.4%
11.6%

Table 6.18. Number of deaths by year - SCC.
Year
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

Number of Deaths
1
9
10
9
5
5
3
1
1
2
4
7
1
9
64
89
50
55
44
50
24
17
9
10
12
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Percentage of Total Deaths
0.1%
0.8%
0.9%
0.8%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.4%
0.6%
0.1%
0.8%
5.7%
7.9%
4.5%
4.9%
3.9%
4.5%
2.1%
1.5%
0.8%
0.9%
1.1%

Table 6.18. (Continued) Number of deaths by year - SCC.
Year
Number of Deaths
1893
6
1894
6
1895
7
1896
9
1897
6
1898
9
1899
6
1900
8
1901
7
1902
2
1903
4
1904
3
1905
3
1906
2
1907
4
1923
1
1925
23
1926
28
1927
44
1928
28
1929
28
1930
24
1931
1
Unknown
372
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Percentage of Total Deaths
0.5%
0.5%
0.6%
0.8%
0.5%
0.8%
0.5%
0.7%
0.6%
0.2%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.4%
0.1%
2.0%
2.5%
3.9%
2.5%
2.5%
2.1%
0.1%
66.8%

Figure 6.25. Number of deaths by month - SCC.

Figure 6.26. Number of deaths by year - SCC.
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Table 6.19. Sex and age demographics of the SAS.
Age
in years
0-9y
10-19y
20-29y
30-39y
40-49y
50-59y
60-69y
70-79y
80-89y
90+y
Unknown
Total
(% of Total)

Total
(% of Total)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.54%)
14 (10.77%)
15 (11.54%)
26 (20.00%)
22 (16.92%)
23 (17.69%)
18 (13.85%)
2 (1.54%)
0 (0.00%)
8 (6.15%)
130 individuals
(100.00%)

Male
(% of Males)
0 (0.00%)
2 (2.99%)
6 (8.96%)
7 (10.45%)
13 (19.40%)
11 (16.42%)
16 (23.88%)
8 (11.94%)
2 (2.99%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (2.99%)
67 males
(51.54%)

Figure 6.27. Histogram of SAS ages, bin width=5.
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Female
(% of Females)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
8 (12.70%)
8 (12.70%)
13 (20.63%)
11 (17.46%)
7 (11.11%)
10 (15.87%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
6 (9.52%)
63 females
(48.46%)

Figure 6.28. Number of SAS individuals per age cohort.

Figure 6.29. Number of SAS individuals per age cohort by sex.
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Table 6.20. Number of deaths by month - SAS.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Number of Deaths
12
12
8
14
11
6
5
4
4
5
7
16

Percentage of Total Deaths
11.5%
11.5%
7.7%
13.5%
10.6%
5.8%
4.8%
3.8%
3.8%
4.8%
6.7%
15.4%

Table 6.21. Number of deaths by year - SAS.
Year
1862
1863
1864
1866
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1892
1893
1894
1898
1906
1907
1923
1925
1926
1927
Unknown

Number of Deaths
1
1
1
1
11
21
3
6
9
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
19
12
2
26
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Percentage of Total Deaths
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
8.5%
16.2%
2.3%
4.6%
6.9%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
1.5%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
14.6%
9.2%
1.5%
20.0%

Figure 6.30. Number of deaths by month - SAS.

Figure 6.31. Number of deaths by year - SAS.
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Table 6.22. Skeletal elements and degree of completeness.
Skeletal Element
Frontal
Parietal
Occipital
Temporal
Zygomatic
Maxilla
Nasal
Lacrimal
Inferior
Nasal Conchae
Palatine
Sphenoid
Mandible
Ethmoid
Vomer
Teeth
Vertebra
Other

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

≥ "#% present
117 (90.00%)
116 (89.23%)
116 (89.23%)
117 (90.00%)
126 (96.92%)
126 (96.92%)
126 (96.92%)
125 (96.15%)
128 (98.46%)
129 (99.23%)
125 (96.15%)
128 (98.46%)
107 (82.31%)
107 (82.31%)
78 (60.00%)
72 (55.38%)
102 (78.46%)
108 (83.08%)
128 (98.46%)
128 (98.46%)
126 (96.92%)
126 (96.92%)
124 (95.38%)
124 (95.38%)
102 (78.46%)
104 (80.00%)
2 (1.54%)
13 (10.00%)
1 (0.77%)

25-75%
present
11 (8.46%)
12 (9.23%)
3 (2.31%)
2 (1.54%)
4 (3.08%)
4 (3.08%)
3 (2.31%)
4 (3.08%)
1 (0.77%)
1 (0.77%)
5 (3.85%)
2 (1.54%)
20 (15.38%)
23 (17.69%)
24 (18.46%)
19 (14.62%)
10 (7.69%)
6 (4.62%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
4 (3.08%)
3 (2.31%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
27 (20.77%)
25 (19.23%)
31 (23.85%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
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1-25%
present
2 (1.54%)
2 (1.54%)
9 (6.92%)
10 (7.68%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
3 (2.31%)
0 (0.00%)
12 (9.23%)
13 (10.00%)
1 (0.77%)
3 (2.31%)
2 (1.54%)
1 (0.77%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.77%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.77%)
1 (0.77%)
40 (30.77%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)

Not present
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.54%)
1 (0.77%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.77%)
1 (0.77%)
1 (0.77%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
16 (12.31%)
26 (20.00%)
17 (13.08%)
13 (10.00%)
0 (0.00%)
1 (0.77%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
6 (4.62%)
6 (4.62%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
57 (43.85%)
117 (90.00%)
129 (99.23%)

Table 6.23. Dental inventory, maxilla.
Dental State
1 - Loose
2 - Present
3 - Missing
4 - AM loss
5 - PM loss
6 - Congenital
7 - Damaged
8 - In crypt
9 - N/A, other

2
0
29
0
87
10
0
0
0
3

3
0
19
0
103
6
0
0
0
1

4
0
11
0
86
31
0
0
0
1

5
0
18
0
88
21
0
0
0
2

6
2
14
0
60
52
0
0
0
1

7
0
10
1
60
57
0
0
0
1

MAXILLA
8
9
0
0
6
8
0
0
60
58
62
62
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

10
0
12
0
60
54
0
1
0
2

11
0
12
0
53
62
0
1
0
1

12
0
18
0
80
28
0
0
0
3

13
0
15
1
77
32
0
0
0
4

14
0
25
0
101
2
0
0
0
1

15
0
34
0
88
6
0
0
0
1

27
0
16
0
37
70
0
0
0
7

26
0
13
0
41
70
0
0
0
6

MANDIBLE
25
24
0
0
7
6
0
0
45
52
72
65
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
6

23
0
10
0
44
70
0
0
0
6

22
0
14
0
35
75
0
0
0
6

21
0
17
0
52
54
0
1
0
6

20
0
13
0
68
43
0
0
0
6

19
0
21
0
96
7
0
0
0
6

18
0
24
0
89
11
0
0
0
6

Table 6.24. Dental inventory, mandible.
Dental State
1 - Loose
2 - Present
3 - Missing
4 - AM loss
5 - PM loss
6 - Congenital
7 - Damaged
8 - In crypt
9 - N/A, other

31
0
30
0
80
13
0
0
0
7

30
0
23
1
90
10
0
0
0
6

29
0
23
1
60
40
0
0
0
6

28
0
20
0
57
47
0
0
0
6
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Table 6.25. LEH results by individual and tooth number.
Catalog #
19
73
75
75
75
75
75
76
76
76
79
79
96
96
96
283
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
1B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
6B
11B
11B
11B
11B

Tooth Number
26
27
6
11
22
26
27
26
27
28
22
27
9
11
13
27
6
7
8
9
10
11
6
7
10
11
22
23
24
21
23
26
27

LEH distance mm
7.00
4.32
7.38
7.98
7.70
6.60
7.26
4.63
5.41
3.66
7.94
7.21
6.83
8.10
5.03
8.02
9.70
7.71
6.70
7.60
7.62
10.56
7.39
6.62
7.12
6.05
5.38
6.91
5.09
4.66
5.04
7.17
4.35
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Table 6.26. Dental development, maxilla.
Developmental
State

2

3

4

5

6

7

6 – Crown complete
9 – Root length 1/4
10 – Root length 1/2
14 – Apex closed
999 – N/A, other

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

1
1
0
127
0

0
1
0
128
0

MAXILLA
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

0
1
0
128
0

Table 6.27. Dental development, mandible.
Developmental
State

31

30

29

28

27

26

MANDIBLE
25
24

23

22

21

20

19

18

6 – Crown complete
9 – Root length 1/4
10 – Root length 1/2
14 – Apex closed
999 – N/A, other

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

0
0
0
124
6

Table 6.28. Caries noted by tooth number, maxilla.
Caries Location/Type
1 – Occlusal surface
2 – Interproximal surface
3 – Smooth surfaces
4 – Cervical caries
5 – Root caries
6 – Large caries
7 – Noncarious pulp exposure
9 - None

2

3

4

5

6

7

3
0
0
1
0
1
0
124

6
0
0
0
0
2
0
121

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
128

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
129

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
128

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
128
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MAXILLA
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
129

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
128

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
127

1
0
0
0
0
2
0
126

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
127

4
1
0
0
0
3
0
121

8
0
0
1
1
4
0
117

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
129

Table 6.29. Caries noted by tooth number, mandible.
Caries Location/Type
1 – Occlusal surface
2 – Interproximal surface
3 – Smooth surfaces
4 – Cervical caries
5 – Root caries
6 – Large caries
7 – Noncarious pulp exposure
9 - None

31

30

29

28

27

26

5
0
2
3
0
0
0
122

3
0
0
1
0
0
0
126

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
127

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

MANDIBLE
25
24

23

22

21

20

19

18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
129

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

5
0
0
1
0
1
0
123

1
1
1
0
1
0
0
126

MAXILLA
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

2
1
126

3
0
126

4
0
125

6
0
123

3
0
126

8
0
121

6
0
123

23

22

21

20

19

18

2
0
128

3
0
127

1
0
129

1
0
129

3
0
127

0
0
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130

Table 6.30.Periapical abscesses noted by tooth number, maxilla.
Abscess Type
1 – Buccal or labial perforation
2 – Lingual perforation
9 – N/A, other

2

3

4

5

6

7

7
0
122

6
1
123

5
0
124

7
0
122

8
1
120

4
0
125

1
1
127

Table 6.31. Periapical abscesses noted by tooth number, mandible.
Abscess Type
1 – Buccal or labial perforation
2 – Lingual perforation
9 – N/A, other

31

30

29

28

27

26

1
0
129

3
0
127

0
0
130

2
0
128

3
0
127

1
0
129
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MANDIBLE
25
24

1
0
129

1
0
129

Table 6.32. Presence/absence of taphonomic alterations in the skeletal analysis sample (n=130).

Hardware

Sectioning
Direction

Sectioning

Color Change

Bone
Condition

Surface
Condition

Taphonomic Alteration
Striations
Patina
Unbleached
Bleaching
Organic Sheen
Chalky
Mixed
CaCo3
Orange Staining
Black Staining
Thermal Staining
Decomposition Staining
Other Staining

Present
26 (20.00%)
113 (86.92%)
125 (96.15%)
5 (3.85%)
127 (97.69%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.54%)
3 (2.31%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
86 (66.15%)
119 (91.54%)

Absent
104 (80.00%)
17 (13.08%)
5 (3.85%)
125 (96.15%)
3 (2.31%)
130 (100.00%)
128 (98.46%)
127 (97.69%)
130 (100.00%)
130 (100.00%)
130 (100.00%)
44 (33.85%)
11 (8.46%)

Straight Sectioning

52 (40.00%)

78 (60.00%)

Irregular Sectioning

39 (30.00%)

91 (70.00%)

Other Sectioning
Transverse
Sagittal
Coronal
Other
Cranium
Calotte
Mandible
Other
Suspension Hole
String

1 (0.77%)
91 (70.00%)
0 (0.00%)
0 (0.00%)
2 (1.54%)
33 (25.38%)
69 (53.08%)
70 (53.85%)
41 (31.54%)
0 (0.00%)
66 (50.77%)

129 (99.23%)
39 (30.00%)
130 (100.00%)
130 (100.00%)
128 (98.46%)
97 (74.62%)
61 (46.92%)
60 (46.15%)
89 (68.46%)
130 (100.00%)
64 (49.23%)
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Dental
Damage

Adhering Material

Labeling

Marks or
Writing

Breakage

Cutting or
Drilling

Table 6.32. (Continued) Presence/absence of taphonomic alterations in the skeletal analysis sample (n=130).
Taphonomic Alteration
Present
Hardware related

Absent

84 (64.62%)

46 (35.38%)

Non-hardware related

0 (0.00%)

130 (100.00%)

Non-sectioning related

2 (1.54%)

128 (98.46%)

128 (98.46%)
104 (80.00%)
24 (18.46%)
129 (99.23%)
82 (63.08%)
99 (76.15%)
62 (47.69%)
92 (70.77%)
74 (56.92%)
96 (73.85%)
21 (16.15%)
61 (46.92%)
77 (59.23%)
19 (14.62%)
125 (96.15%)
9 (6.92%)
14 (10.77%)
2 (1.54%)
13 (10.00%)
123 (94.62%)
1 (0.77%)

2 (1.54%)
26 (20.00%)
106 (81.54%)
1 (0.77%)
48 (36.92%)
31 (23.85%)
68 (52.31%)
38 (29.23%)
56 (43.08%)
34 (26.15%)
109 (83.85%)
69 (53.08%)
53 (40.77%)
111 (85.38%)
5 (3.85%)
121 (93.08%)
116 (89.23%)
128 (98.46%)
117 (90.00%)
7 (5.38%)
129 (99.23%)

2 (1.54%)

128 (98.46%)

112 (86.15%)

18 (13.85%)

Cranium Shelfwear
Mandible Shelfwear
Dentition Breakage
Other Breakage
Ink Marks
Pencil Marks
Ink Writing
Pencil Writing
ID on Bone
ID Label
Anatomical Labeling
Other Labeling
Tape or Tape Residue
Gluing
Dust or Sediment
Wax or Varnish
Paint
Clay
Mold
Other Adhering Material
Tooth Staining
Tooth Gluing
Postmortem Tooth Loss
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Table 6.33. Additional taphonomic observations. Italicized text indicates taphonomic features noted in the Macroscopic Osseous
Taphonomy Checklist (Pokines 2014).
Taphonomic Alteration
Retained grease texture and/or orange or yellow discoloration from grease
Adhering soft tissue
Adhering adipocere
Adhesive “sticker” dots
Adhering cobwebs
Accumulation of non-decomposition arthropods
Attached metal tag
Presence of “flecked” staining
Iron mineral staining (rust)
Mold presence/staining
Presence of colored, waxy pencil (marks or labeling)
Surface cracking
Additional hardware
Marking of cranial landmarks or sutures
Markings on mastoids
Presence of plant matter (seeds)
Possible hemolytic staining
Unidentified staining or adhering substances
Additional notes or labels – including fragments
Presence of hairs not associated with the skeletal individual
Presence of additional materials (cotton, foam)
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Present
113 (86.92%)
94 (72.31%)
100 (76.92%)
9 (6.92%)
18 (13.85%)
5 (3.85%)
31 (23.85%)
21 (16.15%)
10 (7.69%)
3 (2.31%)
38 (29.23%)
1 (0.77%)
11 (8.46%)
3 (2.31%)
17 (13.08%)
7 (5.38%)
5 (3.85%)
15 (11.54%)
4 (3.08%)
11 (8.46%)
3 (2.31%)

Absent
17 (13.08%)
36 (27.69%)
30 (23.08%)
121 (93.08%)
112 (86.15%)
125 (96.15%)
99 (76.15%)
109 (83.85%)
120 (92.31%)
127 (97.69%)
92 (70.77%)
129 (99.23%)
119 (91.54%)
127 (97.69%)
113 (86.92%)
123 (96.15%)
125 (96.15%)
115 (88.46%)
126 (96.92%)
119 (91.54%)
127 (97.69%)

FURTHER ANALYSES
INTRODUCTION
Besides the descriptive results presented in Chapter Six, this dissertation also seeks to
answer the research questions outlined in Chapter One. With this aim, statistical analyses have
primarily focused on understanding trends within the SCC in regard to sex, age, and change over
time, and exploring the ways in which the SCC may differ from the broader population of the
Province of Siena. This chapter broadly addresses who was anatomized and whether certain
groups were chosen over others, in addition to discussing health and taphonomic condition of the
SAS. It should be noted throughout that demographic analyses of the SCC address trends of
anatomization, not necessarily institutionalization. The potential disparity between those who
were institutionalized – patients of the SNPH – and those who were anatomized – a mixed cohort
including patients from the general hospital – is not known at this time. In regard to osteological
and taphonomic analyses, a targeted sampling technique was utilized such that conclusions about
the health and postmortem treatment drawn from the SAS could be used to address SNPH
patients as a whole. This chapter is organized according to the research goals delineated in
Chapter One, including the appropriate comparative analyses.
COMPARATIVE DEMOGRAPHICS
In pursuit of research goal one, this section seeks to understand how the SCC differs from
the general population of the Province of Siena, and how demographics of the SCC have
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changed over time, as represented by the three sub-collections. Descriptive demographics have
been previously presented in Chapter Six.
Known Psychiatric Collection vs. Province of Siena
Age
In order to assess how the ages of KPC individuals may differ from the general
population of the Province of Siena, KPC age cohort membership was compared to age cohorts
reported in the 1871 census of the Province of Siena (MAIC, 1875). The 1871 census was chosen
because it is closer in time to the period when the bulk of KPC anatomization was taking place.
The census reports total population and total population by sex for four age cohorts: zero to four
years, four to twelve years, twelve to nineteen years, and those nineteen years and older. In
addition to the decadal cohorts discussed in Chapter Six, KPC age data was coded according to
these census categories to allow for direct comparison. Census cohort membership by sex is
reported in Table 7.1 for the KPC as well as the 1871 census; only individuals of known sex and
age were considered (n= 256). Percentages in the total column reflect the percentage of each age
cohort in the total sample; percentages by sex reflect the sex distribution for each individual age
cohort. Percentages as opposed to counts are reported due to the large disparity in size between
the two samples (KPC and 1871 census). It should be noted that the census age cohorts are not
inclusive i.e. an individual of 19 years would be in the oldest age group as the defining verbiage
is “to” a certain age, not “through” a certain age.
When compared to the 1871 census, a two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a
highly significant difference (p < 0.001) in census age cohort membership between the KPC and
the general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. Additionally, because the KPC did not
have any individuals 0 to 12 years old, the census age cohorts were collapsed into a dichotomous
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variable: 0 through 18 years old and 19 years and older. Age cohort membership, by percentage,
according to these collapsed categories is reported in Table 7.2. Again, only individuals of
known sex and age were considered. When compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis (a
= 0.05) found a highly significant difference (c 2= 34.070, df = 1, p < 0.001) between the KPC
and the general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. These results support the above
discussion and shed light on research goal one; the KPC is primarily composed of individuals
who are 19 years and older, with the percentage of individuals under 19 years old differing
significantly from the general population of the province.
Sex
In order to assess whether differences in sex representation reflect preferential sex-based
patterns of anatomization in the KPC, the sex distribution of the KPC was compared to the 1871
census of the Province of Siena (MAIC, 1875). Although census data is available from 1861 and
1871, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant difference in sex distribution between
the 1861 and 1871 census (c 2= 0.329, df = 1, p = 0.566); therefore, either census can reliably be
used for comparative analysis of the KPC. As stated above, the 1871 census is closer in time to
the period when the majority of KPC anatomization was taking place. Only KPC individuals of
known sex were considered (n=284). When compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis (a
= 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 1.306, df = 1, p = 0.253) in sex distribution between
the KPC and the general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. These results indicate that
when individuals of all ages are considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was not
taking place.
Although the above analysis has demonstrated that preferential anatomization based on
sex was not taking place when all ages are considered, possible sex-based differences according
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to collapsed census age cohorts were also be investigated. First, the percentage of males and
females under 19 years old for the KPC and the 1871 census were compared. Chi-square analysis
(a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference (c 2= 46.370, df = 1, p < 0.001) between the KPC
and the general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. Review of membership counts by
sex reveals there is only one KPC female individual under 19 years old, as opposed to 15 male
individuals. This extreme disparity in sex representation is likely the cause of the significant chisquare result, as the Siena general population has more equal representation of the sexes. Second,
the percentage of males and females 19 years old and older for the KPC and the 1871 census
were compared. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.325, df =
1, p = 0.569) between the KPC and the general population of the Province of Siena in 1871.
In regard to research goal one, when KPC collapsed census age cohorts are examined for
potential sex-based differences, the results indicate that preferential anatomization based on sex
was not practiced for those 19 years and older, but that for individuals under 19 years, the
relative proportions of KPC males and females are significantly different than the general
population of the province, and that males under 19 years were anatomized more frequently than
females. In these ways, the KPC does differ from the general population of the Province of
Siena.
Collection A vs. Province of Siena
Age
In order to assess how the ages of CA individuals may differ from the general population
of the Province of Siena, age cohort membership was compared to the four age cohorts reported
in the 1871 census and reviewed above. Census cohort membership by sex is reported in Table
7.3 for CA as well as the 1871 census; only individuals of known sex and age were considered
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(n= 422). Percentages in the total column reflect the percentage of each age cohort in the total
sample; percentages by sex reflect the sex distribution for each individual age cohort.
Percentages as opposed to counts are reported due to the large disparity in size between the two
samples (CA and 1871 census).
When compared to the 1871 census, a two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a
highly significant difference (p < 0.001) in census age cohort membership between CA and the
general population of the Province of Siena. Additionally, because CA did not have any
individuals 0 to 12 years old, the census age cohorts were collapsed into a dichotomous variable:
0 through 18 years old and 19 years and older. Age cohort membership, by percentage, according
to these collapsed categories is reported in Table 7.4. Again, only individuals of known sex and
age were considered (n=422). When compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05)
found a highly significant difference (c 2= 48.222, df = 1, p < 0.001) between CA and the general
population of the Province of Siena in 1871. These results support the above discussion and help
elucidate research goal one; CA is primarily composed of individuals who are 19 years and
older, with the percentage of individuals under 19 years old differing significantly from the
general population of the province.
Sex
In order to assess whether differences in sex representation reflect preferential sex-based
patterns of anatomization, the sex distribution of CA was compared to the 1871 census of the
Province of Siena (MAIC, 1875). Applicability of the 1871 census has been reviewed previously
in regard to the KPC. Only CA individuals of known sex were considered (n=633). When
compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2=
0.081, df = 1, p = 0.777) in sex distribution between CA and the general population of the
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Province of Siena in 1871. These results indicate that when individuals of all ages are
considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was not taking place.
Although the above analysis has demonstrated that preferential anatomization based on
sex was not taking place when all ages are considered, possible sex-based differences according
to collapsed census age cohorts were also investigated. First, the percentage of males and
females under 19 years old for CA and the 1871 census were compared. A two-sided Fisher’s
Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference (p < 0.001) between CA and the
general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. Review of membership counts by sex
reveals there are no males under 19 years old, as opposed to three female individuals. This
disparity in sex representation is likely the cause of the significant result, as the general
population has more equal representation of the sexes. Second, the percentage of males and
females 19 years old and older for CA and the 1871 census were compared. Chi-square analysis
(a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.180, df = 1, p = 0.671) between CA and the
general population of the Province of Siena in 1871. These results indicate that the relative
proportions of CA males and females 19 years and older is not significantly different than the
general population of the province.
Overall, when collapsed census age cohorts are examined for potential sex-based
differences, the results indicate that preferential anatomization based on sex was not practiced for
those 19 years and older, but that for individuals under 19 years, the relative proportions of CA
males and females is significantly different than the general population of the province, and that
no males under 19 years were anatomized. In this way, CA does differ from the general
population of the Province of Siena.
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Collection B vs. Province of Siena
Age
In order to assess how the ages of CB individuals may differ from the general population
of the Province of Siena, age cohort membership was compared to the four age cohorts reported
in the 1911 census of the Province of Siena (MAIC, 1914). The 1911 census was chosen because
it is the census closest in time, in which sex and age cohorts are reported, to the period of CB
anatomization. Census cohort membership by sex is reported in Table 7.5 for CB as well as the
1911 census; only individuals of known sex and age were considered (n= 174). Percentages in
the total column reflect the percentage of each age cohort in the total sample; percentages by sex
reflect the sex distribution for each individual age cohort. Percentages as opposed to counts are
reported due to the large disparity in size between the two samples (CB and 1911 census).
When compared to the 1911 census, a two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a
highly significant difference (p < 0.001) in census age cohort membership between CB and the
general population of the Province of Siena. Similar to previous analyses, the census age cohorts
were also collapsed into a dichotomous variable: 0 through 18 years old and 19 years and older.
Age cohort membership, by percentage, according to these collapsed categories is reported in
Table 7.6. Again, only individuals of known sex and age were considered (n=174). When
compared to the 1911 census, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference
(c 2= 37.582, df = 1, p < 0.001) between CB and the general population of the Province of Siena
in 1911. These results support the above discussion; CB is primarily composed of individuals
who are 19 years and older, with the percentage of individuals under 19 years old differing
significantly from the general population of the province.
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Sex
In order to assess whether differences in sex representation reflect preferential
anatomization based on sex, the sex distribution of CB was compared to the 1911 census of the
Province of Siena (MAIC, 1914). Only CB individuals of known sex were considered (n=178).
When compared to the 1911 census, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant
difference (c 2= 0.992, df = 1, p = 0.319) in sex distribution between CB and the general
population of the Province of Siena in 1911. These results indicate that when individuals of all
ages are considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was not taking place.
Although the above analysis has demonstrated that preferential anatomization based on
sex was not taking place when all ages are considered, possible sex-based differences according
to collapsed census age cohorts were also be investigated. First, the percentage of males and
females under 19 years old for CB and the 1911 census were compared. Chi-square analysis (a =
0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 2.440, df = 1, p = 0.118) between CB and the general
population of the Province of Siena in 1911. Second, the percentage of males and females 19
years old and older for CB and the 1911 census were compared. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05)
found no significant difference (c 2= 1.299, df = 1, p = 0.254) between CB and the general
population of the Province of Siena in 1911. These results indicate that when collapsed census
age cohorts are considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was not practiced, regardless
of age cohort. Overall, these results indicate that CB is similar to the KPC and CA, in that the
sub-collections are primarily composed of those 19 years and older. In regard to sex, CB does
not demonstrate preferential anatomization based on sex.
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The Siena Craniological Collection and Sub-collection Differences
This section addresses the second part of research goal one: change over time in SCC
demographics as represented by differences between the three sub-collections. First, the SCC as
a whole is compared to the general population of the Province of Siena, followed by comparisons
between the sub-collections.
Age
When compared to the 1871 census, a two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a
highly significant difference (p < 0.001) in census age cohort membership between the SCC and
the general population of the Province of Siena. The 1871 census was chosen because both the
KPC and CA were previously compared to this census. For the SCC, census age categories and
the dichotomous age categorization are reported in Tables 7.7 and 7.8. Percentages in the total
column reflect the percentage of each age cohort in the total sample; percentages by sex reflect
the sex distribution for each individual age cohort. Percentages as opposed to counts are reported
due to the large disparity in size between the two samples (SCC and 1871 census). Similar to
previous analyses, the census age cohorts were also collapsed into a dichotomous variable: 0
through 18 years old and 19 years and older. Again, only individuals of known sex and age (n =
852) were considered. When compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found
a highly significant difference (c 2= 42.075, df = 1, p < 0.001) between the SCC and the general
population of the Province of Siena. These results indicate that the SCC is overwhelmingly
composed of “adults,” individuals who are 19 years and older, with the percentage of individuals
under 19 years old differing significantly from the general population of the province.
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Sex
In order to assess whether differences in sex representation reflect preferential
anatomization based on sex, the sex distribution of the SCC was compared to the 1871 census of
the Province of Siena (MAIC, 1875). Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant
difference (c 2= 0.020, df = 1, p = 0.887) in sex distribution between the 1871 and 1911
censuses; therefore either census can reliably be used for comparison. Only SCC individuals of
known sex were considered (n=1,095). When compared to the 1871 census, chi-square analysis
(a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.323, df = 1, p = 0.570) in sex distribution
between the SCC and the general population of the Province of Siena. These results indicate that
when individuals of all ages are considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was not
taking place.
Although the above analysis has demonstrated that preferential anatomization based on
sex was not taking place when all ages are considered, possible sex-based differences according
to collapsed census age cohorts were also be investigated. First, the percentage of males and
females under 19 years old for the SCC and the 1871 census were compared. Chi-square analysis
(a = 0.05) found a significant difference (c 2= 8.407, df = 1, p = 0.004) between the SCC and the
general population of the Province of Siena. Second, the percentage of males and females 19
years old and older for the SCC and the 1871 census were compared. Chi-square analysis (a =
0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.20, df = 1, p = 0.887) between the SCC and the
general population of the Province of Siena. These results indicate that when collapsed census
age cohorts are considered, preferential anatomization based on sex was practiced for those
under 19 years of age, leading to an overrepresentation of males.
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RESEARCH GOAL ONE: OVERALL FINDINGS AND CHANGE OVER TIME
Research goal one sought to understand the demographics of the SCC, including change
over time, and analyze how the SCC differs from the demographics of the general population of
the Province of Siena. The descriptive demographics provided in Chapter Six, and the
comparative census analyses outlined above answer this question. A summary of the
comparative census analyses, with p values is provided in Table 7.9. Further comparison of subcollections can also be used to understand possible changes in anatomization trends over time, as
the KPC and Collection A are primarily from the 19th century, while Collection B is from the
1920s and 30s.
In regard to age, all sub-collections, as well as the SCC as a whole, are primarily
composed of adults – those 19 years of age and older. For all populations, the over/under age
distribution (£18 vs. 19+ years) is highly significantly different (p < 0.001) than the general
population of the Province of Siena. In order to examine change over time, a one-way ANOVA
(a = 0.05) was performed to test if mean age was significantly different between the subcollections. Levene’s test was significant (p < 0.001), indicating that there was not homogeneity
of variances. Further investigation of the distributions revealed this lack of homogeneity was
likely to due to unequal samples sizes, therefore the Games-Howell test was chosen as the
appropriate post-hoc analysis. Games-Howell results (Table 7.10) indicate that there is a
significant difference between Collection A and B, and highly significant differences between
the KPC, and Collections A and B (a = 0.05), indicating the anatomization practices in regard to
age of those anatomized changed over time. Further examination of the decadal age cohorts and
descriptive statistics presented in Chapter Six reveal while the mean age for all sub-collections
are middle-age to older adults, there are differences between sub-collections. The KPC has the
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youngest mean age (45.890) followed by CB (55.840), followed by CA (60.710). Games-Howell
results indicate that the age of anatomization subjects significantly differs between the 19th (KPC
and CA) and 20th centuries (CB); however, change in age distribution is also noted from the
period of initial collecting until the early 20th century (KPC vs. CA).
In order to assess the possibility of preferential anatomization based on sex and how this
may have changed over time, the sex distributions of the three sub-collections were also
compared. Only individuals of known sex were considered. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found
no significant difference (c 2= 0.768, df = 2, p = 0.681) between sub-collections. These results
indicate that when individuals of all ages are considered, there were not changes in the sex
distribution of the sub-collections, and thus the SCC, over time. Also, when individuals of all
ages are considered, there were no significant differences (see Table 7.9) in sex distribution
noted between the population(s) of interest and the general population of the Province of Siena.
In regard to differences in sex distribution by age group, collapsed census age cohorts
were investigated, given the relatively few individuals in the SCC under 19 years old. The KPC
largely influences the trend noted for the SCC as a whole because of its large contribution to the
under 19 years old total. Overall, those under 19 years old are primarily male. In order to assess
change over time, the percentage of males and females under 19 years old for the three subcollections were compared. A two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test (a = 0.05) found a highly
significant difference (p < 0.001) between sub-collections. This significant result is likely due to
the over-representation of males in the KPC versus females in CA, compared to the more equal
sex distribution of CB. These results indicate anatomization patterns based on sex did change
over time for those under 19 years old. Second, the percentage of males and females 19 years old
and above were compared. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2=
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1.816, df = 2, p = 0.403) between the sub-collections. These results indicate that anatomization
patterns based on sex did not change over time for those 19 years and older, who compose a
majority of the collection. Implications of these findings are also further discussed in Chapter
Eight. Further demographic analyses not directly related to research goal one, but important in
forming a total picture of the SCC, are presented in greater detail below.
OTHER DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS
Besides the demographics comparisons carried out above, the SCC registri contain
additional information beyond sex and age of decedents, which can provide a further window
into health, and the relative representativeness of the SCC. This section reviews two additional
demographic variables: stature as reflective of environmental stress and health, and thematic
analysis of KPC diagnoses.
Comparative Stature Analysis
In regard to differences in stature between sub-collections, two sub-collections have
stature data to consider: Collections A and B. Descriptive statistics for SCC stature are reported
in Table 7.11; Collection A and B statures have been presented in Chapter Six. Conducting a
comparative stature analysis is of interest as previous research has demonstrated the utility of
stature i.e. growth as a measure of physiological stress, especially during development (Larsen,
1997). Additionally, the availability of stature data from both Collections A and B allows for the
investigation of possible changes in stature over time. In regard to differences in mean stature of
all individuals between sub-collections, Levene’s test was significant (p = 0.002), indicating that
there was not homogeneity of variances. Further investigation of the distributions revealed this
lack of homogeneity was likely to due to outliers in both samples and some difference in sample
sizes; however, because the present analysis simply wishes to assess all individuals, including
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outliers, a Mann-Whitney U test was utilized, rather than eliminate outliers. The Mann-Whitney
U test found no significant difference (a = 0.05, p = 0.165) between Collection A and B. These
results indicate that there was not a significant change in stature over time between Collection A
and B (19th vs. 20th century), meaning that there was no appreciable change in stature over time,
and that SCC stature can be considered as a whole for comparative analyses.
In order to explore contextual differences in stature as possible indicators of
physiological stress, SCC statures were compared to those reported for the Hamann-Todd
collection (Iscan, 1992), as well as skeletal stature data for a “modern” Franco-Italian sample
(1600 AD to ³ 1900 AD) composed of 46 males and 22 females (Holt, Whittey, & Tompkins,
2018). All means and standard deviations are reported in meters in Tables 7.12 and 7.13. In
contrast to previously reported stature values for the SCC, only individuals of known age 18
years and older and known sex (n=384) were considered, given that comparative values are only
for adults of known sex. All comparisons were made based on sex i.e. males and females were
considered separately. For the Hamann-Todd collection, SCC values were compared to reported
cadaveric stature values for “Whites” or individuals of European ancestry, as this is the most
comparable group to the SCC. “Whites” were chosen for comparison only because original
reporting of the comparative data makes racial distinctions, as opposed to reporting mean and
standard deviation values for all males or all females regardless of “race.” The modern
comparative sample (Holt et al., 2018) reports skeletal statures as opposed to cadaveric statures.
Cadaveric statures have previously been identified as the tallest stature measure (Cardoso,
Marinho, & Albanese, 2016), while skeletal stature estimations vary based on the method
utilized. The long time frame and broad geographic origins of the modern comparative sample
may contribute to variations in stature; therefore, potential differences between skeletal and
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cadaveric stature should not unduly impact the overall outcome of comparative analyses. Given
that only summary data is available for the comparative samples, the SCC samples were
compared, by sex, to each comparative sample using a two-sample Z-test (a=0.05). Results of
these z-tests are reported in Table 7.14. The only pairing not determined to have statistically
significant differences in mean stature was SCC females versus Hamann-Todd White females.
For both males and females, those from the “modern” collection have the shortest mean statures,
while the SCC means are smaller than the means for Hamann-Todd Whites. These result suggest
that in general, the stature of SCC males and females is significantly different from another
historical anatomical collection, and from a skeletal collection including some individuals living
contemporaneously to SCC individuals. The “meaning” of these findings, as related to research
goal two, is discussed further in Chapter Eight.
Diagnostic Analysis
As reviewed previously, KPC individuals also have psychiatric diagnoses listed in the
SCC registri. This section builds upon the descriptive results provided in Chapter Six by recategorizing diagnoses in a few ways. This analysis is undertaken to better understand the
original diagnoses, and demonstrate how diagnostic systems change over time and are ultimately
cultural products. In Chapter Six, diagnoses were reported in the original Italian. In the current
section, original diagnoses were first categorized according to Livi (1868). The categories
presented in Livi (1868) appear in summary tables regarding patient demographics for the SNPH
in 1867, and according to his letter, follow the format of tables in a previous publication
regarding the Manicomio di San Servolo di Venezia. Diagnostic categories are delineated as
follows: monomania, lipemania, mania, paralisi progressiva, demenza, imbecillità, idiotismo,
and epilessifrenia. Modifying terminology was considered in the assignment of individuals to
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diagnostic categories. Analysis of modifiers in diagnostic categorization is described further
below. Any diagnoses not falling into one of these categories was coded as “other.” Results of
this categorization, including demographic trends by sex and decadal age cohort are presented in
Tables 7.15 and 7.16.
Previous work by Salomone and Arnone (2009), who explore changes in Italian
psychiatric nosography (diagnostic systems) during the 18th and 19th centuries, as well as the
work of Brower and Bannister (1902), helps to provide context for the current analysis and
furnish succinct diagnostic definitions. Although Brower and Bannister (1902) is from slightly
later in time and published in English, their work provides more complete descriptions of various
diagnostic terms used in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Based on the work of Salomone
and Arnone (2009), Livi (1868) appears to be most closely following the system later laid out by
his colleague Verga (1874) – to whom he is writing. According to Verga (1874), mental illnesses
are divided into two broad groups: congenite o frenastenie (congenital) and acquisite o frenosi
(acquired). This second group (acquired or frenosi) is divided into two sub-groups: semplice
(simple) or complicate (complicated). Livi (1868) largely utilizes the diagnostic vocabulary
provided in Verga (1874), particularly for frenosi complicate, but it also clear that diagnostic
systems were by no means universally applied or all-encompassing. In order to provide
additional clarity beyond the broad categories presented by Livi (1868), “other” diagnoses were
also tabulated, largely following the terminology used by Verga (1874). These results are
reported in Tables 7.17 and 7.18. In 26 cases (9.06%), KPC individuals had more than one
diagnosis listed. In these cases, the first diagnosis was coded first following the method outlined
above, followed by the second. Results for secondary diagnoses are reported in Tables 7.19 and
7.20. Given the relatively few numbers of individuals with secondary diagnoses, only a
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breakdown by sex is provided. In addition to these tables, original diagnoses (Figure 7.1) as well
as diagnostic categories according to Livi (1868) and the “other” descriptions (Figure 7.2.) were
collated into word clouds. Word clouds were utilized as a creative medium to explore diagnostic
trends, and illustrate differences in group prevalence between original diagnoses, and the
categorization systems (Livi, 1868; Verga, 1874). Diagnostic definitions, as well as results of the
“other” category, are reviewed further below.
Lastly, based on symptomatology described in Verga (1874) and summarized by
Salomone and Arnone (2009), as well as additional information from Brower and Bannister
(1902), 19th century Italian diagnoses were given English descriptions. Based on these
descriptions, the Italian diagnostic categories were “translated” into the categories used by Preti
et al. (2009), which follows ICD-10 diagnostic groups. This particular study was chosen as it
reports diagnostic rates for patients admitted to acute in-patient psychiatric facilities in Italy (i.e.
the closet comparison to the SNPH), as opposed to larger studies that survey the general
population of Italy (de Girolamo et al., 2006) and Europe (Alonso et al., 2004). Brief
descriptions of each Italian diagnosis/category are provided below, including which English
category they were “translated” into. This approach should not be interpreted as the application
of psychoanalytic training on the part of the author, but rather a demonstration of commonalities
and differences between diagnostic systems across time.
Diagnostic Descriptions
Mania is identified as “expansive or outward-directed delirium,” while monomania is
mania “when confined to a given set of ideas, objects or actions” (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p.
81). One KPC individual categorized as “other” was described as religiosissimo (very religious),
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which could be considered monomania. Brower and Bannister (1902, pp. 318-319) describe
mania as:
…the ideas tumbling over each other…the attention power lengthened so that the patient
is alive to every fleeting impression, but the possibility of its steady concentration is
absolutely lost…there is also emotional excitement…though there are sudden and rapid
emotional changes…a great exaltation of self-consciousness and a feeling of power…all
these reveal themselves externally by incessant action, a constant flow of words, and very
often tendencies to destroy articles in their surroundings…the sexual impulses are likely
to be exaggerated.
Both mania and monomania (regardless of modifiers) have been categorized as bipolar disorder
according to Preti et al. (2009), as descriptions of mania more closely follow modern
understandings of mania encompassed within bipolar disorder, as opposed to other available
categories.
Lipemania is alternatively described as melancholia (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 81).
According to Brower and Bannister (1902, p. 188):
…the beginnings of melancholia are usually insidious…it is seldom the case that it
begins abruptly…The patient generally complains of insomnia, the sleep is broken by
troubled thoughts…often distresses himself needlessly with worries...there are spells of
more or less intense depression...but he cannot rid himself of his morbid feelings.
Lipemania has been categorized as depression and related disorders according to Preti et al.
(2009), except in cases in which any modifying phrase strongly indicated a different diagnostic
category.
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Paralisi progressiva likely refers to symptoms associated with syphilis. Advanced
neurosyphilis is characterized by two forms, dependent on the area of body most affected: the
spinal cord or the brain (Shorter, 1997). While spinal manifestations are referred to as tabes
dorsalis, neurosyphilis primarily affecting the brain is indicated by psychiatric symptoms
followed by dementia and paralysis (Shorter, 1997). The “brain” form was typically referred to
as general paralysis of the insane (GPI), dementia paralytica, or progressive paralysis (Shorter,
1997). For this reason, individuals noted as having dementia paralitica, dementia con paralitica
etc. were coded as having paralisi progressiva. Additionally, individuals diagnosed with frensoi
paralitica were also included in this category for the purpose of comparative analysis. Paralisi
progressiva has been categorized as an organic mental disorder following Preti et al. (2009).
Demenza (dementia) is described as “divided into only two species…the primitive and
the consecutive (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 81), in which individuals are unable to “manifest
and exercise the faculties of the soul, which before were in full operation” (Salomone & Arnone,
2009, p. 79). Brower and Bannister (1902, p. 165) identify acute dementia as “stuporous
insanity,” but note that “all forms of insanity of many years’ duration…fall under the general
head of terminal dementia…the impaired mental action or dementia is characteristic of them all
in varying degrees…from a mild general defect to a completely vegetative condition, where the
patient can only follow a certain simple routine requiring the least possible degree of
intellection” (Brower & Bannister, 1902, p. 405). Frenosi senile or acquired senility may be
closer to modern usage of “dementia,” while 19th and early 20th century usage could be
interpreted as “demented,” of which there are several types. Dementia and frenosi senile have
been categorized as other/unknown according to Preti et al. (2009), except in cases in which the
modifier of demenza strongly indicated a different diagnostic category.
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The diagnoses of imbecillità (imbecile) and idiotismo (idiot) were considered frenastenie
(congenital) by Verga (1874), along with cretinismo (cretin). The diagnoses are related to some
degree; however, 19th and early 20th century practitioners did distinguish between imbecility and
idiotism. In analysis of frenastenie in children, Sanctis (1901, p. 491) describes idiotism as
characterized by a “lack of concrete ideas; absence of abstract ideation; inability to form general
concepts, no idea of space and time.” Imbecillità is described as arising from events which halt
brain development early in life (Salomone & Arnone, 2009) – but not from birth, while idiotismo
is considered the “inability to manifest the faculty of the soul for congenital vicious organization
of the brain” (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 79), and is more characterized by outward physical
“deformities” i.e. the condition is severe and in-born as opposed to arising during early
development (Brower & Bannister, 1902). Brower and Bannister (1902) consider imbecility to
be less handicapping than idiocy. Both idiotismo and imbecillità are categorized as “mental
retardation” following Preti et al. (2009)
Epilessifrenia does not appear in Verga (1874); however frenosi epilettica is included and
is described by Salomone and Arnone (2009) as being “considered an aggravation or
transformation of epileptic disease.” Additional terms for epilepsy (demenza epilettico,
epilessimaniaco, epilessia, epilessimania, epilettico) as also used in the registri. In all cases, it is
likely that diagnosticians were referring to psychiatric complications associated with epilepsy
beyond “the convulsions and the temporary mental obfuscation and all the manifold other
peculiarities [that] may occur and yet the subject not be fairly called insane” (Brower &
Bannister, 1902, p. 259). With this in mind, all individuals with diagnoses indicating some
involvement or relation to epilepsy have been coded as having an “organic mental disorder”
following Preti et al. (2009).
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Follia morale (moral folly) is closest to the moral insanity identified by Verga (1874).
Moral insanity is described as “all cases of insanity in which intelligence is barely impaired
while it is present, in a seriously pathological way, the delirium of affections and feelings”
(Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 81). “As a rule, however, their self-control is defective
somewhere, and their character is manifest, even if they do not come under the penalties of the
law, they are…generally hopeless reprobates” (Brower & Bannister, 1902, p. 372). Follia morale
has been categorized as other/unknown according to Preti et al. (2009). Future research
incorporating queer studies could consider to what degree follia morale seeks to describe
individuals with sexual and/or gender orientations considered to be non-normative per 19th and
early 20th century beliefs, given the diagnostic emphasis on “affection and feelings.”
Frenosi sensoria is characterized by hallucinations – “an error of the senses” which can
lead to melancholy or monomania. When arising from alcoholism, it is categorized as frenosi
alcolica (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 81). In a similar vein, frenosi ipocondriaca is considered
“internal hallucinations” (Salomone & Arnone, 2009, p. 81). Given a focus on hallucinations and
psychosis, frenosi sensoria and frenosi ipocondriaca have been categorized as “schizophrenia
and related psychoses” according to Preti et al. (2009). Frenosi alcolica has been coded as
substance abuse.
Frenosi pellagrosa (and other diagnoses with the modifier “pellagrosa”) describe
psychiatric symptoms and dementia resulting from a nutrient-poor diet due to an overreliance on
the use of corn flour, accompanied by dermatitis and diarrhea (City of Bologna, N.D.). Frenosi
pellagrosa has been categorized as an organic mental disorder following Preti et al. (2009).
Frenosi puerperale largely describes psychiatric symptoms thought to be associated with
the puerperal (or postpartum) period, although the construction and application of this diagnosis
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in the 19th century is by no means straightforward or without bias (Loudon, 1988). Due to its
presumed connection with parturition, frenosi puerperale has been categorized as an organic
mental disorder following Preti et al. (2009). Lastly, non riconosciuto alienato is used to denote
an unknown psychiatric condition, which is coded as other/unknown according to Preti et al.
(2009).
Diagnostic Trends
Based on these initial analyses, the most prevalent diagnoses are demenza (27.52%),
followed by imbecillità (11.85%) and idiotismo (11.85%). Seventy-three individuals (25.44%)
were categorized as having “other” diagnoses. In this “other” group, 47 individuals (64.38%)
were categorized as having frenosi epilettica or similar diagnoses, and are in addition to the
eleven individuals explicitly diagnosed with epilessifrenia. All “other” diagnoses besides those
with epilepsy had eight or less individuals. First, chi-square analysis was conducted to examine
whether any diagnostic category showed significant differences based on sex. For these sexbased comparisons, only individuals of known sex (n = 284) were considered. Only diagnostic
categories (Preti et al., 2009) identified among KPC patients were included (see note below).
Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found a significant difference in the sex distribution for the
diagnoses considered (c 2= 16.536, df = 6, p = 0.011). Column proportions were compared using
z-tests with a Bonferroni correction (a = 0.05) to identify diagnostic categories contributing to
the noted statistical difference. In this case, the sex distribution of patients diagnosed with
substance use (75% males vs. 25% females) was the source of the significant chi-square result.
Second, comparative population analyses (KPC vs. modern Italy) considered total
prevalence for the Italian in-patient population of public and private facilities as reported in Preti
et al. (2009) versus the same “translated” diagnostic categories for KPC individuals. All KPC
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individuals (n = 287) were included. Combined (public and private) prevalence rates were used
as the modern comparison sample as “patients admitted to public facilities [are generally] more
severally ill…and more frequently diagnosed with non-affective psychoses or manic episodes,”
while “private facilities…are better tailored to patients with organic brain disorders and those
with substance-abuse” (Preti et al., 2009, p. 493). The consideration of both captures the
diversity reflected in the original (Italian) KPC diagnoses. Due to the small group size, secondary
diagnoses for KPC patients was not considered for comparative analyses. Diagnostic prevalence
for each population is reported in Table 7.21. For both the KPC and modern Italy, individuals
were only assigned to one diagnostic category; therefore, percentages reported in Table 7.21
reflect the actual percentage out of all reported patients. Three diagnostic categories outlined in
Preti et al. (2009) were not identified among KPC patients: eating and psychosomatic disorders,
personality disorders, and anxiety and stress-related disorders. A two-sided Fisher’s Exact Test
with Monte Carlo (a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference (p < 0.001) in diagnostic
prevalence between the KPC and the modern Italian sample (Preti et al., 2009). Column
proportions were compared using z-tests with a Bonferroni correction (a = 0.05) to identify
diagnostic categories contributing to the noted statistical difference. Significant differences were
noted for all diagnostic categories except depression and related disorders, and eating and
psychosomatic disorders. Overall, these results indicate that psychiatric systems differ greatly
across time, as reflected by patient demography. Given the significant differences noted between
populations, and the over-representation of males diagnosed with substance abuse problems,
diagnostic trends will be subsequently discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine, utilizing the
“provisional evolutionary schema of mental disorders” (Syme & Hagen, 2019) as a lens through
which to explore the construction of psychiatry, both past and present.
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OSTEOLOGICAL ANALYSES: MEASURES OF HEALTH AND LIVED EXPERIENCE
Skeletal Analysis Sample
This section addresses research goal two: to explore the health and lived experiences of
individuals in the skeletal analysis sample (SAS). First, the SAS (n =130) is compared to the
SCC as a whole to demonstrate that the SAS is a representative sample of the entire collection.
SAS census age categories and the dichotomous age categorization are reported in Tables 7.22
and 7.23. Percentages in the total column reflect the percentage of each age cohort in the total
sample; percentages by sex reflect the sex distribution for each individual age cohort.
Percentages as opposed to counts are reported due to the large disparity in size between the two
samples (SAS and the SCC).
Given the relatively few number of individuals under 18 years of age in the SCC, similar
to previous analyses, census age cohorts were collapsed into a dichotomous variable: 0 through
18 years old and 19 years and older. When considering age cohort membership, only individuals
of known sex and age were considered (n=122). When compared to the SCC, chi-square analysis
(a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.205, df = 1, p = 0.651) between the SAS and
the SCC. These results indicate that the SAS is similar in representation of collapsed census age
cohorts, and is a reliable representation of the SCC in regard to this variable. A Sign test was also
used to explore if there were differences in the age distributions of the SAS and SCC. A Sign test
was used because the SCC ages are non-normally distributed. The Sign test found a significant
difference (a = 0.05, p = 0.003) between the SAS and SCC. This difference is likely attributable
to the targeted sampling method used to create the SAS, previously summarized in Chapter Five,
as the aim was not to create a representative sample of the SCC in terms of age distribution.
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When compared to the SCC, chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant
difference (c 2= 0.504, df = 1, p = 0.478) in sex distribution between the SAS and the SCC.
These results indicate that when individuals of all ages are considered, the SAS is a reliable
representation of the SCC in regard to sex distribution. Although this analysis demonstrates that
the SAS is an accurate representation of the sex distribution of the SCC, when all ages are
considered, possible sex-based differences according to collapsed census age cohorts were also
be investigated. First, the percentage of males and females under 19 years old for the SAS and
the SCC were compared. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference (c
2

= 33.918, df = 1, p < 0.001) between the SAS and the SCC. This difference is likely attributable

to the complete lack of females under 19 years old in the SAS; however, these results should not
unduly affect the interpretation of the osteological and taphonomic analyses. Secondly, the
percentage of males and females 19 years old and older for the SAS and the SCC were
compared. Chi-square analysis (a = 0.05) found no significant difference (c 2= 0.129, df = 1, p =
0.720) between the SAS and the SCC. These results indicate that when collapsed census age
cohorts are considered, the SAS is similar in sex representation for those 19 years old and older.
Overall, these comparative analyses demonstrate that the SAS is a generally reliable
representative sample of the SCC in terms of the sex and age of individuals included. Any
statistical differences noted should not drastically impact interpretation, and are likely
attributable to the targeted sampling technique utilized to assemble the SAS. For this reason,
osteological and taphonomic analyses presented herein should be understood as largely
representative of the SCC as a whole, even though findings rely only on the SAS.
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Dental Health
LEH
Eleven SAS individuals in total (8.46%) showed evidence of linear enamel hypoplasias:
nine males and two females. Seven individuals were from the KPC, while four were from CB. Of
those of known age (n=10), individuals belonged to five decadal age cohorts: 20-29 years (n=2),
30-39 years (n=3), 40-49 years (n=3), 50-59 years (n=1), and 60-69 years (n=1). LEH is
generally associated with poor nutrition during childhood (and thus amelogenesis) (Hillson,
1996).
Caries
Comparison of SAS caries and dental health to findings reported by Phillips (2001) was
carried out using the Diseased and Missing Tooth Index (DMI) and the Caries Rate (CR). As
summarized by Phillips (2001), the DMI and CR are indices of tooth and oral health. DMI is the
ratio of healthy teeth to diseased teeth and those lost antemortem, serving as a broad indication
of oral health including diet, oral health care, and disease. DMI assumes that antemortem tooth
loss is the result of disease; however, tooth absence can also be caused by trauma, extraction, or
non-eruption (Hillson, 1996). CR is the ratio of healthy teeth to carious teeth, and reflects tooth
health only i.e. does not consider antemortem tooth loss. In the case of the SAS, calculation of
these indices (DMI and CR) was complicated by the number of individuals with postmortem
loss. In calculations of total teeth, only teeth marked as “present” were considered. In addition to
reporting the DMI and CR, the antemortem loss rate (ALR) for the SAS is also summarized
below. The ALR is included due to the high degree of antemortem loss noted for the SAS,
meaning that the number of present teeth is small considering the size of the sample. As
reviewed by Phillips (2001), the three indices noted above are calculated as follows: DMI -
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number of carious teeth and teeth lost antemortem, multiplied by one hundred and divided by the
total number of teeth and teeth lost antemortem; CR - number of carious teeth, multiplied by one
hundred, divided by the total number of teeth; ALR - number of teeth lost antemortem,
multiplied by one hundred, divided by the number of present teeth and teeth lost antemortem. As
with previous dental analyses, third molars were excluded, as well as the individual with a dental
MNI of two. Individuals with zero total or “present” teeth were not considered when calculating
CR group means.
The DMI, CR, and ALR for each tooth (by tooth number) are reported in Table 7.24. As
demonstrated by Table 7.24, for the SAS, CR’s tend to be higher for posterior teeth, with some
anterior teeth having a CR of 0.00 - trends which are not unexpected given the masticatory role
of posterior dentition. DMI shows less variation from tooth to tooth, as does ALR. Group mean
dental health indices (i.e. the average of each measure for all SAS individuals, males, and
females), as compared to the DMI and CR reported for the Oneida Asylum (Phillips, 2001), are
presented in Table 7.25. Standard deviations were not provided by Phillips (2001), therefore,
statistical comparison of the SCC and the Oneida sample could not be completed; however, it is
still possible to discuss SAS results as compared to CR and DMI values reported for the Oneida
Asylum (Table 7.25). In the case of all individuals (regardless of sex), the Oneida CR is greater
than that reported for the SAS, while the SAS DMI is higher than the reported Oneida value. The
same trend is noted when rates for males and females are compared between the two samples.
Some of these differences may be attributable to the high rates of antemortem loss noted for the
SAS, which in turn affects the denominators used in the calculation of these oral health indices,
as well as the number of teeth able to observed for possible presence of caries. It should also be
noted that the number of periapical abscesses noted for the SAS – previously reviewed in
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Chapter Six – was low; however, this finding does not necessarily indicate high levels of oral
health when considered in conjunction with the CR and DMI. Again, the large degree of
antemortem loss, often with remodeling of the maxilla or mandible, prevented assessment of true
periapical abscess rates. Although periapical abscesses occur as a result of dental disease,
antemortem loss does not solely result from dental disease, as reviewed previously. Findings for
the SAS would suggest that tooth health (as reflected by the CR) was better than that of Oneida
asylum individuals, but that overall oral health (as reflected by the DMI) appears to be slightly
worse. In addition to comparisons between the SAS and the Oneida Asylum individuals,
statistical differences in CR, DMI, and ALR among SAS individuals, based on sex, were also
explored. In regard to DMI, Levene’s test was significant (p =0.032); Mann-Whitney U results
indicate that there is no significant difference in DMI between sexes (p = 0.102). Similarly for
CR, t-test results (a = 0.05) found no significant difference (t= -0.952, df = 67, p = 0.344)
between sexes. For the ALR, Levene’s test was also significant (p =0.046); Mann-Whitney U
results indicate that is no significant difference in ALR between sexes (p = 0.179). Overall,
gaining a complete picture of both tooth and oral health can be complicated when rates of
antemortem and postmortem tooth loss are high; however, comparison between sexes and to
similar collections can contextualize instances of poor tooth and oral health.
Trauma
In general, trauma rates for the SAS are quite low (7.7%). As reviewed in Chapter Six,
nine individuals (6.92%) were noted as having skeletal changes consistent with antemortem
trauma, one individual (0.77%) had changes consistent with perimortem trauma and 126
individuals (96.92%) had postmortem breakage. In addition, one individual (0.77%) had changes
consistent with medical intervention. Individuals with postmortem breakage were not subject to
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secondary analysis involving further description of the trauma in question. In all cases,
identification of skeletal trauma relied solely on visual and tactile analysis of gross bony
anatomy, and did not include use of radiographs, which could strengthen future analytical efforts.
Of those with antemortem trauma (n= 9), four individuals (44.45%) had fractures to the nasals,
while four (44.45%) had fractures to either zygomatic. One individual (11.11%) had a fracture to
the left mandibular condyle, while another individual had a frontal cranial depression fracture
(Larsen, 1997). Of those with antemortem trauma, two were female (22.22%) and seven were
male (77.78%). The individual with perimortem trauma was a 62 year old male, while the
individual with medical intervention was a 75 year old male. In general, those with antemortem
trauma were 45 years of age and older, although one 26 year old female and one 33 year old
male were also present in the cohort. The total (antemortem and perimortem) trauma rate has
been subsequently compared to findings from other studies of historic anatomical and asylum
contexts (Cooper et al., 2019; de la Cova, 2008; Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; Phillips, 2001),
focusing on cranial trauma rates, as reported in Table 7.26. In all cases, cranial trauma rates
considered both antemortem and perimortem trauma. Comparisons were made to reported cranial
trauma – as opposed to any trauma – as the SCC is a craniological collection. A two-sided
Fisher’s Exact Test with Monte Carlo (a = 0.05) found a highly significant difference (p <
0.001) in presence/absence cranial trauma rates. Subsequently, the SCC cranial trauma rate was
compared to only asylum samples (Cooper et al., 2019; Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011; Phillips, 2001),
and then, only historic anatomical collection samples (de la Cova, 2008). Two-sided Fisher’s
Exact test (a = 0.05) results indicate a significant difference in cranial trauma presence between
asylum collections (p = 0.019), while chi-square analysis found a highly significant difference
between the SCC and the other historic anatomical collections (c 2= 60.135, df = 3, p < 0.001).
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The significant result noted for asylum collections may partially be due to the rate of 0.0% for
the Oneida County Asylum (Phillips, 2001). Overall, these results indicate that differences in
trauma rates are noted between assemblages, and could be attributed to a variety of factors
including temporal, contextual, and demographic variables; however, trauma rates noted for the
SCC are less different compared to other asylum contexts. Lower rates of trauma are noted for
asylum collections versus historic collections that are strictly anatomical in nature. Further
research is required to fully explore the factors that may be driving this difference.
Paleopathology
As reviewed in Chapter Six, when the “initial” assessment criteria were applied to the
SAS (n=130), a majority of individuals (n = 112, 86.15%) had some skeletal change “consistent
with” pathological processes. Many of the skeletal changes noted in “initial” assessment are
attributable to “routine” skeletal conditions such as button osteomas, ectocranial porosis,
manifestations of dental disease, and osteoarthritic activity of the vertebrae or
temporomandibular joint (Mann & Hunt, 2005). One individual for whom a more discrete
differential diagnosis was possible, based on secondary analyses of the photos and bench notes,
is reviewed here. Individual 12B (Figure 7.3) had bony changes typical of hyperostosis frontalis
interna (HFI). The etiology of HFI is largely unknown, but prior research has suggested the bone
growth is the result of an endocrine imbalance in primarily postmenopausal women (Mann &
Hunt, 2005). The individual in question is a 53 year old female, following what is known about
HFI; however, the degree to which the possible endocrine imbalance affected the lived
experience and day-to-day health of Individual 12B is not known. Although only one SAS
individual yielded a more definitive differential diagnosis, further investigation of the bony
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changes consistent with “routine” skeletal conditions, especially ectocranial and endocranial
porosis, and the relationship of these changes to organic mental disorders is needed.
Developmental Defects
As reviewed in Chapter Six, when the “initial” assessment criteria were applied to the
SAS (n=130), 30 individuals (23.08%) had skeletal changes “consistent with” developmental
defects. As noted by Barnes (2012), developmental defects are primarily the result of genetic
variation governing skeletal morphology; most of these variants do not impede physiological
function, as embryos with severe developmental differences rarely survive beyond the first
gestational trimester. Given that developmental defects are largely genetically controlled,
individual conditions may appear at varied frequencies in different populations (Barnes, 2012).
For the SAS, developmental defects are of note only in that variations in cranial morphology
were seen as reflective of innate criminality and/or decreased intellectual capacity under the
tenets of 19th century psychiatry and phrenology. Defects noted for the SAS were largely
consistent with a few broad categories: “tilt” or asymmetrical occipital condyles (Mann & Hunt,
2005), cranial vault anomalies (Barnes, 2012) such as scaphocephaly or plagiocephaly, and
variations in mandible morphology. Overall, analyses of developmental defects of the SAS are
not critical for an understanding of health and lived experiences; however, more detailed
investigations of individuals with developmental defects is an area for future research.
RESEARCH GOAL TWO: FINDINGS
Using findings from Chapter Six, as well as those presented above, research goal two
seeks to explore the health and lived experiences of the SAS, including evaluation of dental
health, paleopathological lesions, trauma, and developmental defects. In general, the SAS is
composed of mostly “complete” adult individuals, with no unexpected or “remarkable” health
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findings. Individual tooth health, as reflected by the CR, was better than that of Oneida Asylum
individuals, but overall oral health, as reflected by the DMI, appears to be slightly worse. No
significant differences in oral health, as measured by the CR, DMI, and ALR, were noted
between sexes. A small number of individuals were found to have at least one LEH – more of
these individuals were male. Rates of trauma for the SAS were low. Differences in trauma rates
were noted between the SAS and comparative assemblages, and could be attributed to a variety
of factors including temporal, contextual, and demographic variables; however, trauma rates
noted for the SCC are less different compared to other asylum contexts. Lower rates of trauma
are noted for asylum collections versus historic anatomical collections, and further research is
needed to address the factors that may be driving this difference. As reviewed above, individuals
with discrete paleopathological differential diagnoses were extremely limited; however, a large
portion of SAS individuals have “routine” or non-specific skeletal conditions which warrant
future analysis, especially in relation to organic mental disorders. Of the developmental defects
noted for SAS individuals, none were noted that grossly impact anatomical functioning.
Ultimately, these osteological findings must be considered in concert with results from research
goals one and three, in order to provide a complete picture of the SCC and the SNPH patients.
TAPHONOMY: POSTMORTEM TREATMENT
This section addresses research goal three: to investigate the taphonomic conditions of
the SAS and how it varies in comparison to a modern anatomical collection (MAC) (Pokines et
al., 2017). Taphonomic data points and defining criteria were drawn from Pokines (2015) and
Pokines et al. (2017), and adapted for the current study following the methods outlined in
Chapter Five. Given this adaptation in methods, not all taphonomic data points were directly
comparable to rates reported in Pokines et al. (2017). Only taphonomic traits which were the
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same or equivalent to those reported for the modern anatomical comparison collection (Pokines
et al., 2017) are reviewed here. Chi-square analysis, and where appropriate, Fisher’s Exact Test,
(a = 0.05) were conducted to identify potential significant differences in presence/absence rates
between the SAS and MAC for each taphonomic trait. Results of these analyses are reported in
Table 7.27 – all taphonomic traits analyzed using Fisher’s Exact Test are indicated “*”. Many
significant and highly significant differences between the two samples were noted, which are
discussed in further detail below.
Research Goal Three: Findings
As demonstrated by the chi-square and Fisher’s Exact analyses summarized in Table
7.27, the SAS differs in taphonomic condition from the modern anatomical collection presented
by Pokines et al. (2017). These differences are largely attributable to variation in five
postmortem “processes” as applied to the SAS and MAC. These processes, indicated by traits
with significant or highly significant p-values, are: maceration, autopsy or postmortem analysis,
handling, collections management, and storage and repair. Background information regarding
these processes, especially maceration, and the taphonomic alterations resulting from them, is
provided in Pokines et al. (2017), building upon previous studies (Pokines, 2014, 2015; Pokines
& Symes, 2013).
Maceration/Cleaning
The taphonomic traits with noted statistical differences indicative of variation in
maceration processes or skeletal preparation are: presence/absence of striations,
presence/absence of unbleached individuals, and presence/absence of calcium carbonate, orange
maceration, and/or black maceration staining. In the case of anatomical specimens, these traits
results from modern maceration or skeletal preparation methods, like those summarized by
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Pokines et al. (2017). In general, these traits are noted less frequently (striations, bleached
individuals, calcium carbonate residue) or are totally absent (orange and black maceration
staining) from the SAS. This trend likely indicates that different maceration or skeletal
preparation methods were used historically (SAS), in comparison to modern methods which
utilize boiling water, scrubbing, and/or chemical processing (Pokines et al., 2017)
Autopsy
The taphonomic traits with noted statistical differences indicative of variation in autopsy
practices are the number of SAS individuals with cranial sectioning. All individuals from the
MAC were sectioned, creating a calvarium and a calotte, while only 70% of SAS individuals
were sectioned. Sectioning is typically undertaken to remove the brain matter from the skull,
either for autopsy purposes or as part of skeletal preparation. It is known from the registri that
autopsy of SCC individuals did take place; however, further analysis of archival clinical records
is necessary to determine if this was universal, or if sectioning may be the result of skeletal
preparation as opposed to autopsy. In either case, the SAS significantly differs from the MAC,
indicating differing practices in removal and/or analysis of brain matter postmortem.
Handling
The taphonomic traits with noted statistical differences indicative of variation in handling
practices are: presence/absence of handling patina, dentition breakage, and postmortem tooth
loss. For handling patina, presence rates are higher for the SAS than the MAC, likely due to the
greater age and usage over time of the SAS. Rates of dentition breakage and postmortem tooth
loss are lower for the SAS, which may be attributable to differences in handling care or storage.
Overall, presence rates of dentition breakage and postmortem tooth loss are high for both
samples (SAS and MAC) indicating a relative lack of care for dental preservation and analysis.
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Collections Management
The taphonomic traits with noted statistical differences indicative of variation in
collections management practices are: presence/absence of ink marks, ink writing, pencil writing,
and identification on the remains (written directly on the bone or through an affixed label). For
presence of ink marks, ink writing, and identification written directly on the bone, presence rates
are higher for the MAC than the SAS. Overall, presence rates of the traits noted above reflect
methods used for collections management; however, a high presence rate of these rates in
general likely indicates a willingness to mark remains with ink, pencil, and/or adhesive label.
Storage and Repair
The taphonomic traits with noted statistical differences indicative of variation in storage
and repair practices are: presence/absence of tape or tape residue, gluing, dust or sediment, tooth
staining and tooth gluing. For presence of tape, and dust or sediment, presence rates are higher
for the SAS than the MAC. This trend reflects a preference for repair or reinforcement of
remains with tape (as opposed to glue), and the greater age of the SAS, as well as the storage
method utilized for the SCC overall. The “dust or sediment” noted for the SAS was
overwhelmingly dust, resulting from long-term storage, and lack of cleaning or handling. In
contrast, higher rates of gluing were noted for the MAC (including for teeth), as well as tooth
staining. Tooth staining can result from a variety of processes (antemortem, maceration, or
taphonomic); however, staining rates of SAS teeth were very low.
CONCLUSION
Chapter Seven, expanding upon the results presented in Chapter Six, summarized
findings addressing the three identified research goals. Chapter Eight builds on the results thus
far, integrating the findings reported in Chapters Six and Seven. These results are then discussed
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using the chosen theoretical frameworks for the present study, with particular emphasis on the
concept of the “Catholic body.”
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Table 7.1. Census cohort membership by sex, KPC versus 1871 census.
Age
in years
0 to 4
4 to 12
12 to 19
19 and up

Known Psychiatric Collection

1871 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

0.00%
0.00%
6.25%
93.75%

0.00%
0.00%
93.75%
58.33%

0.00%
0.00%
6.25%
41.67%

11.14%
16.60%
12.93%
59.34%

51.05%
51.13%
51.14%
53.71%

48.95%
48.87%
48.86%
46.29%

Table 7.2. Collapsed census cohort membership by sex, KPC versus 1871 census.
Age
in years
0-18
19 and up

Known Psychiatric Collection

1871 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

6.25%
93.75%

93.75%
58.33%

6.25%
41.67%

40.66%
59.34%

51.11%
53.71%

48.89%
46.29%

Table 7.3. Census cohort membership by sex, CA versus 1871 census.
Age
in years
0 to 4
4 to 12
12 to 19
19 and up

Collection A

1871 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

0.00%
0.00%
0.71%
99.29%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
50.60%

0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
49.40%

11.14%
16.60%
12.93%
59.34%

51.05%
51.13%
51.14%
53.71%

48.95%
48.87%
48.86%
46.29%

Table 7.4. Collapsed census cohort membership by sex, CA versus 1871 census.
Age
in years
0-18
19 and up

Collection A

1871 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

0.71%
99.29%

0.00%
50.60%

100.00%
49.40%

40.66%
59.34%

51.11%
53.71%

48.89%
46.29%
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Table 7.5. Census cohort membership by sex, CB versus 1911 census.
Age
in years
0 to 4
4 to 12
12 to 19
19 and up

Collection B

1911 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

0.00%
0.00%
2.87%
97.13%

0.00%
0.00%
40.00%
59.76%

0.00%
0.00%
60.00%
40.24%

9.24%
15.91%
13.06%
61.80%

51.52%
50.28%
50.52%
52.32%

48.48%
48.72%
49.48%
47.69%

Table 7.6. Collapsed census cohort membership by sex, CB versus 1911 census.
Age
in years
0-18
19 and up

Collection B

1911 Census – Province of Siena

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

2.87%
97.13%

40.00%
59.76%

60.00%
40.24%

38.20%
61.80%

50.66%
52.32%

49.34%
47.69%

Table 7.7. Census cohort membership by sex, SCC versus 1871 census.
Age in years
0 to 4
4 to 12
12 to 19
19 and up

Total

SCC
Male

Female

0.00%
0.12%
2.70%
97.89%

0.00%
100.00%
69.57%
54.71%

0.00%
0.00%
30.43%
45.29%

1871 Census – Province of Siena
Total
Male
Female

11.14%
16.60%
12.93%
59.34%

51.05%
51.13%
51.14%
53.71%

48.95%
48.87%
48.86%
46.29%

Table 7.8. Collapsed census cohort membership by sex, SCC versus 1871 census.
Age in years
0-18
19 and up

Total

SCC
Male

Female

1871 Census – Province of Siena
Total
Male
Female

2.82%
97.18%

70.83%
54.71%

29.17%
45.29%

40.66%
59.34%
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51.11%
53.71%

48.89%
46.29%

Table 7.9. Comparative census analyses.
Population

Comparison: Province of Siena

Summary

Over/Under Age

Sex (All)

Sex (<19)

Sex (19+)

KPC

p < 0.001

p = 0.253

p < 0.001

p = 0.569

Mostly 19+ years, <19
overwhelmingly male

CA

p < 0.001

p = 0.777

p < 0.001

p = 0.671

Mostly 19+ years, <19
overwhelmingly female

CB

p < 0.001

p = 0.319

p = 0.118

p = 0.254

Mostly 19+ years

SCC

p < 0.001

p = 0.570

p = 0.004

p = 0.887

Mostly 19+ years, <19 mostly
male

Table 7.10. Games-Howell results.
Population (1)
KPC
Collection A
Collection B

Population (2)
Collection A
Collection B
KPC
Collection B
KPC
Collection A

Mean
Difference
-14.817*
-9.950*
14.817*
4.867*
9.950*
-4.867*

SE

p

1.331
1.747
1.331
1.548
1.747
1.548

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.005
<0.001
0.005
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95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
-17.95
-11.69
-14.06
-5.84
11.69
17.95
1.22
8.51
5.84
14.06
-8.51
-1.22

Table 7.11. SCC stature.
Statistic
Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Mode
Maximum
Minimum
Skewness
Standard Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Standard Error of Kurtosis

All Individuals
1.614
1.620
0.077
4.711%
1.650
1.800
1.270
-0.781
0.123
1.757
0.246

Males
1.645
1.650
0.067
4.073%
1.650
1.790
1.380
-1.039
0.163
1.922
0.324

Females
1.572
1.580
0.0067
4.262%
1.600
1.710
1.270
-1.331
0.188
4.215
0.374

Table 7.12. Comparative stature values - males.
Statistic
N
Mean (m)
Standard Deviation (m)
CV

SCC
223
1.645
0.067
4.073%

Hamann-Todd Whites
56
1.705
0.066
3.871%

Modern
46
1.606
0.060
3.736%

Hamann-Todd Whites
54
1.592
0.072
4.523%

Modern
22
1.521
0.077
5.062%

Table 7.13. Comparative stature values - females.
Statistic
N
Mean (m)
Standard Deviation (m)
CV

SCC
161
1.572
0.067
4.262%
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Table 7.14. Z-test results.
Comparisons
Males
Females

SCC vs. Hamann-Todd Whites
SCC vs. Modern
SCC vs. Hamann-Todd Whites
SCC vs. Modern

z

p

S’

-6.064
3.932
-1.797
2.957

<0.001
<0.001
0.072
0.003

0.010
0.010
0.011
0.017

Effect size
(standardized)
0.90
0.61
0.29
0.71

Table 7.15. Livi (1868) diagnoses by sex.
Livi (1868) Categories
Monomania
Lipemania
Mania
Paralisi progressiva
Demenza
Imbecillità
Idiotismo
Epilessifrenia
Other

Total
7
23
19
7
79
34
34
11
73

Male
5
13
10
6
43
20
23
4
50
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Female
2
10
9
0
35
14
11
6
23

Unknown
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

Table 7.16. Livi (1868) diagnoses by decadal age cohort.
Livi (1868)
Monomania
Lipemania
Mania
Paralisi progressiva
Demenza
Imbecillità
Idiotismo
Epilessifrenia
Other

Total
7
23
19
7
79
34
34
11
73

0-9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10-19
0
0
0
0
0
2
11
0
5

20-29
0
2
4
0
4
8
8
1
6

30-39
1
1
3
0
7
6
4
3
21

40-49
0
5
1
1
8
7
4
2
16

50-59
1
6
7
3
13
4
3
3
7

60-69
2
6
1
1
23
3
0
1
5

70-79
1
1
2
2
13
0
0
0
3

80-89
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
4

90+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Table 7.17. "Other" diagnoses by sex.
“Other” Diagnoses
frenosi epilettica
follia morale
religiosissimo
epilessimaniaco
epilessia
epilessimania
frenosi senile
epilettico
non riconosciuto alienato!
frenosi alcolica
frenosi ipocondriaca
frenosi paralitica
frenosi pellagrosa
frenosi puerperale
frenosi sensoria

Total
42
1
1
2
1
1
8
1
1
4
1
6
2
1
1

Male
28
1
1
2
1
0
5
1
1
3
0
4
1
0
1
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Female
14
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0

Unk.
2
2
1
0
9
4
4
0
7

Table 7.18. "Other" diagnoses by decadal age cohort.
“Other”
frenosi epilettica
follia morale
religiosissimo
epilessimaniaco
epilessia
epilessimania
frenosi senile
epilettico
non riconosciuto alienato!
frenosi alcolica
frenosi ipocondriaca
frenosi paralitica
frenosi pellagrosa
frenosi puerperale
frenosi sensoria
TOTAL

Total
42
1
1
2
1
1
8
1
1
4
1
6
2
1
1
73

0-9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10-19
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

20-29
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
6

30-39
15
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
21

40-49
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
16

50-59
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
7

60-69
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
5

70-79
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

80-89
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

90+
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Table 7.19. Secondary diagnoses by sex.
Livi (1868) Categories
Monomania
Lipemania
Mania
Paralisi progressiva
Demenza
Imbecillità
Idiotismo
Epilessifrenia
Other
TOTAL

Total
1
3
13
0
0
2
0
0
7
26

Male
1
1
7
0
0
2
0
0
3
14
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Female
0
2
6
0
0
0
0
0
4
12

Unknown
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unk.
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
7

Table 7.20. "Other" secondary diagnoses by sex.
"Other" Secondary
con tendenze suicide
con tendenze suicide e omicide
accesgi maniaci
epilettica
epilessia
a ninfomania
TOTAL

Total
3
1
1
0
1
1
7

Male
2
1
0
0
0
0
3
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Female
1
0
1
0
1
1
4

Unknown
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 7.1. Initial word cloud.

Figure 7.2. Livi (1868) category word cloud.
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Table 7.21. Comparative diagnostic prevalence.
Italian Diagnosis (Primary)
Lipemania
Mania; Monomania
Paralisi progressiva (all descriptors)
Epilessifrenia (all descriptors)
Frenosi pellagrosa
Frenosi puerperale
Demenza; Frenosi senile
Follia morale
Non riconosciuto alienato!

Preti et al. (2009) “Translation”
Depression and related disorders
Bipolar disorder

KPC
8.01%
9.41%

Modern Italy
16.74%
18.59%

Organic mental disorder

25.78%

2.29%

Other/unknown

31.01%

0.95%

Imbecillità; Idiotismo

Mental retardation

23.69%

1.59%

Frenosi alcolica
Frenosi ipocondriaca
Frenosi sensoria

Substance abuse
Schizophrenia and related
psychoses
Eating and psychosomatic
disorders

1.39%

8.72%

0.70%

35.94%

0.00%

0.83%

N/A

Personality Disorders

0.00%

10.44%

N/A

Anxiety and stress-related
disorders

0.00%

3.88%

N/A
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Table 7.22. Census cohort membership by sex, SAS versus SCC.
Age in years
0 to 4
4 to 12
12 to 19
19 and up

Total

SAS
Male

Female

0.00%
0.00%
1.64%
98.36%

0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
52.50%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
47.50%

Total

SCC
Male

Female

0.00%
0.12%
2.70%
97.89%

0.00%
100.00%
69.57%
54.71%

0.00%
0.00%
30.43%
45.29%

Table 7.23. Collapsed census cohort membership by sex, SAS versus SCC.
Age in years
0-18
19 and up

Total

SAS
Male

Female

Total

SCC
Male

Female

1.64%
98.36%

100.00%
52.50%

0.00%
47.50%

2.82%
97.18%

70.83%
54.71%

29.17%
45.29%

Table 7.24. Dental health indices by tooth number.
Dental
Health Indices

2

3

4

5

6

7

CR
DMI
ALR
Dental
Health Indices

17.24
79.31
75.00

42.11
90.98
84.43

9.09
89.69
88.66

0.00
83.02
83.02

7.14
82.43
81.08

10.00
87.14
85.71

31

30

29

28

27

26

CR
DMI
ALR

33.33
81.82
72.73

17.39
83.19
79.65

13.04
75.90
72.29

0.00
74.03
74.03

0.00
69.81
69.81

0.00
75.93
75.93
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MAXILLA
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.00
0.00
90.91 87.88
90.91 87.88
MANDIBLE
25
24

8.33
84.72
83.33

16.67
84.62
81.54

16.67
84.69
81.63

13.33
85.87
83.70

32.00
86.51
80.16

41.18
83.61
72.13

23

22

21

20

19

18

0.00
86.54
86.54

0.00
81.48
81.48

0.00
71.43
71.43

5.88
76.81
75.36

0.00
83.95
83.95

33.33
88.03
82.05

16.67
82.30
78.76

0.00
89.66
89.66

Table 7.25. Comparative dental health indices.

All Individuals
Males
Females

Population
Oneida Asylum (Phillips, 2001)
Siena Craniological Collection - SAS
Oneida Asylum (Phillips, 2001)
Siena Craniological Collection - SAS
Oneida Asylum (Phillips, 2001)
Siena Craniological Collection SAS)

CR
36.12
16.91 (SD = 26.48)
36.91
14.16 (SD = 21.20)
35.52

DMI
70.12
80.35 (SD = 27.76)
74.59
76.52 (SD = 29.87)
67.43

ALR
--76.29 (SD = 32.02)
--72.18 (SD = 33.82)
---

20.27 (SD = 31.84)

84.37 (SD = 24.99)

80.59 (SD = 29.68)

Figure 7.3. Individual 12B, endocranial surface.
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Table 7.26. Comparative cranial trauma rates.
Population
Oneida Asylum (Phillips, 2001)
Hamann-Todd Collection (de la Cova, 2008)
Terry Collection (de la Cova, 2008)
Cobb Collection (de la Cova, 2008)
Colorado State Insane Asylum (Leavitt-Reynolds, 2011)
Cazis/Realta Asylum (Cooper et al., 2019)
Siena Craniological Collection (SAS)

Present
0.0%
53.5%
49.7%
26.9%
2.7%
3.9%
7.7%
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Absent
100.0%
46.5%
50.3%
73.1%
97.3%
96.1%
92.3%

Table 7.27. Taphonomy chi-square results.
Taphonomic Alteration
Striations
Patina
Unbleached
Organic Sheen
Chalky*
Mixed
CaCo3
Orange Maceration Staining*
Black Maceration Staining*
Thermal Alteration
Any Sectioning*
Suspension Hole
Non-hardware related drilling
Non-sectioning related cutting
Dentition Breakage
Other Breakage*
Ink Marks
Pencil Marks
Ink Writing
Pencil Writing
ID on Bone
ID Label
Anatomical Labeling
Tape or Tape Residue
Gluing
Dust or Sediment
Paint
Clay
Mold
Tooth Staining
Tooth Gluing
Postmortem Tooth Loss

Chi-Square
df
p
16.547
1
<0.001
5.383
1
0.020
7.864
1
0.005
1.332
1
0.248
----0.121
0.338
1
0.561
68.924
1
<0.001
----<0.001
----<0.001
Both samples had 0.00% thermal alteration present.
----<0.001
----0.497
----0.059
0.687
1
0.407
----<0.001
----1.000
20.597
1
<0.001
1.085
1
0.298
9.757
1
0.002
35.280
1
<0.001
11.121
1
0.001
113.685
1
<0.001
0.036
1
0.849
30.083
1
<0.001
4.340
1
0.037
121.309
1
<0.001
3.532
1
0.060
1.332
1
0.248
1.802
1
0.179
26.761
1
<0.001
117.690
1
<0.001
4.711
1
0.030
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ANALYTICAL SYNTHESIS AND THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
Histories of madness are in some respects histories of invisible people.
- Mellyn (2014c, p. 13)
INTRODUCTION
As revealed by the quote above, the present study has aimed to shed light on the SCC and
the patients of the SNPH. Through demographic, osteological, and taphonomic analyses, a
greater picture of these individuals – in life and death – has been provided. Various comparative
analyses have placed the SCC and SAS in context with other institutional collections, as well as
studies of anatomical collections. This chapter synthesizes the findings reported in Chapters Six
and Seven, summarizing who is present, what their life and health were like, and how their
remains were treated postmortem. This synthesis builds upon summaries for each research goal
included in previous chapters, and seeks to provide a complete view of who these people were –
and the nature of their life and death. Following this analytical synthesis, results are discussed in
light of the chosen theoretical frameworks summarized previously, including implications for the
“Catholic body.” Prior knowledge of the theoretical frameworks discussed herein is assumed
based on reading of previous chapters. Additionally, the author considers works focusing on
minutiae of theoretical application to be alienating to less-experienced scholars; therefore, the
following discussion embraces a streamlined, succinct approach to theoretical analysis and
application, with a goal of increased accessibility and understanding.
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ANALYTICAL SYNTHESIS
Demographics: Who is present?
Considering the results presented in Chapters Six and Seven, contextualized with
previous bioarchaeological research of asylums and other institutions, a more complete picture of
the individuals included in the SCC begins to emerge. As discussed previously, the relationship
between institutionalization and anatomization is not clear, without further research of archival
clinical records; however, it is apparent that the SCC is contains a large number of SNPH
patients as identified in Chapter Six (n=538), and that the SAS (n=130) serves as a representative
sample of the SCC, and was created using a sampling technique that targeted SNPH patients. As
explored in Chapters Six and Seven, differences in the three sub-collections (KPC, CA, CB) do
exist, but general statements about the SCC, representing the entire period of skeletal collecting,
can also be made, based on analyses of the registri.
In regard to age, for all sub-collections and the SCC, there are highly significant
differences in the age distribution as compared to the Province of Siena. This noted difference is
attributable to the marked overrepresentation of those 19 years and older in the SCC – i.e. the
collection is composed primarily of adults, albeit a smaller number of those 18 years and
younger are also present. Reports from Livi (1868), detailing the patient demographics of 1867,
report a relatively small proportion of patients under 20 years of age. Although these results
pertain only to one year, they suggest that the overrepresentation of adults in the SCC, i.e.
anatomized individuals, also reflects the age distribution of the institutionalized (all SNPH
patients). These findings are also not surprising given what is known already regarding asylum
history. During Antonio D’Ormea’s tenure as asylum director, beginning in 1909, efforts were
made to establish a separate institute for the care of non-adult patients – suggesting that at least
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later in the history of the SCC, non-adults were regarded as a separate patient population in
comparison to adults. The general lack of non-adults from the bioarchaeological record is a noted
trend (Lewis, 2007), although the question of preservation bias in the case of SCC is moot. This
trend can partially be attributed to increased mortality with age – with the caveat that this trend is
subject to population and context-specific changes (Larsen, 1997) – but may also suggest a
general hesitancy to anatomize younger individuals.
Regardless of cause(s), the findings of this dissertation indicate that non-adults appear
much less frequently in the SCC, which could be due to lower mortality rates, an unwillingness
to institutionalize them, anatomize them, or a combination thereof. The question of agency on
the part of mentally ill non-adults should also be considered, in that this particular identity –
encompassing age and mental health status – may have doubly robbed individuals of the agency
to control their living confinement and the disposition of their remains. Further research is
needed to understand the non-adult patients of the SNPH, as well as general attitudes towards
mentally ill non-adults in later 19th and early 20th century Tuscany. In addition to the
overrepresentation of adults, comparative analyses also noted a significant difference in the age
of anatomized individuals between the 19th and 20th centuries. Although this “change over time”
is certainly of note, it is not known whether this trend is attributable to actual changes in the
anatomization selection process or simply due to changes in age-at-death trends between the 19th
and early 20th centuries.
When all ages are considered, the sex distribution of each sub-collection and the SCC
does not significantly differ from the Province of Siena; however, this trend does not hold when
solely considering those under 19 years of age. For the SCC as a whole, non-adults tend to be
mostly male. Although the number of non-adults is relatively small, as discussed above, this
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trend does suggest a greater willingness to anatomize young men, as opposed to young women.
The overrepresentation of males is also a noted phenomenon among other anatomical
collections, as reviewed previously (Komar & Grivas, 2008), and may be related in this case to
norms regarding bodies and gender. In regard to diagnostic differences based on sex, the sex
distribution of KPC patients (75% males vs. 25% females) diagnosed with substance use (frenosi
alcolica) was noted as significant. Additionally, the majority of KPC individuals diagnosed with
paralisi progressiva (85.7%) were male. Both of these trends follow what is known historically
about the diagnosis of alcohol use and neurosyphilis among males, as reviewed in Chapter Four.
In regard to place of birth, as reviewed previously, individuals tend to hail from Siena and the
closely surrounding area.
In regard to all individuals in the KPC, the patient population is overwhelmingly
composed of individuals diagnosed with organic mental disorders, mental retardation, and
other/unknown mental disorders. Although more investigation is needed to further understand
historic diagnoses placed within the “other/unknown” ICD-10 category, such as demenza and
frenosi senile, the distribution of KPC patient diagnoses is drastically different in comparison to
the modern Italian in-patient population. The comparative diagnostic exercise still aids in better
understanding past conceptualizations of mental illness. From the comparative diagnostic
analyses presented in Chapter Seven, it is clear that certain modern psychiatric diagnoses are
missing or almost completely absent from the KPC population – schizophrenia and related
psychoses, eating and psychosomatic disorders, anxiety and stress-related disorders, and
personality disorders. Rather, individuals were confined in the SNPH due to organic or
developmental conditions leading to mental retardation and/or psychiatric symptoms – differing
noticeably from modern treatment approaches which tend to focus more on diagnoses such as
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depression, bipolar disorder, and substance abuse. Consideration of these findings leads to the
question of ableism in both the past and present, in which “differing” bodies and minds are the
focus of discrimination and othering, although this “differing” may be variously conceptualized
through time.
With this in mind, further discussion of SNPH diagnostic trends, as understood through
the framework proposed by Syme and Hagen (2019), are included in Chapter Nine.
As reviewed in Chapters Six and Seven, stature was also considered as a demographic
variable. Comparative analyses indicate the stature of SCC individuals did not change
significantly over time, when comparing Collections A and B. For males, SCC stature
significantly differs in comparison to values reported for the Hamann-Todd collection (Iscan,
1992) and the “modern” skeletal sample (Holt et al., 2018); SCC female stature only differs
significantly from the “modern” sample. Comparison to the Hamann-Todd collection indicates
that among males, differences in stature between Italians and the general European-American
(White) population do exist. Review of mean stature in meters indicates that both SCC males and
females tend to be shorter than Hamann-Todd Whites, but taller than the “modern” sample.
Given that the “modern” sample is of mixed Franco-Italian origin and spans a large period of
time (1600 to ³1900), differences between the SCC and the “modern” sample may be at least
partially attributable to change in stature over time. Although stature has been considered as an
economic variable (Steckel, 1995) in previous research i.e. a possible indicator of socioeconomic
status, as well as a known indicator of physiological stress, especially during development
(Larsen, 1997), the temporal and geographic differences between the SCC and chosen
comparative collections, as noted above, make this approach less valuable, as it is unclear
whether noted differences in stature are due to change over time, population origin, or
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socioeconomic status. Nonetheless, interpretation of the socioeconomic status of SCC
individuals, relying on osteological data and primary sources, is still possible.
Osteological Analyses: What was their life and health like?
As addressed by research goal two, this dissertation endeavors to understand the lived
experience and health of SCC individuals, beyond painting a picture of who is present. This
synthesis is drawn from analyses of the SAS. As previously stated, the SAS is reflective of the
SCC and contains SNPH patients. In regard to dental health, SAS dental health appears to be
slightly worse in comparison to the Oneida Asylum collection (Phillips, 2001). In the case of the
SAS, the high degree of antemortem loss is not necessarily due solely to dental disease (Hillson,
1996) but does seem to suggest that dental health was poor. Overall, adequate comparison
information and good dental preservation is necessary to get “good data” on dental health.
Nonetheless, it is clear based on the SAS dental findings that SNPH individuals had relatively
poor dental health, and were thus more likely to be of a lower socioeconomic status (SES), given
that 19th century dentistry had primarily cosmetic goals (i.e. was a non-essential “service”), as
opposed to being medically curative or preventative (Phillips, 2001). Review of Livi (1868),
especially his reports regarding patient literacy and economic status in 1867, supports the
interpretation that SNPH patients were primarily lower SES (Tables 8.1 and 8.2). For both males
and females, a greater number of patients are illiterate compared to those considered literate or
addottrinate (learned or indoctrinated), while the majority of the patient population is mediocre
or poor in economic status. Additionally, in regard to occupation, for males, the greatest number
of patients are considered craftsmen, followed by campagnuoli (country people) and contadini
(tenant farmers). Although patients with slightly higher status, such as military members and
shopkeepers are included, these occupations are noted much less frequently. Similar trends are
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noted for females, although fewer females are craftspeople in comparison to males. Rather,
occupations related to domestic service are noted more frequently.
In regard to life events, incidence of antemortem and perimortem cranial trauma is quite
rare among the SAS, although pathological and traumatic analyses are inherently limited due to
the SCC’s status as a cranial collection. The absence of postcranial remains from the SCC
prevents obtaining a complete picture of trauma for SAS individuals, including to what degree
skeletal trauma and injury recidivism might have been associated with socioeconomic status or
presence in the asylum. Of the limited instances of trauma, the majority of cases noted are
antemortem nasal fractures, with a limited number of zygomatic fractures. Presence of this
trauma indicates that facial trauma did occur for those in the SAS – although it could be
attributed to several causes including accidents and interpersonal violence. Ultimately, the
absence of widespread antemortem and perimortem trauma from the SAS, taking into account
what is known demographically, indicates that the SAS, and by extension the SCC, is primarily
composed of “ordinary” people of lower SES who have been institutionalized. Although injury
may have occurred, trauma to the crania resulting in bony changes was relatively rare – likely in
day-to-day life and in the context of institutionalization.
Taphonomic Analyses: How were their remains treated postmortem?
Beyond demographic and osteological analyses, taphonomic analyses form a key
component of the present study. In order to understand how a “thinging” of remains occurs, as
discussed previously, it is necessary to analyze how remains were treated as objects – hence
taphonomic analyses. Comparative analyses noted differing taphonomic changes indicative of
changes in maceration and cleaning practices, autopsy trends, handling, and collections
management practices between the SAS and the MAC. This change over time is interesting to
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consider, but of tantamount importance is the original preparation methods used for the SAS
indicating their status as objects. Original preparation methods have led to intense decomposition
staining (including persistent grease, adipocere and odor), autopsy that was potentially against
patient wishes, and prolific marking with ink and wax crayon. Modern curation of the remains in
metal cabinets has led to further damage and degradation of the remains including a large degree
of shelfwear and breakage of dentition, and the accumulation of prolific amounts of dust, as well
as the presence of insect remains and cobwebs. Although many of these changes might be
considered typical of a historical anatomical collection, it is necessary to consider how these
practices might be viewed in an ethical and theoretical light, taking into account known patient
demographics.
A Holistic Picture
As indicated by the taphonomic changes noted above, treatment of SAS remains
throughout their skeletal preparation process and subsequent usage appears lacking in care or
reverence for the remains as a person, directly contradicting Catholic ideals regarding the body,
as reviewed later in this chapter. The subsequent theoretical discussion builds on this idea,
considering the above “holistic picture” of the SCC within a novel theoretical framework of
structural violence, embodiment, and necropolitics. Forming this holistic picture prior to
theoretical analyses is highly necessary and serves to link collection context and skeletal findings
with taphonomic findings. This total vision would not be possible without the combination of
demographic analyses relying on the registri (considering the SCC as a whole), and osteological
and taphonomic analyses focused on SAS composed of SNPH patients. Additional primary
historical sources concerning the SNPH and psychiatry add nuance and color, which can only be
strengthened by future research incorporating archival clinical records. With the new knowledge
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gained from the present study, it is then possible to interrogate the theoretical approaches applied
to past asylum and anatomical contexts, and offer a novel way forward, utilizing the current data.
Chapter Three reviewed previous research related to structural violence, embodiment, and
necropolitics, and began to explore why these bodies of theory are critical to understanding the
SNPH. The subsequent section provides a brief review of the previous discussion, before
expanding on how each of these theories addresses aspects of the SCC and SNPH, with all three
forming a novel theoretical synthesis.
THEORIZING THE SNPH
Structural Violence
The first component of the theoretical synthesis utilized by the present study is structural
violence. As stated previously, the usage of structural violence in the present study does not
reflect a judgment on the part of the author about the actions of SNPH personnel, rather
employing structural violence embraces a holistic, anthropological vision of violence, expanding
beyond definitions of violence as constituting physical harm. First, it is helpful to return to the
definition furnished by Galtung (1993, p. 106), in which structural violence is seen as “avoidable
impairment of fundamental human needs or the impairment of human life which lowers the
actual degree to which someone is able to meet their needs below that which would otherwise be
possible”. Within this definition, it is important to note that structural violence is framed as
avoidable, and focuses on questions of fundamental human needs. Building further upon this
definition, structural violence demands that the analyst consider cultural and social structures
that stymie human agency. For the majority of previous research, bioarchaeological applications
of structural violence have framed human needs in biological terms (Klaus, 2012) and considered
systems that led to poor health, following similar usage of structural violence in medical
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anthropological and public health contexts (Farmer, 1996, 2004a; Leatherman & Jernigan, 2014;
Weaver & Mendenhall, 2014). Nystrom and others (Cooper et al., 2019; Crist et al., 2017;
Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014,
2017b) have pushed scholars to consider how postmortem treatment of human remains can be
incorporated into institutional bioarchaeology, using structural violence. Previous
anthropological and bioarchaeological applications of structural violence have been reviewed by
Bright (2021). For the SAS, it is highly probable that the SNPH patient population is composed
of lower SES individuals, as explored above. Despite this likely probability, data derived from
the present study does not indicate that confinement in the SNPH led directly to poorer health
outcomes, rather poorer health is to be expected give the SES of these individuals. Given that the
findings of this dissertation do not lend themselves to more traditional bioarchaeological
applications of structural violence i.e. an institution or system directly impacting health, it is
necessary to embrace a broader definition. Key to this theoretical expansion is the importance of
agency as a component of structural violence. In the case of the SNPH, the loss of agency is twofold, encompassing living and postmortem agency. The following discussion of agency draws
strongly on previous medical anthropological literature regarding structural violence,
exemplified by the work of Farmer (1996, 1999, 2004a, 2004b), in which the link between power
and agency is made clear through the application of structural violence. Ultimately, identification
of who “holds” the power, and therefore places limits on agency, depends on understanding the
culture of interest. In the current case, power and agency are dictated by SES and mental health
status.
First, it is necessary to address the practice of confinement itself. As reviewed in Chapter
Four, the concept of voluntary commitment did not exist in Italy until 1968 (Traverso et al.,
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2000). Therefore, SNPH patients included in the SCC are people who were committed without
their consent i.e. were deprived of their agency. This analysis of agency does not seek to
question the ability of the mentally ill to make decisions for themselves, but draw attention to the
fact that they were not even afforded such an opportunity. Committing someone branded them as
“insane” both socially and legally, regardless of the source of psychiatric symptoms. Although
changes in diagnostic distributions have been previously discussed at length, it is important to
draw attention to the large proportion of KPC individuals who merely had medical conditions,
like epilepsy, which were largely untreatable at the time, or had developmental disabilities.
Regardless of the etiology of psychiatric symptoms or the definition of “insanity” as applied in
the historical context, confinement against one’s will constitutes a deprivation of agency. A
general lack of higher SES individuals does not suggest that those of higher SES did not
experience mental illness, rather that if they did, they did not receive care in the asylum, and
were thus not subject to the deprivation of agency through the cultural system of the asylum.
Ultimately, we are looking at individuals who were subject to deprivation of their agency, in this
case personal control over the methods in which their fundamental human needs were met, due
to their status as “mentally ill” persons per 19th and early 20th century diagnostic systems, and
who were more likely to be of lower SES. Both facets of this identity – mental health status and
lower SES – fulfill the tenets of structural violence in that the combination of being non-wealthy
(socioeconomic status) and mentally ill (culturally-defined group) tends to lead to confinement
and loss of agency.
Secondly, asylum patients were further deprived of agency postmortem. Current
information regarding institutionalization and anatomization suggests that SNPH patients did not
have any method for consenting to autopsy and anatomization, leading to their preservation as
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disembodied crania. Taphonomic analyses also point to a general lack of care and respect for
their remains postmortem, both in original skeletal preparation and subsequent management,
storage, and use. Nystrom (2014), relying on previous work by Scheper-Hughes (2011), states
that the remains (body) is important because they still exist within a social system. If bodies are
important within a social system, postmortem treatment should also be considered from a human
rights and ethical standpoint, because the remains still constitute a person, not just a “thing”. As
reviewed previously, consideration of agency and consent needs to extend beyond the question
of descendent wishes already acknowledged by bioarchaeological ethics, to focus on the skeletal
individuals themselves. Consideration of these skeletal individuals is ultimately facilitated by the
application of embodiment as a theoretical framework.
Embodiment
The application of embodiment theory goes hand-in-hand with structural violence, as
highlighted by previous discussions of structural violence and embodiment as applied in prior
bioarchaeological research. Through a marriage of structural violence and embodiment,
bioarchaeologists can address how structural violence “gets under the skin,” as the linkage
between structurally violent systems and their skeletal impacts is not as readily visible as
compared to living populations. Although this theoretical combination is helpful, many
bioarchaeologists tend to only implicitly invoke embodiment as a component of their structural
violence analyses. Especially when research is considering the postmortem treatment of remains,
where human remains are seen as “things” and as people, the use of embodiment to aid in the
application of structural violence as a theoretical framework must be explicitly stated.
Embodiment not only facilitates this “thinging” through borrowing from materiality theory, it
acknowledges the dual nature of human remains, and links the remains themselves with a broad
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vision of structural violence, beyond poor health as visible through skeletal data. In the case of
the SNPH, individuals’ lower SES is embodied skeletally through skeletal data indicating poorer
health. Their presence in the SCC and subsequent postmortem treatment is further embodiment
of the structurally violent system at work, in which mentally ill individuals – which tended to be
of lower SES – were confined to the asylum and anatomized without their consent. Embodiment
encompasses all these noted outcomes, placing the remains and their context as the center of
analysis. It should be noted that the explicit identification of embodiment, as a key component of
structural violence analyses, draws more strongly on medical anthropology (Farmer, 2004a;
Leatherman & Jernigan, 2014), and departs from previous bioarchaeological studies (Klaus,
2012; Nystrom, 2014, 2017b). Furthermore, necropolitics builds upon structural violence and
embodiment by addressing why certain actions, as related to the postmortem treatment of
remains, should be viewed as structurally violent.
Necropolitics
Although previous bioarchaeological scholarship has incorporated both structural
violence and embodiment, necropolitics has tended to be applied to recent history and forensic
exhumations related to the investigation of human rights violations (Crossland, 2015; Ferrándiz
& Robben, 2015). These applications can be attributed to the influence of postprocessualism
(Buikstra et al., 2011), in which dead bodies (Zuckerman et al., 2014) and skeletal remains are
framed as symbolic, influencing and replicating social orders (Gowland, 2017; Verdery, 1999).
While embodiment addresses the dual meaning of skeletal remains, (Agarwal & Glencross,
2011), necropolitics explores the social and political roles of dead bodies (Verdery, 1999;
Zuckerman et al., 2014), which are made possible by the symbolic capital held by human
remains, through their status as “things” and people, as addressed above (Gosden, 2005;
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Gowland & Knüsel, 2006; Sofaer, 2006). Furthermore, necropolitics speaks to the cultural value
placed on kinship rights and proper burial, as reflecting particular “worlds” and cosmology
(Verdery, 1999) – the driving force behind the importance of dead bodies. Given the social
importance ascribed to human remains, control of bodies and their narratives is vital for those in
power, as it facilitates control of the construction of history and memory (Crossland & Joyce,
2015; Verdery, 1999). Necropolitics is applicable in anatomical and institutional contexts (Crist
et al., 2017; de la Cova, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Halling &
Seidemann, 2017; Humphrey, 1973; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014, 2017a, 2017b; Nystrom
et al., 2017), but has not been fully utilized to this point. In a historic institutional or anatomical
context, a lack of proper burial (Verdery, 1999) directly reflects societal beliefs regarding the
status of the dead person, and as reviewed previously, a deprivation of postmortem bodily
autonomy and agency. Ultimately, the control of the bodies of those viewed as “lesser,” as well
as the accompanying memory and narrative they might engender, serves to bolster, perpetuate,
and perpetrate structurally violent processes. Necropolitics adds nuance to previous analyses
only utilizing structural violence, wherein a hiding or forgetting of institutional collections, in
addition to poor postmortem treatment, speaks to the relative value placed on these individuals in
the past and present. Additionally, embodiment and necropolitics variously address how
anatomization of particular social groups, including the institutionalized, constitutes structural
violence. For the SNPH, the application of necropolitics also speaks to why “proper burial”
could be framed as a fundamental human need, in which infringement on this need entails further
structural violence. In the Italian context, the social importance of the dead body, in which
“proper burial” could be seen as a fundamental need, is directly informed by Catholicism.
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As reviewed previously, Italy is a largely Catholic country (Boyd & McGuire, 2003),
meaning that it is reasonable to assume that the majority of SCC individuals are likely Catholic
(including the SNPH patients composing the SAS), and ascribed to Catholic beliefs concerning
burials and dead bodies. Chapter Four summarized these beliefs in that Catholicism highlights
the sanctity of the body as a creation of God, in which the individual is viewed as a totality,
where the soul and body are not divisible entities for the purpose of resurrection (Marrow &
McElwain, 2003). Catholicism also emphasizes the importance of “earth burial” (Rush, 2003). In
this belief system, resurrection and salvation hinge on the performance of the proper liturgical
rites at the time of death, including a preference for “earth burial” (New Catholic Encyclopedia,
2003), and the maintenance of the body as a complete, unviolated entity (Tomasini, 2017). For
SNPH patients, anatomization and subsequent curation as disembodied crania are violations of
the body as a complete, God-created entity. These violations rob individuals seen as “lesser”
(lower SES, mentally ill) of the chance of salvation (Tomasini, 2017), as well as proper liturgical
rites. For Catholics, both the violation of the physical body and the lack of a “proper” burial
constitute structural violence, in which actions preventing salvation could be seen as infringing
upon a fundamental, albeit religiously-constructed, need. These actions can be further framed as
structural violence in that the infringement upon the above fundamental need is primarily
perpetrated against lower SES, mentally ill individuals confined to the asylum. Furthermore,
continued ill treatment and curation as “things,” whose humanity has often been forgotten, also
transgresses more modern conceptions of the Catholic body, in that “whatever form human
remains take, they are due Christian respect as the final form of the flesh and blood person who
lived and died and will rise in relationship with God” (New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2003, p.
360).
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CONCLUSIONS
The above discussion has summarized the findings of Chapters Six and Seven in a readily
understandable way i.e. what are the big “take-aways” and how can theory be applied to these
conclusions? Building upon demographic, osteological, and taphonomic data, knowledge of the
SCC and SNPH has advanced. In regard to theory, one of the ways this dissertation contributes
to current scholarship is by presenting a novel theoretical synthesis – structural violence,
embodiment, and necropolitics – which addresses various aspects of the anatomization of SNPH
individuals contained within the SCC. Such an approach also demonstrates the wisdom of the tripartite framework originally formulated for understanding the bioarchaeology of violence
(Martin & Harrod, 2015), in which skeletal and contextual data are combined to form a holistic
picture; however, the application of social theory is the true illuminating force, transforming data
into social bioarchaeological findings. For the present study, each component of the novel
theoretical synthesis reviewed above is necessary and expands upon previous work in a few
ways: first, by being more explicit about the relationship between embodiment and structural
violence in bioarchaeological analyses; second, by incorporating necropolitics as an additional
theoretical framework; and third, by highlighting the ways in which mentally ill persons of lower
SES were subject to particular systems of structural violence and marginalization. For the SNPH,
this theoretical synthesis explains how discrimination occurs within socioeconomic systems
leading to poorer health and the deprivation of agency for lower SES, mentally-ill individuals
(structural violence), as made visible through skeletal remains (embodiment), in which
postmortem treatment and control of remains represents an infringement upon the fundamental
need of salvation and proper burial for Catholic believers (necropolitics). The message
communicated by this particular historic anatomization process could not be stronger; if you are
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an individual of lower SES, who is diagnosed with mental illness per later 19th and early 20th
century definitions, you were likely be confined against your will, anatomized without your
consent, and robbed of eternal salvation according to Catholic belief. Ultimately, Chapter Nine
expands upon these conclusions by offering guidance for conducting a bioarchaeology of mental
illness, in which the applied implications and ethical questions raised by this work are central.
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Table 8.1. Economic status of SNPH patients in 1867, according to Livi (1868).
Sex
Male
Female

Rich
6 (4.65%)
1 (1.85%)

Wealthy
20 (15.50%)
3 (5.56%)

Mediocre
72 (55.81%)
33 (61.11%)

Poor
31 (24.03%)
17 (31.48%)

Table 8.2. Education status of SNPH patients in 1867, according to Livi (1868).
Sex
Male
Female

Ignorant (Illiterate)
84 (65.12%)
51 (69.86%)
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Literate
38 (29.46%)
22 (30.14%)

Indoctrinated
7 (5.43%)
0 (0.00%)

APPLIED IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Implicit in bioarchaeology is the notion of holistic research that involves and
communicates its results on the dead for the benefit of the living.
- Knüsel (2019, p. xii),
INTRODUCTION
Beyond understanding who the SNPH patients were, how they lived, and what happened
to their remains postmortem, Chapter Nine seeks to place this discussion in context by reviewing
the contributions of this work, the ethics of conducting institutional bioarchaeology, and the
applied implications of this dissertation. A review of the research contributions of the present
study highlights the new geographic context of the work, the expansion upon previous theoretical
approaches, and the opportunities for future research deriving from the conclusions presented
herein. In regard to ethical considerations of institutional bioarchaeology and this study, the
below discussion draws from the prior ethical review, while ultimately seeking to address the
ethical dilemma in that bioarchaeological work needs to be justifiable, exemplified by the quote
above. Chapter Nine interrogates this edict as applied to institutional bioarchaeology and the
present study more specifically, while also acknowledging that ethical questions related to the
study and treatment of human remains tend to vary by sub-discipline and context. In pursuit of
this holistic, beneficial research, Chapter Nine also explores the applied implications of the
present study, namely the creation of a “bioarchaeology of mental illness,” the application of a
modern anthropological framework for understanding mental illness (Syme & Hagen, 2019), and
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by reviewing the role of the SCC and SNPH in modern Siena – including how bioarchaeological
data could aid in broadening the current historical narrative. Through this exploration, the unique
position and benefits of the bioarchaeologist are highlighted. For bioarchaeological scholars, the
access point to history is through the people themselves – not just documents or artifacts. Such
an approach makes it nearly impossible to ignore a shared humanity with past peoples, and
demands that institutional bioarchaeologists utilize and share their findings in ways that
encourage inquiry into modern institutions and systems of discrimination. With this in mind, the
chapter concludes by interrogating the broader applications of the bioarchaeology of mental
illness, and how scholars working in this vein can contribute to discussions about the shame and
stigma that presently surrounds mentally illness.
RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
Expanding Horizons
Throughout this dissertation, it has been made clear that institutional bioarchaeology is a
growing sub-field (Baugher, 2009; Belsaw, 2009; Blakely & Harrington, 1997b; Conlin Casella,
2009; Cooper et al., 2019; De Cunzo, 2009; DiGangi & Sirianni, 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a,
2016b; Geber et al., 2019; Geber & Murphy, 2012; Gibb, 2009; Grauer & McNamara, 1995;
Higgins et al., 2002; Higgins & Sirianni, 1995; Knowles & Sirianni, 2014; Muller, 2017; Muller
et al., 2017; Murray & Perzigian, 1995; Nystrom et al., 2017; Piddock, 2009; Sirianni & Higgins,
1995; Sutter, 1995), including studies addressing the anatomical collection of marginalized,
institutionalized people (Crist et al., 2017; Dougherty & Sullivan, 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a,
2016b; Geber & Murphy, 2012; Halling & Seidemann, 2017; Muller et al., 2017; Nystrom, 2014,
2017a, 2017b; Nystrom et al., 2017). As highlighted previously, the majority of studies
investigating almshouses and asylums have focused on contexts in English-speaking countries
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(Collins, 2009; Crist et al., 2017; Geber, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b; Geber & Murphy, 2012; LeavittReynolds, 2011; McGloin, 2012; Nystrom et al., 2017; Phillips, 2001, 2016; Piddock, 2009).
The present study has contributed to institutional bioarchaeological scholarship through the study
of a novel Italian, indeed Tuscan, context. Given institutions, and in this case, psychiatry itself,
are cultural creations, pursuing new research areas aids in understanding how institutions differ
geographically and temporally, reflecting differing cultural methods of “othering” and control.
This dissertation serves as a starting point for future comparative research, both in Italy and
Europe in general. It would be unwise to assume that late 19th and early 20th century asylums –
their methods and populations – were universal. By embracing a global institutional
bioarchaeology, a more total and multivocal narrative of mental illness in the past is possible;
however, such analyses also rely on the application of appropriate theoretical frameworks.
A Novel Theoretical Synthesis
Institutional bioarchaeology is situated within the broader realm of social bioarchaeology,
which in turns owes many of its tenets to the biocultural approach. If remains are to be conceived
as having dual identities, serving as a portal to understand past social systems, the application of
theoretical frameworks that account for these underpinnings is highly necessary. The present
study has extensively explored anthropological and archaeological theory as it applies to the
analysis of past violence, power, and health – addressing the theoretical entanglements of the
biocultural approach, social bioarchaeology, institutional archaeology/bioarchaeology, and the
bioarchaeology of violence. As reviewed previously, and applied to this study in Chapter Eight,
addressing the institutionalization and anatomization of lower SES people demands a synthesis
of theoretical frameworks, as no single body of theory adequately explains all steps of this
process. Initial applications of structural violence to bioarchaeological contexts (Klaus, 2012;
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Kohler & Kramer Turner, 2006; Martin, 1997; Martin et al., 2010; Nystrom, 2014) were truly
novel, and demonstrated the immense benefit of incorporating medical anthropological and
broader social science theories into bioarchaeology, representing the next logical step for
postprocessualists. In regard to the present study, the theoretical approach applied here –
combining structural violence, embodiment, and necropolitics – acknowledges the gaps and
shortcomings of each theory, and seeks to build upon previous scholarship recognizing the role
of human remains and dead bodies in social systems (Verdery, 1999, 2005). The present study is
unique in its explicitness regarding embodiment, embracing a definition that incorporates both
bioarchaeological and medical anthropological approaches, and by incorporating necropolitics as
an additional lens through which to explain why postmortem treatment of humans remains can
constitute structural violence. This work should serve as inspiration for other scholars interested
in incorporating or combining theories which are related, but currently exist across subdisciplinary divides. Scholars who assert a fluid identity and who draw ideas from multiple
anthropological sub-fields can only benefit from such an open-minded, holistic approach.
Furthermore, this strategy lends itself to multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary applied research
which situates anthropological findings within a larger cultural milieu.
Opportunities for Future Research
The present study is novel in multiple ways, but as with other scholarship, inquiry leads
to further questions and opportunities for future study. The logistical ease of some of these
projects, especially those involving access to archives or other skeletal collections may be
limited in the short-term due to COVID-19 (CDC, 2020); however, all the ideas included
subsequently are possible and aid in deepening knowledge of the SCC, SNPH, and
institutionalization in general.
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As mentioned several times throughout this work, examination of archival clinical
records can lead to greater understanding of SNPH clinical methods, patient histories, and causes
of death. Furthermore, in-depth demographic analyses of the SCC and SNPH archival material
can explicate the relationship between confinement and anatomization, as well as current
preservation of the collection, including missing individuals and the lack of postcranial material.
The identification of skeletal individuals included in displays in the MA-LC is also needed, as it
is suspected that these displays may account for some of the “missing” individuals listed in the
SCC registri, but unable to be located during data collection efforts. This avenue of future
research is one of the most fruitful; however, execution of this research in the short-term is
limited due to travel restrictions resulting from COVID-19.
One area of osteological analyses which would benefit from further research is the nonspecific paleopathological lesions noted for a majority of SAS individuals, summarized in
Chapters Six and Seven. Research is especially needed to better understand how disease
processes such as epilepsy or dementia may ultimately lead to bony changes. Work in this vein
would require collaboration with a neuropathologist or scholar of similar training, offering a
fruitful opportunity for multidisciplinary partnerships. Further taphonomic work could also be
conducted focusing on comparison of SNPH individuals versus general hospital patients, or to
other previously identified asylum samples. Expansion of the original SAS could be conducted if
new questions emerge from further archival, paleopathological, or taphonomic analyses which
would necessitate a larger sample or different sampling technique. Additionally, as reviewed in
Chapter Five, skeletal biology data related to sex and age were gathered during analysis of the
SAS; however, the findings were not presented here as they do not address any of the three
research goals. Future research, either by the author or other collaborators, could make use of
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this data. Beyond continued study of the SAS and further comparative analyses, the research
methods and theoretical model applied in the present study could be tested on another sample,
such as other asylum samples previously identified. Lastly, at the present time, the author plans
to condense the findings of this dissertation into a monograph for consideration for publication in
Bioarchaeology and Social Theory or Bodies and Lives series. The monograph will likely
summarize the conclusions of the present study, but also focus on theoretical approaches in
institutional bioarchaeology and studies of historic anatomization, with particular attention to
how theories cross disciplinary boundaries, especially between bioarchaeology, forensic
anthropology, medical anthropology, and public health.
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
An additional avenue for further discussion and future research concerns the ethical
challenges of institutional bioarchaeology, especially as related to historical anatomical
collections, and the implications of these dilemmas for the SCC and SNPH. Chapter Three
primarily explored ethics in bioarchaeology in general, especially the role of professional codes
of ethics (AAA, 2012; AAPA, 2003; Walker, 2000), the responsibility of researchers to living
stakeholders (Baker et al., 2001; Dongoske, 1996; Kakaliouras, 2008, 2017; Rose et al., 1996),
and the need for self-reflection on the part of bioarchaeologists, as their work specifically entails
the use of human remains (Walker, 2000). The current section builds upon this discussion, as
well as engaging with more recent scholarship (Squires, Errickson, & Márquez-Grant, 2019c).
This analysis should not be considered final, rather these ideas are put forth in an effort to foster
ethical dialogue among diverse scholars – all of whom engage with human remains – utilizing
the SCC and SNPH as a focal point for discussion. Additionally, aspects of this ethical
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discussion intersect with the theoretical analysis presented in Chapter Eight, in which treatment
of and respect for the dead figures strongly.
Recent Scholarship
As highlighted by Squires, Errickson, and Márquez-Grant (2019b), to date, there is a
general lack of scholarly engagement with and consideration of ethics within biological
anthropology, especially as it applies to conducting continued research and publication. Recent
research has sought to interrogate the ethical implications of bioarchaeology and forensic
anthropology more closely, through examination of a variety of contexts and ethical dilemmas
(Caffell & Jakob, 2019; de Tienda Palop & Currás, 2019; Gareth Jones, 2019; Knüsel, 2019;
Moon, 2019; Squires, Errickson, & Márquez-Grant, 2019a; Squires et al., 2019b). These scholars
have examined the dignity of the dead, human rights after death, ethical dilemmas in human
anatomy, and the management of university skeletal collections – all of which can inform the
ethical and theoretical vision of the SCC and SNPH. First, it is important to highlight the
importance of respect for the dead (Squires et al., 2019b). Secondly, it is also necessary to
explicitly distinguish between known versus unknown individuals (Squires et al., 2019b), which
can be further refined conceptually through identifying the “present” dead versus the “forgotten”
dead, as explained by de Tienda Palop and Currás (2019). In all cases, respect and dignity are
paramount; however, the ways in which these concepts are defined, legislated and/or applied
vary among scholars (Caffell & Jakob, 2019; de Tienda Palop & Currás, 2019; Gareth Jones,
2019; Knüsel, 2019; Moon, 2019; Squires et al., 2019b, 2019c). In regard to the dignity of the
dead, de Tienda Palop and Currás (2019) explore dignity from a philosophical standpoint,
offering an alternative view to the Kantian conception of dignity typically invoked by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations General Assembly, 1948). As defined
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by Kant (1785) human beings merit unconditional respect because they are rational beings that
possess freedom to act, and therefore autonomy – explicitly linking dignity, freedom, and
autonomy, and ergo, agency. de Tienda Palop and Currás (2019) rebut this Kantian vision as it
applies to the dead. They do not question that the dead have dignity, but state that dignity should
not hinge on the subject’s status as rational i.e. living being. Rather, the dead possess dignity
because they represent the remains of once-living individuals who were aware of their own
mortality, who sought to avoid “oblivion” through a variety of processes, which could entail
preservation of their remains. The role that archaeology or bioarchaeology plays in this process
of dignity is dependent on whether the individuals in question represent the “present” or
“forgotten” dead (de Tienda Palop & Currás, 2019). Ultimately, these sometimes convoluted
arguments tend to hold more interest and importance for philosophers as opposed to scholars
actually utilizing human remains. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the assumption of the
dead as deserving or having dignity is by no means universal – although the present study
definitively views the dead as having dignity. Additionally, application of a Kantian conception
of dignity, often invoked in a modern human rights context, stands in philosophical conflict to
the theoretical frameworks utilized by the current study. If human beings merit dignity because
of their possession of rationality, freedom, and autonomy, a true Kantian interpretation would
question if those denied these traits were worthy of dignity – a dangerous notion when
considering the remains of mentally ill, lower SES individuals who were confined against their
will and deprived of their agency. With this in mind, questioning of a Kantian approach to
dignity as applied to human remains is wise; however, further scholarship, including
collaboration between social bioarchaeologists and philosophers, is needed in this area, such that
future research incorporates social theory that also engages with larger philosophical ideas.
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Beyond the question of dignity, recent scholarship has also interrogated to what degree
human beings have rights after death (Moon, 2019). Moon (2019)’s discussion has greater
applicability to modern contexts, and draws strongly on international humanitarian law,
nonetheless the conclusions drawn by Moon (2019) also have implications for the present study.
Moon (2019) concludes that while the dead do not enjoy explicit legally-defined human rights,
such rights are implied by humanitarian and human rights scholarship, present international
humanitarian law, and current forensic practices. It is further argued that these implicit rights are
frequently defined as encompassing dignity and respect, in which the dead are of social
importance, concepts previously explored by de Tienda Palop and Currás (2019). This discussion
presents an interesting conundrum. If the rights of dead are implicit, as opposed to explicit, and
rely on concepts that are not universally defined in regard to the dead, such as dignity and
respect, how are scholars who work with human remains to proceed in an ethical manner? Gareth
Jones (2019) and Caffell and Jakob (2019) attempt to answer these questions in regard to the
practice of anatomy and the management of university skeletal collections. Gareth Jones (2019)
reviews the ethical history of anatomy, while Caffell and Jakob (2019) consider the need for
anatomical teaching collections and offers suggestions for best curatorial and teaching practices.
Throughout this recent scholarship (Caffell & Jakob, 2019; de Tienda Palop & Currás, 2019;
Gareth Jones, 2019; Knüsel, 2019; Moon, 2019; Squires et al., 2019b), there is an
acknowledgement of the ethical lapses of the past, the need for dignity and respect of the dead,
and the conundrum of continued teaching and research of human remains, while also improving
upon past and preventing future ethical transgressions. Squires et al. (2019a) offers a few guiding
principles in this regard: a need for increased acknowledgement and engagement with ethical
topics in degree programs; greater analysis of ethics in publications, to include directly
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addressing the treatment of remains; increasing collaboration and communication with those
impacted by ethical issues associated with human remains; including greater cooperation and
transparency with possible descendants or claimant groups; and improving public outreach and
education regarding ethical concerns when working with human remains.
Although this guidance is helpful, it does not fully address the face-value conflict of
continuing to study and utilize the skeletal remains of past individuals who were anatomized
without their consent. In regard to the SCC and SNPH, the questions of consent, dignity, rights
of the dead, and future directions can be considered in light of the scholarship summarized
above. As mentioned multiple times throughout the present study, current data indicates that
SNPH individuals were anatomized without their consent, although this practice was by no
means unique (Jones, 2011). Even in a historical context, the question of consent matters,
especially when considering how to continue to utilize and manage the collection going forward.
The scholarship reviewed above attests to the inherent dignity and the rights, albeit implied, of
the dead. The theoretical analysis presented in Chapter Eights wrestles with why these concepts
matter in relation the SCC and SNPH. Structural violence describes the political-economic
system in which individuals of certain groups are robbed of agency, while embodiment explains
how these processes become visible through skeletal remains, including how remains are treated
postmortem. Necropolitics addresses how the SCC serves as an example where the fundamental
need to receive salvation through “proper” Catholic burial practices was denied to SNPH
patients. Given its roots in modern human rights scholarship, necropolitics, as a general
theoretical framework, tangentially acknowledges some of the ethical ideas reviewed above;
however, the link between modern human rights and ethical transgressions of the past as related
to human remains needs further scholarly attention. Ultimately, this dissertation agrees with
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Squires et al. (2019a), in that consideration and discussion of ethical concerns in
bioarchaeological and related scholarship represents a wise, albeit conservative, way forward.
With this in mind, additional suggestions for future research utilizing the remains of past
individuals anatomized without their consent are offered, taking into account some of the
taphonomic changes noted for the SAS. Many of these suggestions reflect general “best”
practices among bioarchaeologists, and forensic anthropologists, but especially bear repeating
vis-à-vis the use of remains of those anatomized without their consent, such that continued
scholarly use includes the tenets of dignity and respect.
•

Use of these particular types of remains, such as the SCC, may continue but
should be limited to formal study i.e. these collections should not be utilized for
general teaching purposes. Research utilizing destructive analyses should be
highly scrutinized, and only approved when the greatest data benefit can be
garnered from limited analyses.

•

At all times, this research should seek to protect the identities of subjects, similar
to measures taken to ensure participant anonymity in studies of living or recently
deceased populations.
o Individuals should be referred to by curatorial identifier or basic biological
identity (age and sex) only – no names should be utilized even if they are
known (as is the case of the SCC).

•

Scholars should consider that published research findings may be read by
members of the community from which the anatomized individuals were
historically drawn, and by those who were the “anatomizers”. Consultation with
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representative stakeholders, such as researchers hailing from these communities,
is recommended, even when not required by law or professional codes of ethics.
•

Curatorial practices should center on respect for and dignity of the dead to prevent
undue postmortem breakage. Best practices for storage and use should include:
o Storing human remains separate from other curated items, such as
associated material culture.
o Padding storage containers/shelves as well as work surfaces to prevent
damage to the remains.
o Mandibles should not be stored in articulation with maxillae, to prevent
bumping or damaging the dentition against itself. Loose teeth lost
postmortem should be stored such that original provenience is maintained.

•

Although it is understood that historical curatorial methods may have entailed
permanent marking of the remains, current practices should seek to limit damage
to the bone while also preventing commingling. Any marking for the purposes of
research, such as cranial landmarks, should be done in pencil and erased as soon
as possible after analysis.

•

Remains should be stored and maintained in a manner that prevents further
degradation or unnecessary taphonomic changes such as mold growth, water
damage, insect infestation, sun bleaching etc.
o Curatorial practices should include cleaning of remains as necessary to
prevent accumulation of dust, and removal or mitigation of remaining soft
tissue or grease which may encourage further decomposition and/or
bacterial/fungal growth.
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o Cleaning of remains should seek to balance continued preservation and
overall cleanliness without inducing further taphonomic changes i.e. the
use of boiling water and harsh chemicals should be avoided.
•

Collections should tracked using digital records, in addition to any historical
catalogs or registers that may exist. This dissertation entailed the digitization of
the original SCC hand-written registri, in order to enable future studies utilizing
this information.

•

Access to remains should be limited to curatorial/institutional staff and active
researchers. Remains should not be removed from the storage and analysis
facilities.

•

Researchers should strive for transparency and public engagement, while also
abiding by best practices regarding public images of human remains.
o Photos of anatomized individuals should only be published in academic
contexts such as peer-reviewed articles, theses and dissertations, book
chapters etc. Use of these photos should be limited and circumspect.
o Although research may be publicized through social media or popular
news outlets, images of skeletal individuals should not be utilized in these
contexts.
o Publications of research must acknowledge the method through which
remains were acquired and the ethical challenge associated with using
these remains. Ethics need not be central to every research project, but
should be included in the background and/or materials and methods
sections of publications.
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APPLIED IMPLICATIONS
Creating a Bioarchaeology of Mental Illness
Besides the ethical implications and guidance presented above, scholars who study
human remains, particularly those originally collected under questionable ethical circumstances,
should seek to make their work meaningful. As presented in the introduction of this chapter,
bioarchaeologists must undertake holistic work for the benefit of the living. In answer to this
edict, the present study presents a framework for creating a “bioarchaeology of mental illness,”
modeled on previous work conducted by Martin and Harrod (2015) in regard to the
bioarchaeology of violence. In order to successfully people the past, scholars investigating
mental illness need to incorporate evidence that addresses SES, education, health, and other
facets of lived experience – suites of data that are ideally found in human remains and associated
documentary material. By considering human remains as a source of data in regard to mental
health, a new research horizon appears: the bioarchaeology of mental illness.
Following the guidance of Martin and Harrod (2015), the bioarchaeology of mental
illness (BAMI) is composed of skeletal data, contextual data, and social theory – with the
addition of multi/interdisciplinary engagement. For the BAMI, the usage and types of skeletal
data are similar to that invoked by the “bioarchaeology of violence,” with the additional focused
consideration of postmortem treatment. The role of postmortem treatment in analyses utilizing
structural violence has previously been described; the present study expands upon this prior
scholarship by considering taphonomic changes beyond dissection or autopsy and postmortem
disposal, and incorporating embodiment and necropolitics within the theoretical analysis. Such
an approach widens the applied implications of this dissertation and the BAMI in general, in that
taphonomic study is encouraged with an eye toward theoretical and curatorial applications. By
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gaining a greater understanding of the taphonomic state of anatomized asylum patients, scholars
working with human remains can tailor curatorial practices to limit damage, as delineated
through the ethical guidelines above, while also considering and changing current body
collection and preparation practices to limit transgressions against those who become skeletal
subjects. Especially in the case of skeletal remains of the mentally ill, postmortem treatment in
general must be considered as a component of skeletal data because it speaks to attitudes towards
the deceased by the original anatomists or physicians, as well as those who continue to utilize the
remains for study.
Beyond expanding the vision of skeletal data, the BAMI also embraces a broader view of
contextual data. Martin and Harrod (2015) speak to the importance of contextual data, especially
data that would be considered archaeological and mortuary in nature. The BAMI demands a
broader definition of context encompassing documentary evidence, understanding of current
display practices, and knowledge of the history of psychiatry. When analyzing historical
assemblages, including those that were never explicitly bioarchaeological, such as the SCC,
associated documentary evidence and other remnants of the historical asylum should be given
the same credence as grave goods or “traditional” mortuary treatment. Catalog data regarding
individuals has proved the most illuminating for the present study; however, as explored below,
current display and usage of historical anatomical collections contributes equally to the suite of
contextual data. Also, scholars of the BAMI need to strive for greater understanding of how
historical institutions for the care of the mentally ill functioned, and what view practitioners and
family members would have had of the mentally ill. Such an analysis demands that
bioarchaeologists conducting the BAMI understand the history of psychiatry – a concern that this
dissertation seeks to address in Chapter Four. It should be noted that reports of the history of
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psychiatry and asylums generally do not reflect the views of the mentally ill themselves, rather
by embracing a BAMI that utilizes skeletal remains of these individuals, their previously
silenced voices can be added and emphasized. Ultimately, interpretation of skeletal findings i.e.
what life was like for the mentally ill, should not seem risky if such analysis is grounded in
contextual data and framed using social theory, an approach also advocated for by Martin and
Harrod (2015).
In the BAMI, social theory is arguably the most important component. The present study
has demonstrated the benefits to be gained by synthesizing theories that address various
components of anatomization, a strategy that helps to illuminate the social implications of mental
illness, forced confinement, and anatomization against the will of the mentally ill person.
Although the author is partial to the tri-partite framework utilized for the present study (structural
violence, embodiment, and necropolitics), scholars of the BAMI should consider which theories
work best for their particular context, while also expanding upon previous scholarship. This
dissertation has demonstrated the benefits of “borrowing” necropolitics in a historical
bioarchaeological analysis, and by embracing a more holistic definition of embodiment that
incorporates facets of archaeological and medical anthropological usage. Like the
bioarchaeology of violence, a successful BAMI cannot be conducted without the usage of social
theory. This is not to suggest that scholars identifying as processualists cannot participate in the
BAMI, rather that the majority of the research questions implied by the BAMI tend toward
interpretative analyses of social systems. It should also be noted that the BAMI lends itself best
to the analysis of historical contexts. Extension of the framework into the deeper past should be
conducted with caution. Identifying the mentally ill beyond the historical period can be tenuous
and would rely more greatly on identification of paleopathological lesions known to be
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associated with psychiatric symptoms, such as tertiary syphilis, as opposed to identification of
known collections of the mentally ill based on archaeological and documentary evidence.
Nonetheless, the guiding framework presented here could be adapted for the study of mental
illness beyond the historical period – one avenue for future potential research.
The final component of the BAMI is multi/interdisciplinary engagement, with a goal of
conducting bioarchaeological work that directly benefits the living through collaboration with
scholars investigating mental illness among living populations. The BAMI demonstrates the
potential for fruitful collaboration between bioarchaeologists, and the medical anthropologists
and related scholars studying similar conditions or phenomena in living populations. This
dissertation has benefited from incorporating data about mental illness among modern in-patient
Italian populations – contributing to a greater understanding of the change of psychiatry over
time. The sharing of theoretical frameworks, such as structural violence, also provides a common
language for colleagues of different disciplines. Such work can be conducted with an aim
towards applied outcomes – utilizing knowledge of the past to examine change over time,
conduct critical analyses of diagnostic frameworks, and improve treatment and public
perceptions of mental illness.
Besides engagement with medical anthropologists, scholars conducting a BAMI can also
contribute to multidisciplinary research through collaborative studies with collections managers,
curators, and other museum or institutional personnel. These types of studies can contribute to
improving how asylum history is presented to the public and students, by incorporating
bioarchaeological data and striving to curate and utilize skeletal remains of the mentally ill in
ways that promote study and public dialogue while also having dignity and respect for the dead.
The present study has undertaken the first three components of the BAMI (skeletal data,
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contextual data, and social theory). The subsequent discussion functions as a case study,
exemplifying how multi/interdisciplinary engagement might be applied in the study of the SCC
and SNPH. This first attempt relies on information gathered by the author alone. Successful
future research would entail formulation and execution of research in consultation and
partnership with scholars studying mental illness in modern populations, and/or museum
personnel. Such research would be conducted with the goal of applied outcomes in regard to the
treatment, anthropological analysis, and museum presentations of mental illness.
Reimagining the SNPH
As reviewed above, a successful BAMI entails multi/interdisciplinary collaboration. As
such, the present case study first engages with current anthropological analyses of mental illness
conducted by medical/biological anthropological scholars (Syme & Hagen, 2019). Biological
anthropology, including bioarchaeology, continues to expand its horizons through novel and
much-needed collaborations; however, gulfs between practitioners do exist, despite similar
underlying research interests or goals. In regard to the study of mental illness, Syme and Hagen
(2019) offer a new way forward for biological anthropologists. While Syme and Hagen (2019)
focus on living populations; bioarchaeologists have much to gain from their presentation of a
“provisional evolutionary schema of mental disorders” (PES). The present case study
demonstrates the benefits to be gained by involving bioarchaeologists in the study of mental
illness, applying the PES to the previous diagnostic analyses conducted in Chapter Seven. This
approach showcases the utility of the PES in site-specific approaches to mental illness in a
bioarchaeological context, and offers one example of multi/interdisciplinary approaches to the
study of mental illness, with a goal of applied implications or outcomes.
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As highlighted by Syme and Hagen (2019), the causes of most mental disorders remain
unknown, and despite a long history of psychiatric treatments, including use of
psychopharmaceuticals, there has been little reduction in the prevalence of mental illness. As
such, Syme and Hagen (2019) seek to provide a holistic, anthropologically-grounded critique of
research of mental disorders, in which they focus on the current global burden of mental
disorders, the history of biological psychiatry, and a critique of the present theoretical
underpinnings of psychiatric classification systems, which draw inherently on differing
definitions of disorder and disease. Forming only one component of Syme and Hagen (2019)’s
scrutiny, the PES is offered as a tentative solution to the theoretical shortcomings previously
referenced. This critique is provided along with a review of novel approaches in current mental
health studies. The authors conclude by arguing for the greater engagement of biological
anthropologists in the field of mental health research, with anthropologists being able to offer
increased clarity in regard to the biological, evolutionary, and sociocultural facets of mental
illness (Syme & Hagen, 2019). Given the breadth and depth of this analysis (Syme & Hagen,
2019) , the current study only engages with the aspect most applicable to the demographic
analyses of past populations, namely the PES. Nonetheless, the author encourages readers to
review all aspects of Syme and Hagen (2019), as the BAMI directly addresses the call for greater
biological anthropological engagement in mental health research, with the added novelty of a
bioarchaeological perspective.
In regard to the PES, Syme and Hagen (2019) offer this particular classificatory system
as an answer to the problems inherent to the DSM and ICD systems. The authors stress that
modern classificatory systems derive directly from those of the 19th and early 20th century, when
practitioners expected that classification would lead to understanding of the causes of mental
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illness, and therefore successful treatment (Syme & Hagen, 2019) – an assumption which has
proven to be largely erroneous. The PES is evolutionary in perspective and draws directly on
anthropologically-informed definitions of disease and disorder. According to Syme and Hagen
(2019, pp. 13-14):
…a more successful scientific approach to mental illness must start with an illness
concept grounded in the evolved functionality of the human organism…[t]raits that are
biologically dysfunctional but socially benign, or that are biologically functional but
socially harmful, are not illnesses.
Such an approach – codified through the PES – has appreciable benefit when attempting to
understand SNPH patient demographics. Namely, are the individuals formulating diagnoses
more concerned with biological or social function, or some combination thereof? Additionally,
by reinterpreting KPC diagnostic categories using the PES (Table 9.1), an analysis of past mental
illness can begin to “touch” the present – a component of the BAMI.
The categories of mental disorder identified by the PES are: developmental disorders,
aversive but possibly adaptive defenses, senescence and dementia, and environmental
mismatches. Readers should refer to Syme and Hagen (2019) for the reasoning behind the
construction of these categories. The present analysis is concerned with classification of SNPH
diagnoses according to these categories, as opposed to critique of the PES method.
Developmental disorders are seen as encompassing disorders of early development, autism and
theory of mind deficits, and disorders of later development such as bipolar disorder, obsessivecompulsive disorder, schizophrenia, and eating disorders (Syme & Hagen, 2019). Aversive but
possibly adaptive defenses encompass major depressive disorder, anxiety disorder and posttraumatic stress disorder – all conditions with relatively low heritability (Syme & Hagen, 2019).
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Senescence and dementia refers to the various types of dementia leading to memory deficits and
decreased cognitive functioning with age (Syme & Hagen, 2019). Mismatches are seen when
current and ancestral environments have markedly different demands, which can lead to
dysfunction, harm, or both. ADHD and substance use are framed as mismatches by Syme and
Hagen (2019).
Analysis of KPC diagnoses is presented in Table 9.1, building off of the discussion in
Chapter Seven. By applying the PES, it is clear that aversive but adaptive defenses, as well as
mismatches, have increased over time i.e. the prevalence of these conditions was low in late 19th
and early 20th century Italy. This change may be partially attributable to the trappings of 21st
century life, as well as a greater awareness of these “illnesses” in modern diagnostic systems.
Nonetheless, the proportion of patients with mismatches and aversive defenses remains relatively
small. Both the KPC (33.08%) and the modern Italian in-patient population (56.95%) contain a
large portion of patients with developmental disorders, although prevalence in modern Italy is
greater. As discussed previously, KPC individuals categorized as having “other/unknown”
diagnoses (31.01%) likely contain a large portion of people with dementia i.e. senescence and
dementia according to the PES. Presence of these patients in the modern Italian in-patient
population is small, as individuals with age-related cognitive degeneration tend to no longer be
cared for in psychiatric facilities. Lastly, individuals with organic mental disorders, such as
epilepsy, compose a large portion (25.78%) of the KPC, but are relatively rare in the modern
Italian comparative population (2.29%). Organic mental disorders are not addressed by the PES,
because they represent true consequences of identifiable biological pathology.
Taken together, application of the PES to the KPC indicates that the historic Italian
psychiatric population was actually composed of few individuals with conditions that would be
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considered “psychiatric” in etiology under current diagnostic systems, the PES or otherwise.
Rather KPC individuals tended to be those with developmental disorders, organic mental
disorders leading to psychiatric symptoms, or those with senescence and dementia. Although
limited in scope, this particular case study demonstrates that interdisciplinary engagement, as
encouraged by the BAMI, is beneficial. Through application of the work of Syme and Hagen
(2019), a more accurate picture of the SNPH emerges – one which differs from typical
conceptions of the 19th century asylum. Additionally, by understanding the KPC population in
this way, the futility of past psychiatric treatment practices is laid bare. If the majority of patients
are actually subject to developmental or organic mental disorders, as well as cognitive decline
associated with senescence, the application of “moral therapy” and similar early treatment
methods appears futile, even “insane.” In addition to providing a more complete view of the
SNPH, the application of the PES also demonstrates the benefits of comparative analyses, in
which mental illness in the past can be reimagined within an evolutionary framework, as
opposed to past or modern diagnostic systems which are inherently flawed and culturally
constructed. Ultimately, bioarchaeologists and the populations they study have much to
contribute to conceptions of mental illness, both past and present.
Besides the diagnostic reimagining presented above, the present study also incorporates
interdisciplinary engagement in the form of a pilot analysis of the curation of the SCC and
SNPH. As reviewed in Chapter Four, many buildings from the asylum “village” survive under
the ownership of the University of Siena. The majority of these buildings have been converted to
house various university departments including physics, engineering, archaeology, and others. In
regard to “site preservation,” the previous use of the asylum “campus” is still very apparent, but
also represents a hybrid environment in which layout, signage, and exterior building appearance
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maintain some connection to the past, while the interior – the “peopling” – of these buildings is
markedly changed. Although there are no efforts to conceal the previous history of these
buildings, and therefore the presence of the asylum, it is clear that reuse largely takes precedence
over preservation or curation for educational or tourism purposes.
For those interested in the history of asylum “campus,” the smart phone application
developed by individuals from the University of Siena, entitled San Niccolò, is helpful in some
respects. The application provides historic photographs and background information (in Italian)
regarding the asylum buildings, as well as a map and an augmented reality feature. Background
information also includes audio discussion in Italian, entitled “La voce del manicomio,” of each
area of interest. Screenshots from the app are provided in Figures 9.1-9.5. In general, this
background information reflects antiquated viewpoints of asylum patients. Both patients and
their life in the asylum are discussed in an impersonal tone and focus is given to historical
changes in the asylum as opposed to patient treatment or experiences. This discussion is largely
impersonal, and unconcerned with humanity, dignity, or individualism of patients. Repurposed
asylum buildings, and the interpretive material provided by the application, are ultimately
focused on descriptive history and reuse of these spaces, utterly divorcing the site of past asylum
events from the artifacts of this life i.e. the remains of SNPH patients in the form of the SCC.
In regard to patient remains, the SCC (largely crania) is housed and maintained by the
Università di Siena – Museo Anatomico “Leonetto Comparini,” while archival records besides
the registri are held by Le Soprintendenze Archivistiche (Archival Superintendencies) and
maintained by the Museo della Società di Esecutori di Pie Disposizioni (Museum of the Society
of Executors of Pious Dispositions) in Siena. While the facility housing archival records is
immediately across from the original asylum gate, patient remains are stored at the Museo
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Anatomico on the San Miniato campus – a lengthy bus ride away from the original asylum
buildings. As described previously, remains are stored in metal cabinets, with little indication as
to their identity or purpose. Although the remains are ostensibly part of the Museo Anatomico
collection, they are not presented or curated as such. The Museo Anatomico space largely focuses
on historical medical instrumentation, literature, and preserved specimens (not including the
SCC) – with limited interpretive material. Images of the museum space are provided in Figures
9.6-9.10. Although school tours of the space do take place, the SCC is not truly integrated into
the current Museo Anatomico curation approach. Furthermore, the SCC is not utilized by current
students and research concerning the collection has been scant, until the time of the present
study.
In sum, the SCC and thus the patients of the SNPH are not part of the narrative
constructed by the Museo Anatomico. This “lack of people” demonstrates the need for
multi/interdisciplinary engagement as part of the BAMI. The present study has gathered
meaningful information about the history of the SNPH and its patients – expanding our vision of
the past beyond the picture currently constructed using material culture and archival material.
Incorporating this bioarchaeological data into modern conceptions and presentations of the
SNPH returns humanity, dignity, and respect to past SNPH patients. Furthermore, by including
SNPH patients in the Museo Anatomico in a more meaningful way, there is an opportunity to
discuss past anatomization practices and the experiences, both living and postmortem, of the
mentally ill in the past. Future research and applied work in this area should consider the larger
role of the asylum and its history in the University of Siena and Siena as a whole, and how a
more cohesive, “peopled” narrative of SNPH history might be conceived of the currently
disparate components of the asylum buildings, the Museo Anatomico, archival material, and the
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SCC. Overall, although the two examples discussed above are relatively brief, both display the
obvious value to be gained from multi/interdisciplinary engagement within the BAMI. Indeed,
research around this theme creates the greatest impact, both in improving mental health research
of living populations, and current stigma and shame around mental illness, by reevaluating how
it is depicted and interpreted in the past.
CONCLUSION: BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL BENEFITS AND PAYING IT FORWARD
Bioarchaeological Benefits
One cannot divorce the study of mental illness in the past from the current state of
psychiatry. As Syme and Hagen (2019) eloquently present, “advances” in mental health
diagnosis and treatment should not be taken at face-value. The prevailing paradigm of biological
psychiatry, driven by a startling reliance on psychopharmaceuticals, has yet to provide
revolutionary answers on the etiology and treatment of mental illness. Although certainly a
sobering perspective, a glance to the past can reassure us that previous medical professionals
similarly floundered in their attempts to aid the mentally ill. A modern observer can easily vilify
the inefficacy, cruelty, and even lunacy, of late 19th and early 20th century treatment approaches
such as forced labor, confinement, and later, lobotomy. These actions are even more difficult to
empathize with when it is now understood that among SNPH individuals with listed diagnoses,
the majority did not suffer from mental illness as it is currently conceived, but rather were those
with developmental and organic mental disorders, as well as dementia.
With these current shortcomings, Syme and Hagen (2019) are correct to highlight the
contributions that biological anthropologists can make to the study of current mental illness; the
present study demonstrates the benefits to be gained by inviting bioarchaeologists to the table. In
many ways, bioarchaeologists have more information than past medical professionals or even
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current biological anthropologists seeking to understand mental illness. At present, there are no
biological tests to diagnosis mental illness (Syme & Hagen, 2019), meaning no biological data
pertaining to mental illness is lost by the reduction of individuals to skeletal material. Although
bioarchaeologists cannot observe and interact with the past individual during their life, they
enjoy the benefits of time, context, and comparison in ways that other analysts do not.
Bioarchaeologists are able to consider change over time, as well as envision the past from a deep
time perspective i.e. mental illness as a facet of the human experience, as opposed to pathology
identified by the advent of modern “science”. Bioarchaeologists are able to appreciate context in
a unique way, in which place and time are intertwined and ever-informing one another, with the
location of study also taking place within the broader space of community, region, country, and
more. This appreciation for time and context, born from archaeological origins, also uniquely
facilitates comparison. This dissertation has endeavored to provide a deeper understanding of the
SCC and SNPH through demographic, osteological, and taphonomic analyses. These data have
been “filtered” through a novel theoretical framework composed of structural violence,
embodiment, and necropolitics – with the hope of inspiring other institutional bioarchaeologists
and related scholars to expand the bodies of theory they engage with. Drawing upon this
research, the present study has then put forth the BAMI, in which multi/interdisciplinary research
is a key component. The examples provided by this chapter should serve as inspiration for others
seeking to create novel, applied outcomes from bioarchaeological research. Indeed, such research
can and should also entail reflexive consideration of mental illness in modern society, and the
“why” driving these analyses.
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Paying it forward: why are we here?
It is not possible to assemble a bioarchaeology of mental illness without acknowledging
the cultural milieu this bioarchaeology must exist within. The modern world sees a distorted
mental illness, bombarded by sensationalized images of unkempt prisoner-patients. Shame
springs from this place of distortion, an asylum populated by One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,
Girl Interrupted, A Beautiful Mind, and #mentalillness posts on Instagram. There is something
to be said for decreasing stigma through the openness of those currently experiencing mental
illness, but modern negative perceptions of mental illness are born from these popular images,
based ultimately on historical prejudices and subsequent biased depictions of the past.
Ultimately, this dissertation does not attempt analyses of modern images, rather encourages those
investigating historical asylum contexts to consider where this scholarship fits in. Too often,
archaeologists are criticized for their explicit focus on the past. We must endeavor to make our
work applied, engaging, and interesting to those beyond the confines of anthropology. In the case
of the SCC and SNPH, those looking for a sensationalized tale of cruel asylum practices will not
find it. This dissertation strove to provide a more complete picture of the patients as humans,
who were subsequently treated as “things” after their death. The theoretical analysis contained
herein provides a framework to discuss these ideas – for anthropologists and other social
scientists. But the bioarchaeology of mental illness must be expanded beyond the confines of the
ivory tower. This research was conducted, as all scholarship is, during a time that has never
come before. Now, where will it go? How can we shed light where previously it was dark,
provide voices where previously there was silence? This is the call that modern bioarchaeologists
must answer.
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POSTSCRIPT – JANUARY 19, 2021
It would be remiss to conclude this dissertation without acknowledging the context in
which the work has taken place. This research was conducted and primarily written during the
COVID-19 pandemic, beginning in early 2020. This pandemic has disproportionately impacted
communities of color and those of lower socioeconomic status, in which a COVID diagnosis
may mean a solitary death and harried postmortem treatment, to include warehousing in
refrigerated trucks, or for unclaimed/unidentified or impoverished New Yorkers, burial in the
potter’s field on Hart Island. The necropolitics of COVID-19 are stark, given that they stand
upon the entrenched structural violence of the American medical system and society at large.
This period has also been characterized by continuing division in the author’s country,
including the politicization of the pandemic, and public health measures taken to combat it,
especially mask-wearing and vaccination efforts. Although many entered 2021 with hope,
factious animosity has remained. Political ire and inflammatory discourse run rampant, in which
disdain for those perceived to be “other,” both political and otherwise, seems at a peak.
Questions regarding who holds and wields power are prominent, to include challenges to longstanding institutions.
This dissertation did not attempt to tackle these contemporary issues, but the applied
implications of the present study are readily apparent. The need to speak truth to power has not
waned, in which the bodies of the “other” are the canaries in the coal mine for larger society. To
live through historical events can engender sympathy for those in the past, but doing our best is
no longer sufficient when the deeply entrenched ills create graves before our eyes.
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Table 9.1. PES diagnostic comparisons.
Italian Diagnosis (Primary)
Lipemania
Mania; Monomania

Preti et al. (2009) “Translation”
Depression and related disorders
Bipolar disorder

Imbecillità; Idiotismo

Mental retardation

PES
Aversive but adaptive

Developmental Disorders

KPC
8.01%

Modern Italy
16.74%

33.80%

56.95%

Frenosi ipocondriaca
Frenosi sensoria

Schizophrenia and related
psychoses

N/A

Eating and psychosomatic
disorders

Demenza; Frenosi senile
Follia morale
Non riconosciuto alienato!

Other/unknown

Senescence and dementia
(possible)

31.01%

0.95%

Frenosi alcolica

Substance abuse

Mismatch

1.39%

8.72%

N/A

Personality Disorders

N/A

0.00%

10.44%

N/A

25.78%

2.29%

Paralisi progressiva (all descriptors)
Epilessifrenia (all descriptors)
Organic mental disorder
Frenosi pellagrosa
Frenosi puerperale
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Figure 9.1. Application home screen.7

7

A Note to Reader: Please see Appendix C for the Fair Use Worksheet regarding app screenshots (Figures 9.1-9.5).
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Figure 9.2. Page with information on "il manicomio".
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Figure 9.3. Page with information on Reparto Chiarugi.
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Figure 9.4. Page with information on la colonia agricola.
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Figure 9.5. Page with information on la farmacia.
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Figure 9.6. First view of main museum room, with workspace visible. Door is to the right of this
picture (out of frame), and located at the twelve o'clock position based on this view. Subsequent
figures are views as the observer moves counterclockwise.8

8

Photographs in Figures 9.6-9.10 were taken by the author.
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Figure 9.7. Opposite view of Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.8. Objects from Figure 9.7 would be to the right (out of frame).
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Figure 9.9. View to the left of previous figure.
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Figure 9.10. Final view, door is to the left of this figure (out of frame).
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APPENDIX A:
COLLECTION HOURS AND ACCESS
Those interested in conducting research utilizing the Siena Craniological Collection should
contact Dr. Margherita Agliano’ (margherita.agliano@unisi.it). Collections hours are listed
below. Curatorial staff provide access to the skeletal remains and associated catalogs. The
museum collection is also subject to closure based on university schedule and holidays. It is
recommended that interested researchers confirm open dates prior to travel.

Collection Hours:
Monday-Thursday: – 9am-1pm; 2pm-5:30pm
Friday: 9am-1pm
The collection is located in the scientific area of the San Miniato campus (Via Aldo Moro 2), and
can be reached by the Number 10 or 77 bus from Siena Central Station.
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APPENDIX B:
EXEMPLAR BENCHNOTES
Catalog #:______ MNI:______ Photo #s:____________________ Downloaded
Skeletal Inventory: Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994
Element
Portion
Cranium

L

Frontal
Parietal
Occipital
Temporal
Zygomatic
Maxilla
Nasal
Lacrimal
Inferior Nasal Conchae
Palatine
Sphenoid
Mandible
Ethmoid
Vomer
Teeth
Vertebra (if present)
Other
1: ≥ 75% present

Data Entered

Observations

R

2: 25-75% present

3: 1-25% present

9: N/A, Not present

Dental Inventory: Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; follows Arizona State Museum recording system
RIGHT
LEFT
MAXILLA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

Inventory (1-9)
Development (1-14)
Caries (1-7)
Abscesses (1-2)
Periodontitis (1-2)

MANDIBLE
Inventory (1-9)
Development (1-14)
Caries (1-7)
Abscesses (1-2)
Periodontitis (1-2)

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS: LEH, Staining, Dental work etc.
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LEH – DISTANCE TO CEJ:

EDENTULOUS

Taphonomic Changes: Pokines 2015; Pokines et al. 2017
Surface Condition
Striations
Handling patina
Unbleached
Some bleaching
Bone Condition
Organic Sheen
Chalky/Friable
Mixed/Localized Chalky
Color Change
CaCO3
Orange
Black
Thermal
Decomp
Other*
maceration
maceration
Sectioning
Straight
Irregular/Curved/Angled
Other*
Sectioning Direction
Transverse
Sagittal
Coronal
Other*
Hardware
Cranium
Calotte
Mandible
Other
Suspension hole
String
Cutting/Drilling
Hardware-related
Non-hardware related
Non-sectioning cutting
Breakage
Shelf wear (Cranium)
Shelf wear
Dentition
Other breakage*
(Mandible)
Marks/Writing
Ink marks
Pencil marks
Writing in ink
Writing in pencil
Labeling
ID (On Bone)
ID (Stamp/Tape)
Anatomical
Other*
Adhering Material
Tape/Tape Residue
Gluing
Dust/Sediment
Wax/Varnish
Paint
Dental

Tooth Staining

Clay

Mold
Tooth Gluing
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Other*
Postmortem tooth loss

Taphonomy Notes: INCLUDE * ITEMS

Trauma/Medical Intervention
Antemortem

Perimortem

Postmortem Breakage

Pathological Lesions
Present

Absent

Page #:

Developmental Defects
Present

Absent

Page #:
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

Photo Checklist:
Frontal View
Rear View
Top View
Bottom View
Left Side

Right Side
Occlusal Surface – Maxilla
Occlusal Surface – Mandible
Taphonomy
Pathology
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APPENDIX C:
COPYRIGHT PERMISSIONS AND FAIR USE WORKSHEET
Copyright permissions for Figure 3.1 included below, followed by the Fair Use Worksheet.
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